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In Our 94th Year

Rains Add To Problems Of Quake
In Mexico; At Least 600-Are Dead
Late figures from the quake scheduled a bus tour of the devMEXICO CITY (AP) — Tor120 to 220 miles south and astated area today.
areas
rescue
drenched
rential rains
workers in some parts of south- east of Mexico city indicated
The quake, coming during the
east Mexico tpday as they more than 600 persons perished
rainy season in 30 years,
worst
shock
earth
ng
devastati
the
in
trapped
or
for
bodies
searched
a disaster area that
extended
Tuesday.
a.m.
3:51
at
survivors from the worst earthmuch of cenIt was the highest death toll already covered
quake in modern Mexican hisSeventy-six perMexico.
tral
Mexico
in
e
earthquak
an
of
tory.
sons have died in floods in the
The rains added to an al- since the keeping of such
past month, the homes of more
ready. serious flood. problem records_ started in the early
400,000 have been damthan
from
people
1900s.
and drove more
and millions of dollars
aged
a
President Luis Echeverri
their homes.

worth of crops have been
ruined.
The earthquake, which registered 6.5 on the Richter scale,
struck at least 24 cities, towns
and villages along the Sierra
Madre range in the states of
Puebla and Veracruz.
In Richter measurements, an
earthquake of 7.0 is 10 times
more severe than`one at 5-0,
(See Quake, Page 11)
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This map shows the center of the quake.

Voter Re-registration Discussed
At Democratic Women's Meeting

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
It comes to our attention that
proper courtesy is not being
shown to members of -the MSU
track team and other local
runners who use the streets and
highways for jogging and long
distance running. This type of
running must be done to build
up endurance, wind, stamina,
etc. and there is no place to
carry out this sport except on
the streets and highways. When
you meet these runners give
them plenty of room. If no
traffic is interfering, pull over
near the center line so they will
not have to break their stride. If
traffic Is coming, slow down so
they will not feel endangered by
your automobile. Just a matter
of courtesy that's all.

•

County
The
Calloway
Women's
Democratic
Association met Monday at
eight p.m in the court room of
the Calloway County Court
House
Marvin Harris, Calloway
County Court Clerk, was the
guest speaker discussing
"Voter Re-Registration." He

men.
LEAD RESCUE SQUAD—Top officers for Calloway County Fire-Rescue include the above
and
of
trucks
captain
Steen,
Bernard
director,
Wirt,
Gordon
chief;
Dowdy,
Max
right:
Left to
and Wirt are
director; Jim Wilkinson,secretary and director; and Randy Linn, director. Both Lina
a pernew faces on the beard of directors, which expects a busy year with the prospect of building
and
manent firehouse in the near future. Not pictured were Jim Johnson. assistant chief and director,
director.
and
Edwin Jennings. treasurer

Officers For
Fire-Rescue
Are Named

Of course, there are those
screwballs who throw things at
runners and try to force them
off the streets or highways.
There is little you can say about
such sophomoric and iinbicilic
actions except to consider the
mentality of those who do it.

Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk
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said his office had so far reregistered more than one half of
the registered voters of
Calloway County.
Registration booths have
most of the
been set up in
voting precincts and plans are
now underway to set up booths
in business places so that
persons who do not have time to
register at the court house
may still have an opportunity to
do so, the chlrli said.
Harris said all persons must
be registered or re-registered
on or before Wednesday,
September 24, to be able to vote
in the November general
election.
Henley,
Melvin
Mrs.
president of Calloway County
Democratic Women, urges all
persona to register before the
September 24th deadline. She
said transportation will be
provided to the court house to
anyone who needs it in order to
re-register. Mrs. Henley said
persons may call her at 753-3855
if transportation is needed.

Adult Basic Education Program
Registration Opens Here Today

Action Delayed Pending
Education Department OK
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Ledger & Times News Editor
An apparent low bid of
$2,467,000 was received by the
Calloway County Board of
Education last night for the
construction of three new
elementary schools in the
county.
The board, which was
meeting in special session with
the Fiscal Court, delayed action
on the low bid, however, pending approval by the State
Department of Education,
Division of Finance.
The low bid was submitted by
Quality Construction Co. of
Benton. Quality Construction's
base bid was $2,482,000 for the
construction of the three schools
and they submitted an alternate
bid at a reduction of $15,000
from the base bid making the
$2,467,000 total.
Other bidders on the project
and. their base bids were :
Harper & Arterburn Construction Co., $2,623,780; HartzKirkpatrick Construction Co.,
$2,567,000; and Hal Perry
Construction Co., $2,529,000.
"The board's approval r of the
bid) will be contingent on two
things," county school supt.
William Miller said, "the
department of education's
approval of the financial plan

Mrs. Don Hall Is
Honored By First
Christian Church

and the sale of revenue bonds."
Miller said that he hopes to
schedule a meeting within the
next few days with the department of education in order to
present the proposal The state
education department had
previously approved a plan
calling for a contract of
$2,345,000 which is $122,000 short
of the low bid submitted last
night.
The three schools, which will
be.located in the southwest,, _
north and eastern parts of the
county will take the place of the
six elementary schools—Almo,
Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove and New Concord—
presently in use in the system
See Schools, Page4.16

Skylab
To Study.
Sun Today
SPACE CENTER, Houston
Sun studies by Skylab
API
2's astronauts today concentrate on small bright spots,
black coronal holes and explosions in the outer shell of
gases.
Scientists expect photographs
of these phenomena to help in
understanding the sun and how
it affects weather, communications and other conditions
on earth.
More than eight hours vivre
scheduled at the orbiting laboratory's solar telescopes today,
with Alan L. Bean, Dr. Owen
K. Garriott and Jack R.
lousma taking turns.
Solar astronomy has top priority on the Skylab 2 mission
Through Monday, the astronauts had logged 139 hours at
the telescope console, several
hours more than planned at
this stage.
The original schedule called
for 205 hours during the flight.
but space agency officials predicted that would reach 250 bj,
the time the trip ends Sept. 25.
Bean, solar physicist Garriou
and Lousma were in the 33rd
day of their 59-day journey

Mrs. Don Hall was recognized
in a surprise ceremony for
sixteen years of "invaluable
service" to the Sunday School
by Board Chairman Lyle Underwood at the First Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ
Sunday morning during the
School
Sunday
annual
Promotion Assembly.
Underwood presented her
with an orchid as a token of the
Sunday School and Church's
her
for
appreciation
remarkable service record as
teacher, department worship
leader, and piano accompanist.
Underwood pointed out that "in
her own quiet but effective way
she had rendered an outstanding ministry of Christian
love and service to the children
of our congregation."
Mrs. Hall has been a member
--of the CririltW-Church all of
her life. Teri of her relatives
have served in the church as
ministers of the gospel. She is
Carter Elementary School.
secretary and resides at 1654
Ryan with her husband. They
have two grown children.

The three top officers of
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discussions,and explanations of
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Yarbrough's stock market
particular interest to parents
will be planned to give special Social Concerns Meet
Board of director's for the
place is goiag to be paved from
Also included in the program
comthe
to
emphasis
squad's business activities are
the concrete down to Walnut
Coach John Hina of Murray municational
The Social Concerns Com- will be a panel discussion by the
comand
Bernard
Jimmy Johnson,
Street. We collected the money
High School was the guest putational skills of reading, mittee will meet Thursday, faculty, parents, and students
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — A who appeared before the panel.
from Emma Sue, Steve and Joe ruling on whether President
Nixon has said the tapes Steen, Gordon Wirt, Randy speaker at the Murray Lions
Mrs. Florence Hudspeth.
and August 30, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Linn, and Edwin Jennings. Club dinner meeting held writing, speaking, listening
Pat Winchester and us and gave Nixon must turn over tape would be ambiguous
y Center, on vice-president of the PTA,
Communit
Douglas
.
e
arithmetic
co-ordinat
it to City Clerk Stanford Andrus. recordings demanded by WaterHe has based his refusal to Jennings will also
recently presented a check for
Tuesday evening at the Murray
This program is financed by North 2nd Street.
Paving in the city should begin gate prosecutors was expected disclose them on the claim of the squad's public relations Woman's Club House.
MO to Murray High Principal
Human
Hoover,
Jerry
Federal
and
the State
Robert
right away since the bid has today from a federal judge.
executive privilege—the theory with an assist from
The Coach. introduced by Government. There will be no Resource Planner of the Pur- Eli Alexander for the book fund.
been let. A lot of repaving is to
that the Constitution grants a Trenholm.
Hendon urges all parents to
Lion Ken Winters, introduced
Economic
Area
tuition, chase
U.S. District Judge John J. president the right to withhold
Calloway County Fire-Rescue his assistants who are Bobby charge for enrollment,
take place and several unpaved
present at the meeting on
be
of
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would wrap up
books, or materials to any adult
be a
streets will be coated with Silica's decision
information if he judges it to be officers expect this to
Toon, Mash Brady, Jerry enrolling in this class, Jackson Mayfield, will be the
Thursday. PTA memberships
guest
of a historic deround
first
squad,
the
significant year for the
asphalt.
in the national interest.
Morris, and Jim Harrell.
will be solicited at this meeting. ,
speaker.
said.
bate headed for the Supreme
for a mo- Dowdy said.
contend
not
do
"We
in16)
but
Hine gave a brief
Court.
-*nee Seen & Heard, Page
Top priority for the rescue
ment that Richard M. Nixon is
talk on the prospects
Nixon's lawyer, Charles Alan above the law," Wright has ar- unit is securing land and teresting
permanent for Murray High's football team
an
building
Wright, and his courtroom ad- gued before Silica.
for the coming season which
versary, special Watergate
He said the Constitution con- firehouse with the help of
opens Friday. August 31. at
prosecutor Archibald Cox, fers certain powers upon the revenue-sharing money already
ReidLond. Coach Hina is in his
agree that the final decision president and added, "These do allocated by the Calloway
year as head of the team.
first
unit
The
Court.
trill influence government and not put the man above the law, County Fiscal
Tonight fair and warm, low-- the presidency for years to
from
Lion James Parks announced
but they do limit the extent to would appreciate hearing
in the low 70s. Thursday partly cotne.
the law can make its anyone with land available in or the fall light bulb sale will be
which
cloudy, hot and humid with
Cox Set the stage for the con- force felt against the man who close to the City of Murray held on Tuesday, September 25.
chance of thundershowers and frontation when he subpoenaed
where most of the squad Lion Johnny McDougal said the
holds that office."
high in the upper 80s to low 90s. nine tapes of conversations bemembers and truck drivers live Lions Radio Auction would be
and work, officers said
held on October 24 and 25
tween the President and a num- Temple Hill Lodge To
(Friday through Sundayl
All volunteers served without
Partly cloudy, hot and humid ber of White House aides impliThe invocation was given by
pay for their services and all
•
Friday, becoming a little cooler cated in the Watergate scandhl. Meet Saturday Night
Harold Beaman and the
lion
operations are financed by pledge of allegiance to the flag
The Senate Watergate Comand less humid Saturday and
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 public contribution.
Sunday. Only very scattered mittee, whose hearings prowas led by Lion Terry Goodwin
Members of Calloway County Lion Chuck Simone and Lion
thundershower activity in the duced the disclosure that Oval Free and Accepted Masons will
state Friday and Saturday. Office conversations had been meet in a stated meeting on Fire-Rescue will have a work Richard Jones at the piano led
Thursday . night
4.4
Early morning lows in the up- taped routinely, also has gone Saturday, Septernber 1, at session
the chin in sinew two -nornper 60s to mid 70a Friday and to court to seek access to the seven p.m,at. the Masonic Hall. beginning at seven p.m. at the
The Master Mason degree firehouse. Plans called for
Saturday and in the 60s Sun- tapes.,
Murray High School PTA,presented a check for
Lion Les Bone was introduced
Committee members feel the will be conferred. All members completing work on rebuilding
day. Afternoon highs in the upMRS.FLORENCE Hudspeth. vice-president of the
the right is Robert
per 80s to mid 90s Friday and tapes would shed light on vari- are urged to attend and visitors the motor on the tanker truck, ail a new member Lion Jim $200 to Eli Alexander, principal of the school, for the Murray'High Book Fund. On
out
ly
Keith
guest,
temporari
his
as
had
and
a
Lawson
the
testilodge
in
Saturday
been
80s
ions
in
are
the
welcome,
which has
mostly
ous contradit
L. Hendon, Murray High PTA president.
Moffitt.
of operation_
Sunday
mony of key presidential aides spokesman said.

We checked on that Tree Frog
yesterday and he was nowhere
tO be seen so apparently his
"splat" to freedom was successful.

Ruling Expected On
Nixon Tapes Today

Coach Hina
Speaker For
Lions Club

Murray High PTA
Plans Meeting

The-Weither

r
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Vacationers bring
cholera to Sweden

ment Report *i
**J. Nate Govern
*
•

:

Dr. Oluf Ringertz of the
State Bacteriological Laboratory in Stockholm says that
six confirmed cases of cholera
have occurred in Sweden this
surnnier.
All victims had been infected before July 20, while
va tio run g in Tunisia. —
CNS
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By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
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Starts

Sunday *

When the snob muscles la am the
Mall Parlor
the s rob 'am down
rub 'ern out!
...

MAYFIELD, Ky. — While answering questions from the
audience last week at the University of Louisville School of Law,
Carroll said he will support efforts in the 1974
Nutritionists gathered recently in Atlanta, Ga., U. Gov. Julian
Kentucky General Assembly to again reapportion the state's
and agreed that the beef shortage may be the best legislative districts to restore, where practicable, whole counties
thing that has happened to America since pizza.
into legislative districts.
Carroll noted that reapportionment is an "explosive issue." His
It was only recently that nutritionists decided that,
Carroll noted that reapportionment is an "explosive issue." His
dogs,
hot
as
category,
far from being in the same
remarks, not from a prepared text but in response to a freshman
hamburgers, soft drinks and candy bars, pizza is an
law student's inquiry,ignited sparks of criticism from newspaper
excellent source of proteins and vitamins.
editorials and legislators. The Courier-Journal called Carroll's
Se 0•01.••••,....
Since pizza is now as American as shrimp gumbo
support of reapportionment "distressing" and The Lexington
MON•to ••••••••
PHASE
it wasn't too hard to sell the idea that it is
Herald said "we are disappointed." Several state represenand
tatives, including Republicans Harold DeMarcus of Stanford
nutritional. But selling the notion that Americans
AINIPINDN.Aceaime •••••
Larry Hopkins of Lexington and Democrats Brooks Hinkle of
401•.•••••••••••••••••••
eat too much.beef won't be so easy, even though it
and David Karem of Louisville were among the legislators
Paris
is true that some consume more than they should.
opposing any remap plan, with comments ranging from "It's a
Ends Tonight *
The object of the good life, however, is to provide
waste of time and money" to "It gives an administration an ax to
a
during
representatives
and
senators
state
of
free-choice-the chance to choke one's arteries with
hold Civet therheads
Glenn Ford as:
tqa 1
legislative session "
fat. But choice is out of supply right now. Still, one
favor
not
does
he
that
Friday
last
said
governor
lieutenant
The
"SANTEE"
nutritionist said,"I think it's great," reasoning that
realignment of the districts but indicated he would
massive
eat
to
people
the high cost of beef will force more
support changes where he thinks advocates "have a good case."
:N• o. 2 "LITTLE LAURA:
more poultry and fish.
He added that county lines could be kept intact with "changes in
and BIG JOHN"T*
No doubt they will eat cake for dessert—Tulsa
*
about 16 house and several senate districts." In answer to
Copiey Neves S•nrice
charges that reapportionment has been and could be used as a
(Okla.) Tribune.
''whip to keep independent-thinking legislators in line," Carroll
said: "Let's do it in the first two weeks of the session__ We can
CINEMAS
take care of that problem and have it out of the way."
According To Boyle
Misleading photographs do not serve the interest
If the Kentucky legislature takes up the remap issue again next
of the public any more than dishonest news repor- January it will be the fourth time in three years. It was the major
ting.And,iartule tlielatest instance of altered pictur.ert item of business in the 1971 special session called by former Gov.
atto itas
top priority matter during both the regular
years in the Army during of Su
By HAL BOYLE
released by the office of Ralph Griffith, public in- Louie Nunn and wasbya Gov. Wendell Ford)sessions last year The
CENTER, Fla World War II as a medical since been enlarged to 11,000
special called
CITY
and
SUN
formation director for Gov. Winfield Dunn, in itself real issue remains "one man,one vote"—the guidelines set down ( AP) — Every year thousands technician aboard a hospital acres, and by 1900 Gould exseems relatively harmless, the principle remains. by the U.S. Supreme Court. Districts should be as nearly equal in of young people from all over ship, to pull up stakes and pects 30,000 people will be living there in three adjoining
Mr. Griffith says only that "we will continue to do population as possible to assure the integrity of equal represen- America migrate to New York move south in 1950.
communities.
best
be
certainly
would
successful
it
highly
altering
need
do
a
was
districts
or
some
fame
If
He
find
tation.
to
that
City, hoping
what we think is right," hardly the assurance
"That's far enough, I feel, to
quickly next January Legislators fortune in the nation's largest advertising salesman in Manand
early
changes
the
make
to
won't
it
need
that
the
public
and
news
media
the
hattan and had saved up project for the future," said
should be utilizing valuable time during the important next metropolis.
happen again.
session tackling problems which affect Kentuckians must more
Jerry Gould, a native New enough money to buy a part- Jerry. "Theoretically, we have
This week, Mr. Griffith's office distributed a significantly than reapportionment.
Yorker, reversed the trend. He nership in his father's retail room to put 60,000 residences
picture of the governor's cabinet which included
left Manhattan because he clothing firm in Miami. Within here and a population of 150,000
++++
not
fact,
who,
were
in
s
present
forNI
and
commissioner
could no longer stand it, found a short time he also had be- persons.
three
R(X)SE Al MG
Kyle Truett Hubbard, 32 year-old Louisville attorney
Then he added candidly:
when the photograph was taken. Their faces had mer campaign chairman' for 'Third District Congressman Ron opportunity in Florida, and now come a partner in a leading ad- "But
ENCOUNTER
I
and
may
I'm
now,
49
firm and then entered
WITH THE
been pasted on the original before copies were Mazzoli, was selected last week by Jefferson County Judge Todd is one of the country's larger vertising
the booming land development not live to see it."
home builders.
for mayor of
candidate
(
Sloane
E.
Harvey
Hollenbach,
made. Earlier, an East Tennessee legislator was
is
Center
Sun
City
present
At
UNKNOWN
field in 1955.
Louisville and the Jefferson County Democratic Executive
"I simply got tired of being
pasted over and Conservation Commissioner
Since then he has built 6,000 largely a retirement town limitCommittee as campaign chairman for the Democratic Party's pushed about and intimidated
in Florida and else- ed to residents aged 50 or over,
homes
Granville Hinton was shown instead.
election
and
now
between
County
efforts in populous Jefferson
in New York," he remarked.
where children under 16 can
Such practices not only are silly but they are day (Nov. 6). Working with Hubbard in various campaign roles "The people who like it feel it where.
A pioneer in obtaining legisla- cope only as vistors. Later
wrong. And state officials have more serious tasks to are several incumbent legislators who are seeking reelection to is the best place in the world to
tion to outlaw shady land sale segments appealing to younger
be, but I feel sorry for them.
perform than to engage in this deceiving bit of the state Senate and House of Representatives.
schemes, he prefers the role of family groups are planned, as
+ ++ +
gimmickry. Elsewhere in today's editions, The
"There are a lot of cultural "community developer" rather well as an area for small ranch
the
says
Mitchell
Arnold
State Fish and Wildlife Commissioner
advantages in the big city, but than that of a promoter merely estates.
Banner has announced it will publish no future
1973-74 statewide duck hunting season will be ten days shorter I resent the fact that most of
The developers also hope to
selling land on the installment
is
until
there
from
office
Mr.
Griffith's
photographs
than last year, Duck season will open Dec. 12 and continue
people who live there don't plan.
draw residents from such nearassurance they have not been doctored.—Nashville through Jan. 20. Goose hunters will again have 70 days to hunt— the
make enough money to enjoy
He and a partner designed by cities as Tampa, Sarasota
(Tenn.) Banner.
Nov. 12 - Jan. 20.
them. Unless you have money and built Lehigh Acres, a com- and St. Petersburg.
+ + ++
in New York, where's the fun?
Each year Gould makes sev- x as swims art= lestruirosat
munity of some 15,000 people 13
Mrs. Frances Jones Mills, clerk of the Kentucky Court of Aplime
eral business trips back to his twat;
R
"That isn't true in Florida, miles from Fort Myers.
peals, has been selected president-elect of the new National and other parts of the country.
Jerry expects Sun City native city.
But
Sun.:
Except
Nightly
con0
C.
Washington,
recent
Association of Court Clerks at a
"I enjoy them," he acknowl- *
Here you don't have to be rich Center here to be his real life
at 10:40 p.M' *
*
vention.
edged "New York is a great *
go
devela
fishing,
golf,
play
little
to
community
in
monument
registered
The Murray City School system has
*
"OH!
CALCUTTAM
*
or just sit and enjoy the cli- opment. As president of the W- place to visit, but — ." His
+ ++
Nallllutuf4141,414444- '4Wq•/PP
1502 students thus far, according to Fred Schultz,.
Gov. Ford,iriaLaborDayinessage to Kentuckians, says: "It is mate."
G Development Corp., he shrug finished the sentence.
superintendent of City Schools.
my sincere hope that this Labor Day will be a bright one for all. -- It wasn't sour grapes that led bought the 2,000-acre site from
Airman Clayton D. Adams has been reassigned to The backbone of this country is its laboring force, and this special Jerry, who had spent three the Del E. Webb Corp., founder
Chanute AFB, Ill., for technical training with the day has been set aside as a reminder that the fruits of industry are
products of labor as well as capital."
United States Air Force.
++++
Miss Lilly Evelyn Williams and Kira Wilson Wallis
,THEATRE
111
were
killed on Kentucky highways during
persons
16
year
Last
•
of
Church
were married August 3 at the College
the Labor Day weekend. Kentucky State Police plan-to increase
NOW thru TUE. Sept. I itti
than activities during next weekergT
Bacon is advertised at 39 cents per pound in the ad
+ +++
Th•DiedetsCalipoie
for Johnson's Gocery this week.
Kentucky's educational Finance study will be discussed on the
paw*
Djay
—
Mil.T1.
By
al
Mr.
and
Mitch,
ace,
and
30
at
Aug.
6
Thursday
p.m.
this
network
state public television
August 22,1173
day
the
spent
Key
D.
R.
Mrs.
( CDT).
_and Mrs,_ Warren Sykes Saturday. with Mr. and Mrs.
_
+
returned from a vacation trip Jack Wyatt in Nashville. We
mann..come,own MIMI.,
Kentucky's two United States Senators, Marlow W. Cook and which took them to points of enjoyed going to different
RECCERS-.HAMMERSTERS
Walter D. Huddleston, endorsed annual sessions of the Kentucky interest in Virginia and North places, especially through the
in a joint statement last week in Louisville. Carolina.
First Baptist Church where the
"The Bank of Murray has made a nice im- General Assembly two
constitutional amendments to be decided
issue is one of
The
Bro. Richard Vaden from Wyatts attend. The church is
provement over at their place. Marble has been by Kentuckians when they vote Nov. 6.
Mississippi filled the pulpit at very beautiful.
installed on the front of the building," from the
+ +++
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
North Fork last Sunday in the
Dr. Lyman Ginger said last week that if a proposed con- absence of our pastor, Bro. Rickie went to Opry Land
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
in
passes
at 7:30 Nitely plus
board
school
state
elective
an
Murray Mayor George Hart praised the "in- stitutional amendment for
Vaden, who is sick. Richard is Monday and spent the night
appointive
an
as
on
to
be
stay
willing
would
he
November,
surrenwith Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt.
valuable work"of the Calloway County Tuberculosis
1.30 Sat & Sun —
the fourth young man
superintendent of public instruction for a few years. The proposal
dering to preach from North They returned home Tuesday.
Association in a formal proclamation today.
the
abolish
also
would
which
cluster
amendment
a
of
part
a
is
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jenkins
Ann Herron served on the staff of Charles Deering state Railroad Commission and allow sheriffs to succeed them- Fork. He delivered a wonderful
are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
message.
Library at Northwestern University; Evanston, Ill., selves in office
The reitival ended at Birds Morris Jenkins this week.
++++
this summer. She will resume her position at the
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mrs. Tom
Baptist Church Saturday
Creek
eastern
or
to
Lexington
travel
Western Kentuckislirwho often
. Murray.State College library this fall.
Bro. Jerry Lee doing Wilson and Mrs. Glynn Orr
with
night
Kentucky are happy about the soon-to-be opened 17.3 mile stretch
Ardath Boyd and Donald Hughes attended the of
the preaching. They had eleven visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Interstate 64 between Lexington and Frankfort. The highway is
Tuesday afternoon.
on
persons for baptism.
Mo.,
. Less Paul- Mary Fort-Concert at St. Louis,
of
new
section
any
than
obstruction
of
and
freer
flatter, wider
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Crowder
D. Key, Mrs.
R.
Mrs.
and
Mr,
'Augitst 23.
road ever opened in Kentucky, according to highway officials.
Mr. and Mrs. visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Wilson,
Tom
Gov. Ford will cut the ribbons on the new highway Thursday of
Glynn Orr, and Mr. and Mrs. Monday afternoon.
this week. It's a great improvement over busy, dangerous VerMr. and Mrs. Odelle popkins
Charles Paschall attended
Ends TONITE
sailles Road.
Grove Sunday and children spent Saturday
Shady
at
church
++ + +
night, where 13ro.- Glynn M. On with Mrs. Tom Wilson.
Walt Disne 's "DUMBO
B "1
The Kentucky State Police is tripling its anti-narcotics squad.
Our sympathy goes out to the
had the baptizing from Birds
The harvest truly is plenteous, but the labourers
There were 532 drug arrests inn Kentucky last year, representing
family of One Kuykendall who
Creek.
a 44.2 per cent increase over 1971.
are few.—Matthew 9:37.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes passed away Sunday morning.
There is work to be done today. Stop talking and

Let Them Eat Cake
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Altered Photos

Native New Yorker Finds Fortune tOmewhere Else

tpari,

North Fork In Absence Of Pastor

Down Concord Way ...

get going!

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
People by the millions are seeking the road to
success. It is easy to find that road. Just look for the
wives who are there, right behind their husbands,
pushing and shoving, wheelding, praising and
scolding every time those husbands come to a
crossroads of decision.
"Man has his will-but woman
has her way."
—Oliver Wendell Holmes

1853

by way of the Geeat Mountains
Two former Galrand sisters,
for a weekend vacation from Mrs. Thomas Lax and Mrs
Michigan to Mrs. Nannie Moss, are having new brick
Mitchels' old home place near homes completed in the Concord vicinity.
Concord.
We were sorry to hear of the
The Bern Gannon family of
Colorado Springs spent a week death of the mother of Wallace
at the home of her father, Otis Sears, formerly of near ConLovins, and visited other cord.
.,A crowd of well wishers enrelatives.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Patterson joyed a household shower given
visited her mother in Georgia in honor of two former Calloway
High students, Larry Neale
bete Calloway school opened

Crank and Eva Williams,
Thursday evening at the home
of his grandmother, Mrs.
Meelie Ivy near Panorama.
Their marriage will take place
at New Concord . Church of
Christ August 24 at 700 p.m.
We sincerely enjoyed the
singing of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Perrin at the library and at
Good Shepherd Church. Though
in a wheel chair, he itinspiring.

Mrs. Churchwi
The United Method
of the Palestine a
Tuesday, August 1
o'clock in the morn
church with fourteer
-and five visitors pre
Mrs. Lonie C
presented the procr
subject, "Humble A
Child." She gave m
out of the Bible ri
humbleness and a
experiences with pel
The fourteenth (
Luke was read by tl
Mrs. Myrtle Meth
the roll with met
nearing with the
chapters in the Bibl
read. She also read
ture from Jermiah 1
Luke 10:30-37.
Members prest
Mesdames Myrtie
Myrtle Williams, Ma
Burkeei
Lorene
Childress, Reba
Eula Grace Perri:.
Burkeen,Sheila Mull
Oates, Ela Burke(
Hopkins, Clarence
and Freda Lovett.
Visitors present
John Churchwell,
Churchwell, Roy
Tronda Parrish, at
Mullinax.
A potluck lunch wa
the noon hour.
The next meeting i
on Tuesday, Septen
ten a.m, at the chum

Class Officers
School Electe

ie Sevent-h grad
New Concord School
class officers for I
school year. Mrs.
terson is teacher.
Officers are Kei
Cuiston, son of Mr.
Mason McCuiston,
Beverly McKinney, c
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
vice-president; Marl
son of Mr. and M
Prescott, secretaz
Mahan, daughter a.
Mrs. J. C. Mahan,
Debuts Smith, ciaugl
and Mrs. Don Smith

Mrs. Mark Pz
Honored At 13
Shower Recer

Mrs. Mark Par
Laura Dene Sills,
plirnented with a ix
on Friday, August :
thirty o'clock in tho
the home of Mrs. BE

The gracious host
occasion were Ml
Vance and Mrs.
Lamb.

For the occasion
chose to wear a Ion,
with a blue blow
presented a hos:
corsage of white

Games were play
honoree opened
lovely gifts which
placed on a table ovi
blue and white clot

Refreshments of
cake were served
from the table coy
blue and white cic
tered with a lo
arrangement.
Twenty persons
or sent gifts.
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tool Days Again Bring Children To The Playground; Visitors Here
By Estelle Splcelaad
August 18, 1173
I still have time for another
letter before September,
maybe.
Time is swiftly passing,
bringing school days again
before we missed the children
from the playground, often.
Vacation time is drawing to a
close for many.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Wilson
and her sister and mother drove

Palestine Won
Hear Program
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Palestine Women
Hear Program By

Miss Cynthia Annette Cherry Becomes The
Bride Of Stephen Dale Kemp In Ceremony

Mrs. Churchwell

At Martin's Chapel Methodist Church

The United Methodist Women
of the Palestine Church met
Tuesday, August 11, at ten
o'clock in the morning at the
church with fourteen members
and five visitors present.

DEAR ABBY: I recently became very much attracted
to a gentleman who proudly admits to being 73. He's a
snappy dresser and is full at fun I am a middle-aged
woman, but this man leaves me in the dust when it comes
to dancing, tennis, golf, and any other physical exercise
you can name
He seems very much interested in me My question: At
his age, is he harmless?
JOYCE

Photo by David Hill

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Dale Kemp

Class Officers At
School Elected

Mrs. Mark Paschall
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently
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1006 Chestnut

DONUTSPhone 753-6034

Watch for our thud Opening!!
We Are Now Open To Serve You

is

W

ROBERTSON BOY
Sgt. and Mrs. Darrel
Robertson of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., announce the
birth of a baby boy, Darren
Eugene, weighing nine pounds,
born on Monday, August 27, at
8:20 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is serving with
the Army in Frankfurt, Germany.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Robertson and Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Barrow, all of
Route One, Puryear, Term.

DEAR JOYCE: If you mean what I think you mean, if
he's "harmless" he won't be able to do you any good. But
whether he can do you any good without doing you any
harm will depend on YOUR condition.

Hours: 6:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.
6:00 a.m.-12 Midnight, Sat & Fri.
Closed Sundays

to Schools,.Churches
and-Organizations

DISCOUMS

DEAR ABBY: You were wrong when you advised
against reporting the fraudulent welfare recipient. If someone told you that he had witnessed a robbery, would you
advise him to "judge not"
Welfare agencies welcome legitimate complaints, and
each complaint is objectively investigated. The complainant
may reinaranorijitioini 'if deStred, and his name Is
to the client. However, vague statements such as,
"I know 10 people on welfare who drive Cadillacs and have
$1,000 in the bank," are stupid and useless A person making such a comment usually cannot name a single person
who even comes close to that description. Comillaints A
should be as specific and factual as possible.
We find that most complaints are not well-founded because the complainant is trying to "get back" at the recipient, or that he has drawn a wrong conclusion by not knowing all the facts in the case. But it is worthwhile to investigate each complaint.
If fraudulent and ineligible cases can be eliminated
from the welfare roles, more resources will be available to
help those who are truly in need, and the burden will be
lighter on Mr. Taxpayer.,
WEST VIRGINIA SOCIAL WORKER
DEAR W. V. S. W.: Thank you for your fair and helpful
letter. Your answer was much better than mine. I believe
all witnessed crimes should be reported, but encouraging
every American to -inform" on his neighbor for an assumed wrongdoing would lead us uncomfortably close to
becoming a police state, and that I abhor.
DEAR ABBY_ Regarding that lady who wants to be
spanked on her bare bottom. I will gladly oblige her. I 11107,,,
a 68-year-old widower. I ask also a retired upholsterer' with
50 years experience on seats and bottoms.
EDDrE IN CINCY
Problems? Yee,' feel better V you get It eff year ebest.
For a personal reply. writs to ABBY: Box No. lent 4 A..
Cali,. milee. Baden stamped. se.U-addressed eavelope.
please.
For Abby's 'booklet. "Bow to Hive • Lively WeeilMt."
seed it to Abby. Box MN,Los Angeles. CaL MIL

Housing Authority of Murray Has
Tea Thursday for Senior Citizens

FBIRTHS41
JONES BOY
A baby boy, Keith Marlin„
weighing seven pounds eight
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Wayne Jones of
Benton Route Five on Sunday,
August 26, at 4:28 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Their other children are
Kenneth, age twelve, Teresa.
age nine, Tammy age seven,
and Betty, age five.
The father is employed at the
Murray Divison of the Tappan
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Reggie Jones of Betnon
Route Five,

By Abigail Van Buren

Miss Cynthia Annette Cherry, shirts trimmed in black.
For her daughter's wedding,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William N. Cherry, and Stephen Mrs. Cherry, chose to wear an
Dale Kemp,son of Mr. and Mrs. orchid knit dress with black
Charles Kemp, were married in accessories. Her corsage was a
the sanctuary of the Martin's pink cymbidiurn orchid. The
Chapel United Methodist groom's mother, Mrs. Kemp,
Church on Saturday, August 4, wore a'pale pink knit dress and
at two o'clock in the afternoon. she had white accessories and a
Rev. Coy Garrett performed lavender cymbidium orchid
the double ring ceremony corsage.
The guest register was kept
. amidst a lovely altar' scene.
Centering the altar was a brass by Miss Gail Kemp,sister of the
by groom. Mrs. Nick Britt directed
The Sivenii—
ffalit
Condelabrum flanked
New Concord School has elected baskets of chrysanthemums, the wedding and the reception.
Reception
class officers for the 1973-74 snapdragons, and baby's
school year. Mrs. Linda Pat- breath.
Following the ceremony the
terson is teacher.
Edwin Garrett presented a reception was held in the church
Officers are Kenneth Mc- program of wedding music fellowship hall.
Cuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs. "One Hand, One Heart,"
Mason McCuiston, president; "More," "We've Only First
The bride's table was overlaid
Beverly McKinney, daughter of Begun," the traditional Bridal with a white linen cloth with
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd McKinney, Chorus for the processional, and white embossed border and
centered with an arrangement
vice-president; Mark Prescott, the recessional.
of pink and lavender flowers
son of Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Bride's Dress
Prescott, secretary; Ellen
The bride, given in marriage topped with a bride and groom
Mahan, daughter of Mr. and by her father, was attired in a statuette.
Pink punch, cake, nuts, and
Mrs. J. C. Mahan, treasurer; formal length gown of French
Debbra Smith, daughter of Mr. design. The scallop chantilace mints were served. Assisting at
and Mrs. Don Smith, reporter. was in a ruffled splendor that the reception were Mrs.
featured a sabrina neckline Richard Stone and Miss Gail
with seeded pearls. A bow of Kemp, both sisters of the
satin accented the high groom.
waistline.
After the reception the couple
Her veil of bridal illusion left for their wedding trip with
netting was attached to a pearl the bride wearing a pink and
and white lace headpiece orchid knit dress trimmed with
fashioned to match her dress. a lace collar. She wore her
She carried a nosegay of pink mother's orchid as her corsage.
Mrs. Mark Paschall, nee sweetheart roses, pink and
Laura Dene Sills, was com- orchid pompoms, and baby's
The new Mr. and Mrs. Kemp
plimented with a bridal shower breath.
are now residing at 206
on Friday, August 10, at sevenMiss Pat Cherry, sister of the Woodlawn Avenue, Murray.
thirty o'clock in the evening at bride, served as her maid of
Rehearsal Dinner
the home of Mrs. Billy Paschall honor. She wore a floor length
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kemp,
the groom, enThe gracious hostesses for the gown of flocked sheer organza parents of
of the bridal
occasion were Mrs. Coffield over lavender taffeta. A tertained members
dinner on
rehearsal
a
with
party
bow
accented
velvet
lavender
Burt
Billy
Mrs.
Vance and
Colonial House
the
at
2
August
rounded
and
waist
empire
the
Lamb.
Smorgasbord.
neck.
Pink and lavender flowers
For the occasion the honoree
She carried a white basket of
chose to wear a long white skirt spring flowers with lavender were used in the beautiful table
arrangement. Covers were laid
with a blue blouse and was streamers tied in love knots.
presented a hostesses' gift
The bridesmaids were Miss for twenty guests.
corsage of white carnations.
Ithanda Garland, Miss Dow
Games were played and the Cole, and Miss Gloria Cook.
honoree opened her many Their dresses were pink
lovely gifts which had been designed like the maid of honor
placed on a table overlaid with a and they carried white baskets
of spring flowers with pink
11rel i:
1
6
11011014
blue and white cloth.
--streamers tied in love knots.
Refreshments of punch and
Chuck Kemp served his
cake were served buffet style brother as best man. Groomfrom the table covered with a smen were Don Cherry, brother
blue and white cloth and cen- of the bride, Bud Miller, and
tered with a lovely floral Ricky Tucker. The groom,
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
arrangement.
father of the bride, and all
Pb..,. 753 1917 or 75.3-4547
Twenty persons were present groomsmen
black
wore
or sent gifts.
ruffled
tuxedoes with white

I

Morris-Adams Engagement

Is a 73-year-old
swinger harmless?

Mrs. Lonie Churchwell
presented the program on the
subject, "Humble As A Little
Child." She gave many verses
out of the Bible referring to
humbleness and also many
experiences with people.
The fourteenth chapter of
Luke was read by the group.
Mrs. Myrtle McDaniel called
the roll with members answering with the number of
chapters in the Bible they had
read. She also read the scripture from Jermiah 8:20-22 and
Luke 10:30-37.
Members present were
Mesdames Myrtie McDaniel,
Myrtle Williams, May Goodwin,
Avis
Lorene
Burkeen,
Childress, Reba Parrish,
Eula Grace Parrish, Winnie
Burkeen,Sheila Mullinax, Anita
Oates, Ela Burkeen, Marty
Hopkins, Clarence McDaniel,
and Freda Lovett.
Visitors present were Rev.
John Churchwell, Mrs.. Lois
Churchwell, Roy Burkeen,
Tronda Parrish, and Christy
Mullinax.
A potluck lunch was served at
the noon hour.
The next meeting will be held
on Tuesday, September 11, at
ten a.m. at the church.
1,4
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Miss Lisa Jean Morris
.
Ralph Morris of Murray Route Eight announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of his daughter, Lisa
Jean, to Cody Lanch Adams,son of Mr. and Mrs. Cody W. Adams
of Farmington Route One.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Doris Gibbs Morris.
She is now attending Calloway County High School where she is a
junior
Mr. Adams graduated from Calloway County High School in
1971, attended Murray State University, and then joined the
National Guard. He is presently employed at the General Tire
Company in Union City, Tenn.
An October wedding is being planned.

Wednesday,August 2S
Calloway County Public
Library will be closed for inventory.

it

of AAUW in the Student Union
Building, Murray State, from
nine a.m, to five p.m.

Family night for all Woodrnen
families will be held at the
Woodmen Building, 3rd and
Maple, at 6:30 p.m. Meat,
drinks and bread will be furnished and each family is
requested to bring one dish for
Murray Branch of AAUW will each adult in their family.
sponsor a re-registration table
for persons not yet re-registered
Thursday, August 30
to vote in the general election at
Couples Bowling Thursday
the Student Union Building, Night League will meet at
Murray State,from nine a.m. to Corvette Lanes at seven p.m
flve p.m.
All team captains are urged to
be present.
Thursday, August le
Re-registration table for
Calloway County Public
persons not yet re-registered to Library will be closed for 'nvote in the general election will ventory.
be set up by the Murray Branch

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Persons may come singly or
with a partner

Duplicate door prizes were
The Housing Authority of
Murray entertained the Senior presented to Mrs. Erie CunCitizens of Murray and ningham and Mrs. Gent Loved
Calloway County with an in- for being the two persons
formal tea on Thursday, August present who had the most
23, from two to four o'clock in children. Each of the ladies had
the afternoon, at the Com- eight children. Last year a door
munity Center on Ellis Drive. prize was given to the oklest
D. Miller, Jr., Executive_ -person present and flaws
Director of the Housing were presented to Annie Willis
Authority, welcomed the group for being "92,years Young". She
and he introduced the members was present again this year,
of the Housing Authority Board and heartiest congratulatkIlla.
and their wives present for the and best wishes are extended to
occasion. Board members her by the Housing Group.
attending were Mayor Holmes
Mrs. L.D. Miller, Jr.,
Ellis, Vice-Chairman and Mrs.
E. W. Riley, Commissioner and presided at the punch bowl,
Mrs. Buford Hurt, and Com- assisted by Mrs. Lynn Smith.
missioner and Mrs. William The table was covered with an
avacado homespun cloth, acHornbuckle.
The program was presented cented with an arrangement of
an
by Rev.-- Jerrell G. White and mixed summer flowers in
Mrs. Pauline A. Wainscott, large white china compote. The
assisted by Mrs. Jerrell White. color scheme of yellow and
Slides were shown of their green was repeated in the
recent trip to the Holy Land of bright zinnias of the centerpiece
Israel. As the films were viewed and the yellow tailored enMrs. Wainscott gave a most semble worn by BY Mrs. Miller.
Interesting account of the trip
Eighty-five persons were in
and the various places visited. attendance for the tea.
Cities so often heard mentioned
and biblical stories came to life
as the pictures were flashed
across the screen. Rev. White
also talked of the different
shrines and the inspiration
GILLUM BOY
gained by traveling the roads
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Gillum
and visiting the places where
are the
Christ lived, preached and was of Kirksey Route One
boy,
baby
a
of
parents
crucified.
weighing nine
Mr. and Mrs. White had Christopher Lee,
several items on display that pounds four ounces, born on
were made of native materials Friday, August 24, at 9:58 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
from the regions toured.
Grogan, Hospital.
Verona
Mrs.
Director of the Senior Citizens,
They have two daughters,
spoke to the group and en- Traci Ann, age 3/
2, and Terri
1
couraged all present to join the Renee, age two. The father is
participate
Senior Citizens and
County Extension Agent in
in the fun and fellowship. They Youth.
have a number of interesting
Grandparents are Mr. and
Projects planned for the coming
months. The newly purchased Mrs. W. L. Gillum of Grand
raini-Lett Is _being _put tn.good Rivers and Mr. and Mrs. W. L
use. Mrs. Thyra 'Crawford, Schuler at Lettinftille. Great
Assistant Director, transported grandparents are Mrs. J. G.
the Hazel Senior Citizen group Pontrich and Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Schuler, all of Louisville.
to the tea.
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Murray High Grid Season Opens Friday Night
Tigers Invade Reidland For
Coaching Debut Of John Hina

Reidland has already had a
game under its belt.
Last week at Clay, Reidland
can get the job and Webster County battled to a
they
that
feel
one
is
season,
the
of
athlete is that little fear of his nine games
20-20 deadlock.
done," Hine said.
of the veterans returning.
first performance.
In the game, Reidland had the
Last season, the offensive
had
who
halfback
Another
a
even
that
something
It's
as a problem outstanding performer as 5-9,
loomed
blocking
Doug
is
last
season
world champion boxer ex- experience
155 pound junior tailback Danny
for the Tigers.
periences. And whether he Shelton. Alan Jones, Ken
Fischer rused for near 300
This season, Hina feels the
have
Harrison
Todd
and
Grogan
exhe
not,
or
it
would admit
blocking should be improved. yards.
will
all
and
promise
shown
all
periences it every time he steps
Fischer scored on runs of 47
"Since our scrimmage game,
be in the middle of the action in
into the ring.
55 yards and tockic a 49 yard
and
has
blocking
our
that
feel
we
But after he is in the ring and the backfield.
a long way and we are screen pass from 6-2, 200 pound
come
be
will
men
strong
Two
the first punch is thrown, that
senior quarterback Allan
now beginning to execute."
sharing the duties at fullback.
little fear subsides.
"We seem to be shaping up Wimble.
Butterflies are free, winning Tony Thompson, who occupied
Reidland is not large in
well at the end positions. Thus
the position at times last
in athletics is not.
physical size and head coach
that
us
shown
has
Chapman
far,
That is the difference between season, returns and will receive
he has a fine pair of hands and Joe Squallace labels his interior
being a winner and a loser. The very capable help from Cliff
he grabs anything thrown close line as his weakest point.
Dibble.
ability to overcome the human
One plus for the Greyhounds
to him," Hina complimented.
Thompson is a 6-1, 180 pound
quality of fear and substitute
"Eli Alexander is coming is the return of 5-10, 190 pound
170
the work and the fundamentals senior while Dibble is 5-10,
along well and he seems, at this senior guard Steve Huey. He
that have been drilled over and pound junior.
point, to be the best blocker of was the most valuable lineman
pound
170
6-2,
Another junior,
over again during training.
three candidates for the two on the Reidland team of last
the
get the
This experience is awaiting Wes Furgerson, will
.
-season which posted a 2-6-1
"Spots."
assignment.
starting
football
the Murray High School
the defense, the record.
at
Looking
arm
strong
a
has
Furgerson
team.
front four will be composed of
When the two teams met at
Friday night, in a 8 p.m. game and a quick release but lacks
big Craig Suiter and Miller at
last season, the Tigers
Murray
experience.
varsity
the
will
at Reidland, the Tigers
tackles with Porter and Lan- took a 26-18 win.
Backing Ferguson will be
open their 1973 season.
end
the
occupying
ning
Barnett and
Brad
There will be a lot of different Junior
The entire roster for the 1973
positions.
Suiter.
Lindy
sophomore
Tiger's
the
in
things this season
Tigers consists of Eli AlexanThe men in the middle who
lair
der, Randy Chapman, Ricky
Melton and Kevin Skinner will
Of cdurse, the most notable will be sharing duties as the
Garland, David Gore, Dean
tackles
the
at
be seeing action
Gary
junior
are
change is that of John Hina center
Lanning, Scott Marvin, Keith
spots while Tony Thurmond will
replacing the Tiger's coach of Buchahan and Pat McCMillan.
Kenny Adams, Jay
Tabers,
be available at one of the end
Alternating as offensive
the past 43 seasons, Ty Holland.
Kennedy, Larry Lovett, Chris
positions.
And with that change, comes guards will be Alan Lemons and
Miller, David Hoffsinger, David
Linebackers will include
Terry Melton while on the other
others.
Steve Porter, Kevin
Parks,
Alexander, Thompson, Boone,
A new offense will replace the side, Bobby Knight and Tony
Skinner, Craig Suiter, Bryan
Dibble.
and
Shelton
Lemons,
single wing offense that was so Boone are scrambling for a
Terhune, Tony Boone, Bobby
The defensive secondary will
spot.
familar to Tiger fans.
Knight, Alan Lemons, Terry
Steve Porter, a 6-3, 228 pound consist of McCuiston, Jones, Melton, Tony Thurmond, Gary
Instead of the single wing, the
and
Chapman
Grogan,
Tigers will be running from a T- junior, will hold down one tackle
Buchanan, John McCage, Billy
providing Harrison.
Formation with several dif- spot with Chris Miller
McDouglas, Pat McMillan,
Punting duties will be handled
backup help and possibly
ferent variations.
Brad Barnett, Wes Furgerson,
Thurmond
and
Suites'
Craig
Porter. by
And instead of the defense sharing the spot with
Suiter, Cliff Dibble,
Lindy
Senior Kenny Adams and while the kickoff men will be Robbie Hibbard, Mickey Mcthat the Tigers used last year in
are the Barnett, Porter and SKinner. Cusiton, Tony Thompson, Ken
a 3-7 season, fans will be seeing sophomore Larry Lovett
Handling the PAT's will be
tackle
several different defenses used. candidates for the other
Grogan, Todd Harrison, Stan
Miller and Boone.
Barnett,
position.
Tigers
The offense of the
Henley, Alan Jones, Jody
Assisting Hine with the
Three men, Eli Alexander,
should be one which should
McCoart, Dale McCuiston, Paul
Mark
be
will
duties
coaching
Dean
allow Hima to execute at either Randy Chapman and
Robertson, Doug Shelton,
Jerry
line;
two Brady, offensive
the passing game or the running Lanning are battling for
Seigler and Steve
Dewey
Morris, defensive line; Bobby
game in a manner that should starting spots at the ends.
Winchester.
loon, offensive backfield and
Dale McCuiston,a starter last
Dy MIKE BRANDON
season at halfback after his
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Hidden deep inside of every brother Tyrone missed the final

HERE'S THE WAY TO DO IT-Murray High's Chris Miller
shoes some onlooking Tigers how to kick the PAT. Miller will be
sharing the duties this season with several other members of the
Learn.
iStaff Photo by Mike Brandon )

Morehead Coach
Predicts An
Improvement

have more depth at the halfback
positions than we did last year."
"As far as our fullbacks, we

Ray Nitschke Says A
Tearful Farewell To
EootbTIt and- Packers -

teo.

i•

;'•

or
re'

NOW THIS TIME- Murray High football coach John Mlle goes
strategy with some of his players. The Tigers are in
the final days of preparation before the season opener Frida)
night at Reidland.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon I
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Crossword Puzzle
DOWN

ACROSS
1 Preposition
4 Conveniently
near
9 Emerge victoriouS
12 Exist
13 Mountains of
South
America
14 A state fattbr
15 Leave
17 Almost
19 Command
21 Edge
22 Young salmon
24 Unit of
Japanese
currency
ae Narrow opening
29 Moving part of
motor
31 Title of
respect
33 Affirmative
34 Teutonic deity
35 Tiny
37 Ordinance
39 A continent
labbr
4° Pl9Pen
42 Couple
44 Distance runner
46 District in Germany
48 Newt
50 Young girl
51 Negative
53 Smelt plane
• surface
55 Cake makers
58 Feel indignant
at
61 Mature
62 lot_
64 Ocean 65 Pedal digit
68 Out of date
67 Atternoonper-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Novelty
Native metal
Rumor
Difficult
Poker stakes
A state lebtx I
Lair
River in
Belgium
9-With affection
10 Sick
11 Negative
16 Dan
18 Thre•-toecl
sloths
20 Things. in law
22 Newspapers.
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Aaron At
A Glance

This
Big 1
By JERRY I
Associated Press 8
CHICAGO (AP)
be the college fool
when the Big Ten
finally elbows the E
of the national spot
For the Big Ten, I
champions Ohio
Michigan appear
dislodging the Big
ennial standouts, N
Oklahoma, from th
ry lofty role in I
rankings.
For many seasc
Eight has outshone
as the kingpin confo
Midwest, but this
paign of Big Eight
and one of pennar
shorn Oklahoma.
With new coache
recent superstars
and Oklahoma still
in the Big Eight r
matter its ultimate
lahoma is condemn
flower role when I

MOREHEAD, Ky.-Football in an auto accident.
MSU President Adron Doran
drills have started at Morehead
at the luncheon that
State University and Head announced
29
worn by Rhodes for
number
the
looking
54 COver w,111
30 Soak
Coach Roy Terry is
used
be
not
would
wax
years
three
sheep
Male
32
closer than usual at his
55 Flying
36 Female sheep
this season as a tribute to the
inarrynal
newcomers.
38 Tricks
Ohioan.
young
58 Time gone by
popular
41 New
"Our halfbacks have the
collectively
be
successful.
Eagle
second-year
The
snoop
Nano°.
57
defensive
Englander
Harrell,
Jimmy
23
artery
Chief
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MSU opens the season Sept. 8
In the backfield, there is ability to get off to a quick start
59 Born
43 Away'
mentor told a Press Day lun25 Nothing
secondary.
for
plus
the
in
Chinese
big
a
be
60
should
State
Central
this
and
against
45
27
SCHEDULE
Newest
FOOTBALL
Bacteriologist's
speed and strength. But there is
cheon last week that the
pagoda
47 Fish eggs
While the Tigers will be
wires
The also planty of youth that has not us," Coach Hina said.
1973
63 Generr Slat,
development of new players Ashland Shrine Game.
49 Biblical weeds
28 FOrrilltr Rusgame,
first
their
Playing
labor
probably
we
against
n
Sept.
is
point,
this
opener
"A
home
52
Snare
sian
wires
been
tested.
team's
would be vital to the
Middle Tennessee.
Away
MkCeeS3 this fall.
Aug. 31 Reidiand
Home
Noting that 47 of his 89 canSaps. 7 Heath
Away
Sept. 14 Mayfield .....
didates are freshman, Terry
Horne
Sept. 21 Fulton
described the squad as "young
Away
Sept 28 Bowling Green
but with good leadership in key
Home
5 Trigg Co.
Oct.
positions."
Homecoming
PRESS
He said MSU's changes as a By THE ASSOCIATED
Away
American League
Oct. 12 - Tilghman
contender in the Ohio Valley
East
Horne
Oct. 19 • Hopkinsville
W L. Pct. G.8.
Conference could hinge on the
Home
Oct. 26 • Ruseellville
75 53 586 progress of first and second- Baltimore
71 59 546 5
Assay
3 • Ft. Campbell
Boston
Nov.
year players, especially on Detroit
70 62 530 7
40
2
1
68 65 511 9/
New York
defense.
2
1
62 67 .481 13/
Milwaukee
"We think this is a good Cleveland
Perfect Game
55 74 -.417 22
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1
/
73 59 .533, 5
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Jose
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San
The
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help
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"However,
63 69 .477
Chicago
"I went for all the marbles,"
By FRANK BROWN
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a
Brown
154).477
news
68
good
the
62
got
also
Bills
Minnesota
from new people."
Associated Press Sports Writer he said. "It was all or none.
60 67 .472
California
tv
running back O.J. Simpson in a 3-13 victory Tuesday night
Terry said "five or six" of his Texas
AA 84,35432½. Ray Nitschke's eyes were The way I see it now. I don't that
healed sufficiently from a over Modesto, the first in 3
.
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Tuesday's
press
would
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lost
•
had
He
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think
tears.
with
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Cleveland 4, Kansas city 3
cracked rib to return to prac- years of California League
starting positions before the
NO% by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
Meanwhile, things were reTexas 5, Baltimore 3
the battle with age-a more dePWY.
season ends. Of the first-year
Minnesota 5, Detroit 0
lineman turning to normal at other NFL tice.
any
than
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termined
Chicago 6, Milwaukee I
group, 31 are new freshman and
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Oakland 6, Boston 1
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Time that aging stars leave the ton's best year came in 1968
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told numbers of veteran play- 756 yards.
67 64 511 St Louis
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tackle David Rhodes was killed Pittsburgh
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1
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Chicago
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San Diego
The call never came. Packer made it clear that he won't be
33
1973 Home Runs
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 1, San Francisco coaches had to concern them- transforming the Saints, 2-11-1
Most Recent Home Run Aug 28
29 0
1973 Games Remaining
with
Jim
selves
Carter, last year. into immediate winLos Angeles 6, Montreal 1
Babe Ruth's Career Record 714
Nitschke's replacement since ners.
$
New York I, San Diego 6
Aaron's Magic Number
daus”Axxxx440
"I think it's going to take a
wow.
Chicago 9, Atlanta 6
1971, The fact that Nitschke
three run
a
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Pittsburgh 8, Cincinnati 3
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little time, but we will get it
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anchored
St Louis 8, Houston 3
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have traded wider
Washington to Des
receiver Rod Shei
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Washington, 213,
year veteran ano
professional foot
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first round by th
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jury in the last
when he caught 3C
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Cincinnati, then
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Ms Could Be The Year That
Big 10 Becomes Top Conference

Oliver Paces Bucs, Aaron
Hits 706, Cardinals Win

son bowl games are played.
Northwestern to Purdue and and a sound attack hubbed
Philadelphia Bob Gallagher hit a two-run
By KEN RAPPOPORT . was not so positive Tuesday games, the
The Big Eight recently pun- Johnny Pont switched from In- around quarterback Tom ClePhillies whipped the San Fran- double and John Edwards a
ished Oklahoma for recruiting diana to replace Agase at ments and running backs Eric Associated Press Sports Writer night despite the big blow.
Penick and Art Best.
sins, banning the Sooners from Northwestern.
You must be kidding. Al Oli"I'm not a home run hitter," cisco Giants 1-0; the Los Ange- run-producing single in the secnd inning.
The Big Eight also has four ver with an inferiority com- said Oliver. "I'm a hard-luck les Dodgers beat the Montreal
post-season play for 1973 and
Indiana tapped Lee Corso
PhIllies 1, Giants 0
1974, and defaulting the Soon- from Louisville. At Michigan new coaches, including former plex? But there it was.
hitter. If I was paid for line Expos 6-1; the New York Mets
Bill Robinson's seventh home
ers' 1972 title to runner-up Ne- State, assistant Denny Stolz assistant Tom Osborne at NeLong known for his swagger- drives, I'd be the first million turned back the San Diego
in the last 10 games backed
Padres 8-6, and the Chicago
braska.
was elevated to replace retired braska and another promoted ing confidence, the Pittsburei dollar player in baseball.
aide, Barry Switzer, at Okla- Pirate outfielder admitted
Wayne Twitchell's four-hitter in
However, the chastisement Duffy Daughterty.
"I was just glad the homer Cubs trimmed the Atlanta
Philadelphio's 1-0 success over
Braves 9-6.
didn't erase the Nov. 23 nationAt Notre Dame, Ara Parseg- homa. Also elevated to a head Tuesday night that he's a "hit- got us going."
San Francisco.
al TV showing of the probable hian launches his 10th season post was Jim Stanley at Okla- and-hope" hitter.
The homer not only got the
Cardinals 8, Astros 3
Dodgers 6, F.xpos 1
title battle between Oklahoma hoping to improve on an 8-3 homa State. Earle Bruce was
"I hit and hope for the best," Pirates going, it kept them
over
take
Brock's two-rwi single
Lou
to
Tampa
Steve Garvey's home run
and Nebraska at Norman, record with a healthy Steve hired from
said Oliver after hitting a home coming in the National League
Okla.
run to start the Pirates to an 8- East race. They kept the pres- keyed a four-run St. Louis keyed a two-run rally in the
Niehaus as defensive leader at Iowa State.
That is one day before the
3 victory over the Cincinnati sure on front-running St. Louis fourth inning and lifted the Car- fourth inning that started
•
Nov. 24 Big Ten finale between"
and remained two games be- dinals to an 8-3 decision over Claude Osteen and Los Angeles
Reds.
to a 6-1 decision over Montreal.
Ohio State and Michigan which
Oliver, who usually boasts hind as the Cardinals beat the Houston.
The Cards trailed 3-0 going After Garvey's home run tied
seems destined, as it has for
that he's the "greatest" and ex- Houston Astros 8-3.
five previous season windups
In the other National League into the inning after Houston's the game 1-1, the Dodgers
udes immodest sell-assurance,
scored the tie-breaking run on
between these rivals, to resolve
singles by Willie Crawford, Bill
the conference championship
Russell and Ron Cey.
and the Rose Bowl assignment.
Mets 8, Padres 6
The Midwest's prime independent, Notre Dame, is conWayne Garrett's 10th homer
sidered capable of clawing
of the year broke a sixth-inning
back into the nation's top 10, altie and triggered a five-run ralthough the scars may not be
ly that carried New York over
healed from the 40-6 Orange
San Diego 8-6. Winner Jon MatBowl drubbing the Fighting
lack survived a two-run rally
Irish took from Nebraska.
by San Diego in the first.
In the Missouri Valley Conbs 9, Braves 6 •
ran his record to 9-5 with his straight hits including his 15th
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - and bays; clear, stable and 80
By HAL Bctot
_tksmashed his
ference, the, title battle again -Fishing in the deep areas degrees.
California
helniog
homer,
Aaron
Henry
tbo
over
Tigers.
shutout
lie
.has
s
Writer
Press-Sport
Associated
York
and
New
homer
staggering
appears to center among last where fish gather during hot
feat
the
career
13.
706th
July
Fishtrout-crappie fair
since
lost
not
A little rain isn't such a very
season's tri-champs-West wellik
knocked in four runs, but ChiJoe Lis drove in two of Min- Yankees 5-2.
is resulting in fair to around treetops and stickups; bad thing. Just ask Minnesota
c
Texas State, Louisville and
It was the seventh straight cago rallied for three runs in
tches of black bass, bluegill off deep banks; clear, pitcher Joe Decker, who nesota's runs with a single and
MANKATO, Minn. (AP) - Drake, with West Texas State
for New York which re- the eighth and two more in the
loss
sagging
the
dropping
degrees.
81
homer,
and
a
stable
at
crappie
and
white bass
stepped into the sunshine after
The Minnesota Vikings an- slightly favored and Tulsa an bass,
2 games behind Balti- ninth to beat Atlanta 9-6. Aamajor
d-crappie fair to a June shower made him a Tigers to their fourth straight mained 9",
Kentucky's
Cumberlan
of
most
nounced Tuesday that they outside threat.
ron's three-run shot in the first
loss and 10th in the Last 15 more?
drift fishing in starting pitcher.
and
still
Lakes.
good
have traded wide receiver Gene
Conference
Mid-American
1
Sox
6,
Red
A's
put him within eight
inning
in
games.
good
rundown
bass
Decker tossed a five-hitter
deep coves; black
The lake by lake
Washington to Denver for wide power is concentrated among
Jim "Catfish" Hunter per- homers of Babe Ruth's moiuRangers 5, Orioles 3
Department of lower lake off deep banks and Tuesday night, shutting out Destate
the
from
receiver Rod Sherman and an defending champion Kent State,
Baltimore's 14-game winning mitted only one hit, an infield mental record of 714. The Attroit 5-0 for his sixth conFish and Wildlife Resources:
points on small crawfish; below
undisclosed draft choice.
Bowling Green (Ohio), Miami
ended when Texas beat single, in seven innings and lanta star has had 33 so far this
streak
degrees,
timin
83
good,
bad
fair
dam, trout
secutive victory. That's not
Green-Crappie
Washington, 28, is a seven- ( Ohio) and Ohio University,
season.
deep clear, 11 feet below pool and for a guy who spent two an old nemesis, Dave McNally, Oakland defeated Boston 6-1.
off
bluegill
coves;
bered
year veteran and began his which also will be traveling
fair; falling.
trout
dam,
waiting for a chance to 5-3
below
months
banks;
professional football career against such fast outside tornMcNally had won 17 condegrees.
Dale Hollow-crappie fair pitch.
.
when he was drafted on the pany as Penn State, South clear, stable and71
secutive decisions since 1989
off around treetops in inlets and
good
the
Tigerssev;
-Crappie
kept
loss
The
Grayson
first round by the Vikings in Carolina and Northwestern.
and around sti- bays; black bass by jump fish- en games behind Baltimore in against the Rangers and their
1967.
The Mid-American member- deep banks
in inlets ing; U degrees, clear, two feet the Arerican League East predecessors, the Washington
He has a career total of 172 ship has swelled to 10 with the ckups; bluegill fair
race. The first-place Orioles Senators.
below pool and falling.
receptions for 3,087 yards, but addition of Northern Illinois
Indians 4, Royals 3
fair
-bluegill
Herrington
had their 14-game winning
has been bothered by a foot in- and Ball State. But those two
Duffy drove in two
Frank
5-3.
bass
black
Texas,
by
streak ended
along deep banks;
jury in the last two seasons, schools and Central Michigan
runs and Cleveland hung on to
degrees,
American
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in
jumps;
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Elsewhere
fishing
not
when he caught 30 passes.
and Eastern Michigan are
City 4-3, dropping
clear, four feet below pool and league Tuesday night. Cleve- edge Kansas
Sherman, 28, a seven-year yet booked into the title race.
,2 games behind
5'
Royals
the
4-3,
City
Kansas
land edged
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) - falling.
SEARCY, ARK. - Former
veteran from Southern Califorin the AL
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In the Big Ten, the dropoff
6-4,
Kentucky-Black bass fair to Chicago downed Milwaukee
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seems considerabl
using a new good on surface lures around Oakland defeated Boston 6-1,
Demling,
Moe
a senior defensive
Pigg,
pounds. He was a future No. 1
James
expected two-club title race beTom Timmerman shut the end with three letters' worth of
"pendulum" putting style, cap- shallow points and on deep run- and California beat New York
pick of the Oakland Raiders in
State and Michigan
Ohio
tween
Royals out until the eighth but experience, was among the 85
tured the Benson & Hedges ners off deep banks and over 5-2.
1986. Sherman played for Oakto the rest of the field. But the Golf tow- finale Tuesday by a drop-offs; bluegill good in midDecker was the long man in Fran Healy made it close with athletes participating in Hardin
land in 1967, spent 1968 with
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By JERRY LISKA
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO ( AP)- This may
be the college football season
when the Big Ten Conference
finally elbows the Big Eight out
of the national spotlight.
For the Big Ten, co-defending
champions Ohio State and
Michigan appear capable of
dislodging the Big Eight's perennial standouts, Nebraska and
Oklahoma, from their customary lofty role in the national
rankings.
For many seasons, the Big
Eight has outshone the Big Ten
as the kingpin conference in the
Midwest, but this is a campaign of Big Eight flux over-all
and one of pennance for titleshorn Oklahoma.
With new coaches, and minus
recent superstars, Nebraska
and Oklahoma still rate highly
in the Big Eight race. But no
matter its ultimate success, Oklahoma is condemned to a wallflower role when the post-sea-
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CINCINNATI, Ohio
The Mincey quadri
matthew, Mark, Luke
have celebrated tl
tirthdays. But it s
mil.: who felt her a
.48 going
laughed Willie May /V
foot-10 woman who d
cf 17 million to one
birth to all boy quads
"I wonder how I
it," she said. "I'm
catch my breath." SI
husband Rubel
other children, aged •
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Senior
citizens
pay less
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
Elderly people will get a
break if they vacation in Newport. R.1., this year during the
week of Nov. 12-17. Discounts
on meals and accqearnodations will be offered by several motels in Newport and adjoining Middletown and
Portsmouth. There will be
guided tours and special entertainment. Further information may be obtained by
writing to "Special Holiday,"
Newport Holiday for Senior
Citizens, P.O. Box 591, Newport, R.I 02840. ..
Train excursions will be
made through the rugged
Greenbrier River Valley in
September and October. Passengers will board the train at
Ronceverte, W.Va., for the
200-mile round trip to the old
lumbering town of Cass.
At Cass they will ride the
" Cass Scenic Rallrciad train on
a trip to Bald Knob Mountain.
71citets fir the one-day trip
for
are $14 for adults and
children aged 5 to 12. For
more information write:
Travel-Department of Cornmerce, Dept. GSR, State
Capitol, Charleston, W.Va.
25305.
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Two rnillion don't know
that they have diabetes
Editor's Note: This is the
first of two articles on ciLsbetes, the fifth most common
cause of death in the United
States.
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service

More than four million
Americans have diabetes —
but half of them don't know ii
Some may eventually find
out, when certain worrying
symptoms drive them to seek
medical advice, and the doctor confirms through a simple
test that they are indeed diabetic.
What is this insidious disease that can claim a victim
without him knowing he even
had it, and for which no permanent cure has yet been
found'
"It is difficult to be dogmatic; many areas of uncertainty
still exist," said Dr. Thomas
H. Lambert, chairman of the
department of metabolic diseases, Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jolla,
Calif.,and president of the Diabetes Association of Southern California.
--What isimown islhat "oar
bodies produce a substance,
insulin, which helps turn sugar into energy and store it for
future use. When insufficient
or ineffective natural body insulin is produced, the body
cannot make full use of all the
food that is eaten. In simplified terms this condition is
called diabetes."
The condition is ranked staYou can fly to Australia for
tistically as the fifth most
only $295 if you join the P&O
common cause of death in .this
line's Arcadia on its 41-day
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report increases ranging from symptoms by itself neces5 to 15 per cent this year as sarily indicates diabetes, one
or two of them occurring tocompared with 1972.
gether, especially if certain
Michigan promises tourists other telltale signs are added,
there's plenty of gasoline in
could signal the need to conthat state. "There is as much sult a doctor.
available
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Diabetes occurs in all age
this year as last in all Michi- groups including infancy and
gan recreation areas at prices childhood, but usually the oncomparable to metropolitan set is in middle age.
areas," says Richard J. Allen,
Those who are over 40,
director of Michigan Tourist overweight, or who are blood
Council. ...
relatives of diabetics, and
Holland America has re- women who have given birth
transatlanthe
duced rates an
to large babies over nine
tic settings of the Rotterdem pounds) are counted among
this fall to a one-way rate
the "high risk" groups.
9245 a person double occu- (Among juveniles, as opposed
rate
round-trip
a
and
pancy
to adults, the diabetic is most
of $395. Deluxe cabins and often of normal weight, or unone-room suites will be $345 derweight.)
one way and $545 round
Diabetes can be diagnosed
trip. ...
through blood tests. The docNorwegian
The Vistafjord,
tor tests a sample of the paAmerica Line's new $45 mil- tient's blood for its sugar conlion liner, will sail to Scandi- tent. A high level of blood sugnavia and Russia in August,to further
-- ar lillucoselCalls for
the Mediterranean in Septer '
tests.
Amerber and around South
In diabetics, because sugica and Easter Island in Octo--- ars are not properly utilized
ber.

Only a small percentage of
persons develop the disease
as children, however. It occurs most frequently in late
middle life and becomes more
prevalent with increasing
age.
In adults the onset is usually
more insidious than in youth,
with symptoms a, mild at
first as to go generally unnoticed.
This is one more reason for
having regular medical
checkups: Detection of diabetes in its earliest states is essential to the future health of
the patient. Although it cannot
be cured by current available
treatment, it can be controlled under the watchful eye
of the physician.
In the majority of cases it
can be controlled by diet
alone, or by diet together with
certain drugs taken by mouth.
For the rest, feet and regular
insulin injections are necessary. Patients usually learn to
admiruster their own regular
injections.
S, long as diabetics follow
their doctor's instructions as
to diet, medication and the
peoper_ereeuni of exercise._
most are able to lead normal,
active lives

by the laxly tissues to build up
energy, the amount of sugar
piles up in the blood. The technical term for this is hyperglycemia (hyper-high; glycsugar; emia-blood).
When the blood sugar level
becomes too high, it spills
over into the urine. The probability of diabetes can thus be
identified through a simple
urine test although the result
is not c-siclusive.
The opposite condition, hypoglycemia I hypo-low) is a
sign that a person has too
much insulin for his needs.
The cause is an improper balance between the amounts of
food, exercise and medication.
Some of the hypogl cemia
symptoms are fatigue, weakness, nervousness, anxiety,
trembling, headache, sweating, hunger,dizziness and visual distrubances.
It is possible to be diabetic
without having any of the
common symptoms. Often the
condition is discovered only
on a routine physical examination. Every year, an additional 325,000 American diabEftiCs- are discovered.
In childhood or young adulthood the onset may be abrupt.
Juvenile diabetics do not outgrow their condition.

Next: Medical advances
help diabetics.

THOMAS 0. HARRIS
COMMISSIOSiCA
Kentucky Department tor Natural Resourcei
end Environmental Protection

You Can Protect
Your Environment
One of the most important
things any of us can do is
protect our inheritance of clean
air, pure water and fertile land
and pass that inheritance an to
future generations.
Many persons tell me they are
concerned about the environment. They say they
realize that protecting it is an
immense task which can be
accomplished only with the
cooperation of all.
However, they ask, "What
can I do? What can just one
person do?" Those questions
are becoming increasingly
Important.
To answer those questions,
the department has produced a
pamphlet, "73 'Things You Can
Do to Protect the Environment
in 1973." The suggestions only
begin to cover the possibilities
for action. We offer them as
suggestions which may give you
other ideas—ideas which we
would like to hear about and
pass on to other concerned
citizens.
suggestions
-A - few -of
Include:
—Acquaint yourself with
environmental regulations and
ordinance;

—Abide by and encourage
others to abide by, all environmental rules;
—Ask officials in state, local
and federal government about
their plans;
—Support measures to reduce
pollution and improve the environment;
of
help
the
— Enlist
and
radio
newspapers,
television stations in pollution
control and beautification efforts;
—Help create an effective
citizens' organization to develop
beautification programs;
--Organize car pools;
—Install storm windows and
doors to conserve heat and
electricity;
—Avoid optional extras on
appliances;
colored
light
—Close
draperies to the sunlight to
reduce heat gain; and
—Collect and recycle all
materials you can.
For a copy of "73 ThingkYou
Can Do to Protect the Environment in 1973," write:
Office of Information and
Education, Kentucky Departr„
ment for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection,
Capital Plasa Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky 401301.

' by Laurence M. Harsh, M.O.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

NUTRMON A LA CARTE
• Here are tips for taking care
of food. Keep fresh milk covered
in the coldest part of your refrigerator. The dairy took special
pains to bring it to you in good
condition. The rest is up to You.
Leftovers, except bread and baked goods, should be refrigerated
promptly, covered, and used as
soon as possible.
• Why do we need water? All
of the body's chemical processes
take place in solution. Thus, water is essential. Some of the water
our bodies use each day must be
replaced because of water excreted. Several pints a day are used
up by our kidneys, bowels, perspiration, and exhaled breath.
• Forming good eating habit'.
is one of the foundations for
good health that parents can pass
along to their children. To help
your preschooler eat well, serve
small portions of food. Serve his
food at medium temperature, neither too hot nor too cold. Finger
foods, easy to handle, work well.
Season food moderately.
• Unless the food you eat gives
you all the nutrients you need
you could suffer deficiency diseases. These are not always easy to
spot until they become obvious,
such as scurvy, rickets or certain
types of-arierrite.-Thtsit why ff tt
so important to eat properly every day Choose your foods from a
wide variety o(food stuffs.

• An effective way to interest
young children in eating good
lunches is to have them participate in preparing food. Your older children may prefer to make
their own lunches, The younger
children can help you prepare
some of the food. Whatever, with
a little guidance from you, their
interest in good nutrition should
increase.
• Foods from animal sources.
contain high quality protein because they generally contain more
essential amino acids. Plant foods,
as a class, offer protein that is incomplete in some essential amino
acids. That's one reason nutritionists recommend that you combine bath animal and vegetable
foods in your meals. Research
shows your body needs to have
all the essential amino acids at
one time.
• To properly use carbohy•
drates and obtain energy from
them, you need vitamin BI. It's
real name is thiamin. Good
sources of this vitamin include
pork, liver, heart, kidney, whole
grain or enriched breads and cereals, peas and beans, nuts and
eggs. Some thiamin is 'Venable
in other meats, and in vegetables.
Benjamin Franklin said, "He
that hath a trade, hath an estate."

Bel-Air Shopping Center
1-6 Sunday

9-9 Mon.- Sat

Toils Blade Cartridges

mum Double Edge

Phone 753-8304

Shopping at Say-Rite

1111

98' Value

will put a smile on
your face, because you
have saved money!

1.29 Value
11.89 Value

'1.19 Value

89' Value

America's No. 1
Shave -*Cream
4's
89' Value

ALBERTO
Hair Color lotion

IN SHADE-

Mother Is Aging Faster
Than Her Quadruplet Sons
"And they're all crazy about
car racing." she said,'"They
wear holes in their pants pushCINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) — - big each other around in -play
cars."
The Mincey quadruplets —
Mrs. Mincey's chances of givlk:estthew, Mark, Luke and John
ing birth to look-alikes may
have celebrated their ninth
have been helped bY the fact
birthdays. But it was their
, that she is one of two sett of
motl.z: who felt her age.
twins in her immediate family.
"I'm 41 going on 101,"
"And my mother's sister also
laughed Willie May Mincey, a 4
had twins," she added.
foot-10 woman who defied odds
For the quad's father, fiof 17 million to one in giving
nances are a problem on his
birth to all boy quads.
$12.57a-week salary as a drill
"I wonder how I ever made
press operator for General
it," she said. "I'm trying to
Fiectrie. He needs a partime
catch my breath." She and her
five
to make ends meet.
job
have
-53,
Robert,husband
family fights inflation
The
15-26.
aged
children,
other
with a lot of hamburger and
Mrs. Mincey followed a
hotdogs," he said. "The food
friend's suggestion when she
prices today are outrageous."
named the quads after the four
Two years ago the quads acBiblical names from the New
cidentally started a fire in the
Testament.
basement of their home. The
She said it took a year and
blaze wiped out the family's be.
before
armbands
identifying
longings.
boys.
the
distinguish
the could
"But every Sunday two or
She said her husband "still
ladies came Over
doesn't know them apart yet' three white
of food, clothes,
aid the poor teachers can't , with baskets
shoes, everything. Even - monkeep 'em straight at all."
Ninety.
For Mrs. Mincey it's easy. :27 -ay," said Mrs.
spends her spare me"Matthew's the quiet one
Vents making money at one
Maples the eater. He eats twice
she's spent a lifetime
I,uke's
thing
others.
as much as the
baby-sitting.
the talker. And John would be training at: know something
"I think I
happy if all he could eat was
about it," she grinned.
sweets.

Environmentally
lDoctor
il
[
Speabvking
in the Kitchen'

9 Ounce Size

SELECTOR
PACKAGES!

FAC/OSCIW r

VWAItO

§

By NORM CLARKE
Associated Press Writer .

Say-Rite's
Low, Low
Price

'1.13 Value
1.29 Value

Makes Choosing
Easier.
Truer

'2 Value

OPepsodent
PEPSODENT

EXTRA STRENGTH

_
VW Can Feel It Working

A Great Toothbrush
for the Little People!

TOOTH PASTE
Medium Size

Say-Rite's

12 Ounces
Low, Low
Price

MICRIN

5 1.29 Value

1 5° Val.
Reg. & H. Hold
S
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SPANISH
RICE

FOR THURSDAY,
AUGUST 30, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr.20)
Mars auspicious. You can
accomplish a great deal now.
Plan, negotiate, call meetings,
consider propositions which
seem to have good potentialities.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
In denlings with associates,
especially members of the
opposite sex: patience and tact!
An excellent period for utilizing
your ability to make smart
moves.
GEMINI
/114_223CaiLlle 2.11Control your imagination'
while you also develop its
tremendous potentials for
furthering your advancement.
Don't let random ideas lead you
out of bounds.
CANCER
0
(June= to July 23) 9
A "mark-time" period for
some matters; for others, a
definite need for pressing
forward. Be your usual
'discriminating self in deciding
the urgenCy of each situation.
LEO
J2fg
(July 24 to
Good solar influences should
make this a day of stimulating
action. But don't overtax
yourself. Make some time for
relaxation.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't lighten your wallet in an
effort to impress others. In fact,
wading out of your depth
financially in any way would be
extremely foolish now.
LIBRA
1Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A
It may be advisable to
slacken your gait in order to
detect error of method or
details overlooked. But don't.
stop dead. Keep working toward
ultimate objectives.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't head into complications. Steer a clear course
and focus ambitions on an attainable plateau. Don't strive
for the unreasonable
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 214
Business matters, difficult
tasks, long-range planning
favored now. But dont rush into
things. Have patience, be
vigilant and precise.
CAPRICORN
Wee. 22.ta Jan. 20) V4
Competition is still on the
move Get with it and gear
yourself to the demands which
are appropriate.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
Gains from past good efforts
indicated, butdon't reston your
laurels. There are further goals
to reach, so keep on giving your
best
Pir
(Feb. 20 to Mai-. 20)
Influences on the
whole. Both artistry and
imagination stimulated. Use
both well and results will
please.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, a
gregarious personality and a
great thirst for knowledge.
Your idea are unique and
Usually succeed because of the
consistent, sturdy and clever
effort you put back of them. You
are extremely meticulous in
handling details and sometimes
drive yourself too hard in your
quest for perfection. However,
you are a philosopher at heart,
and you do manage to ride over
obstacles that would floor many
others. Extremely versatile,
there are many fields in which
you could carve an eminent
career but notably, as writer,
musician, actor, painter or
educator. if attracted to the
business world, you would make
an. excellent salesman or
..promotional expert. Birthdate
of: DaVirtlartle,y, philosopher.
• • •
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR
FOr • personal 1411-psele
forecast on health, wealth, bee Ind
marriage. send 91 00 plus 25 cents in
and nanwfine10
postege
ran tor
Horoscope Soon Department. Ote•
Oki Chelsea Station, New York. N.Y.
10011, menttoning thrs newspaper
Prod your NAME. AGORESS with
ZIP, WWI DATE OF BIRTH Ito b• NAM
You get the rtght lohmeaSt foe SNP
rodiac sign)

1973

NIGERIAN Or"'
Nigeria supplied the.United
States with more crude.oli last
year than any other country,
with the exception of Canada
and Venezuela. — CNS
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Strikes
can spell
disaster
By ROBERT BEIM
Copley News Service
HONOLULU — Some tourists might welcome being
stranded in beautiful Hawaii
by an airline strike — provided they still had money to
spend and did not have to get
back to work.
For travelers generally,
however, transport strikes
are inconvenient wherever
they may occur.
In Hawaii, a strike not only
causes inconvenience to visitors, for the residents it can
spell disaster.
Hawaii's uniqUilY
position, cut off from the
mainland by 2,000 miles of
ocean, makes it more vulnerable to strikes than any of the
other 49 states in the Union.
It is completely dependent
for its economic life on the
movement of commodities to
and from the mainland.
Every commodity and every
person going to or leaving the
islands travels either by ship,
barge ur trunk air carrier. There is simply no other way
to move goods and people.
Most of the food for Hawaii's 823,000 population has
to be imported. Aside from
sugar, pineapple and a few
other crops, agricultural pro
duction here is on a small
scale.
About 80 per cent of all
physical commodities purchased by residents of Hawaii
. come from overseas, largely
from the mainland. No inchistry or individual on the islands is free from dependence
on imported goods — from
building materials and automobiles to razor blades and
toothpaste.
The imports are paid for
mainly by exporting sugar,
pineapple, Hawaiian
and
garments, papaya
macadamia nuts.
There are the "invisible"
exports — services to federal
government defense facilities, and the famous tourist
industry, with its 1.6 million
visitors a year.
Interruption of this two-way
'flow of goods and traffic by a
strike thus amounts to cutting
off Hawaii's lifeline, and
causes severe hardship and
suffering to the people living
here.
Since World War II, more
than four years'time has been
lost through transportation
strikes affecting Hawaii.
Nearly half that time (637
days) was lost through eight
major strikes, only one of
them centered in Hawaii —
the 177-day Hawaii longshoremen's strike in 1949. The
others were strikes of West
Coast longshoremen, ship officers, sailors and the shipboard union, and a machinists' strike of five trunk air
carriers. All of them took
place between 1946 and 1972.
There have been scores of
shorter or less damaging
strikes.
In addition to the cumulative total of over four years of
interrupted transportation
service to and from Hawaii
must be reckoned the pre- strike period of frantic stockpiling and the poststrike period of getting business back to
normal. The cumulative total
time due to transportation
disputes may therefore well
be in the range of six years
since World War II — or nearly one-fourth of the time.
The fact that dock, maritime and airline strikes have
brought Hawaii so many
times to its knees, economically speaking, has led to
much local discussion as to
what can be done to remedy
the situation.
Out of all the controversy
and debate have emerged
three main proposals. They
are:
1. Amend Taft-Hartley and
the National Labor Act so that
they could be applied to regional or local emergencies
rather than only to national
emergencies;
2. Make a major revision of
Taft-Hartley based upon experience with these two acts
over the decades, and include
railroads and airlines under
this act rather than under the
Railway Labor Act;
3. Push for special legislation that would exempt Hawaii from dock or maritime
strikes and national airline
strikes.
Officials of the First Hawaiian Bank favor the third
approach. They believe the
first would be wholly ineffective and that the second would
be a long, arduous and controversial matter with the results uncertain
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GM to build 'Tiger'
for Malaysian roads
cle" is simple, he explains.
There are no stylish, compound curves. That makes it
possible to build the body
without expensive equipment.
And the frame is just as simple. No folderols.
To make a wide-ranging
sales Pitch,GM has developed
several body styles for this
rugged car — a stake body
truck,a dropside pickup truck
and a small bus. And Thornton says his division is working on other versions to round
out the line.
In Manila,for example,GM
'iv developing a body resernbling the Jeepney, a
popular muu-bus used widely
in the Philippines.
The new basic transportation vehicle already is being
built in Malaysia and the
Philippines and GM plans to
farm out its fabrication to local plants in some countries
where there are no GM assembly lines.
In these cases the cars will
be built and marketed by the
!oral firm aid have a- localname," Thornton explains.
In Malaysia, for example,
the name for the vehicle is
-Harimau,' the Ma ylaysian
word for tiger. In the PhilipPines the vehicle is called the
-Harabas,' the local word

By JAMES A. GRUM
Copley News Service
American motorists, used
to driving on satin-smooth
freeways and mostly wellkept city streets, forget the
old dayslhzchuckholes and
every driver a
ditches
broken field runner.
Well, the rutted road is still
around, especially in the developing nations, where
asphalt or concrete is still a
luxury many governments
can't afford, especially outside of cities.
U.S. auto makers made a
study of road conditions in the
developing countries. Then
they went to work and designed some rugged cars
which could withstand the
shock treatment of potholes
and ridges for thousands of
miles.
Richard L. Thornton, manager of basic transportation
vehicles for General Motors'
Overseas Operations Division, explains it like this:
"Our approach was to create a vehicle which would
have many uses in the developing countries and at the
same time be easy to build
overseas."
The sheet metal for GM's
"basic transportation vehi-

meaning tough or rugged."
To ease the financial load on
local firms in developing nations, GM will supply the engines from its British plant —
a four-cylinder, 1,300cc power
plant which develops 59
horsepower.
Thornton says GM's objectives for the basic transportation vehicle, wilh its austere,
square, Jeep-like lines, include transportation
Providing
for people who don't have
enough money to buy conventional-type vehicles.
Making the car simple yet
adaptable to many passenger
and cargo-carry uses on
rough roads.
Training and refining skills
in the metal-working trades in
developing countries and thus
twIping their auto parts mclusfry to grow.
The basic transportation
program still is in its early
stages, Thornton says.
.*.!We're already pleased,
however, with the response it
has brought, especially in developing countries."

if
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STAMPING OUT HIGH PRICES FOR

Emergency Medical
Technician Course
Offered In State
FRANKFORT, Ky —
Emergency Medical Technician
courses will be offered in 18
towns and cities in Kentucky
from September 1973 through
July 1974.
The courses, jointly sponsored by the Kentucky
Departments of Health and
Public Safety and funded by the
United States Department of
Transportatioa, are designed
for ambulance attendants,
emergency rocirri personnel,
firemen, policemen, nurses,
safety engineers, rescue squad
and life squad members, and
industrial and public health
personnel.
Registration is lumted to 30
students per class. All
registrants must be at least 18
years old.
All classes consist of 25
lessons involving 72 hours of
classroom training, plus 10
hours of in-hospital observation.
The text, "Emergency Care
and Transportation of the Sick
and Injured," is supplemented
with more than 20 hours of
videotape instruction prepared
by physicians from the
of Kentucky
University

Medical Center.
Classes are conducted by a
instructor,
course
local
physician, nurse or other
emergency medical care exPert.
Upon successful completion
of the course, the Department of
Health certifies students as
Medical
Emergency
Technicians (EMTs)
Certified EMTs,• as well as
and
Rhyeicians
licensed
registered and practical nurses,
are covered by the "Good
Samaritan" law passed by the
General Assembly in 1972. The
law excempts these poeple from
liability in civil damages for
administering emergency care
or treatment when pay for such
services is neither expected nor
given.
Additional information and
advance registration forms for
the EMT course may be obtained from Thomas A.
Thompson, training director,
Emergency Health Service,
State Department of Health, 271
East Main Street, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601. A 15 enrolliniint fee
must be submitted with each
application.
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The originator of a draft EIS
is required to obtain the input of
local citizens prior to preparing
the sfatenient. That input is
ptiblIe-riaticet-atia
public hearings. Citizen's
comments are then Integrated
into the draft. '
The draft is forwarded to the
Office of Planning and
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An EIS is required by all
federal agencies proposing
major actions significantly
affecting the quality of the
human environment.
The Office of Planning and
Research is actively involved in
the EIS review process. The
statement must be prepared in
two parts. The first is a draft
statement and the second is a
final statement.
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including Public Assistance, Medi Met
and PCS.
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THOMAS 0. HARRIS

In 1969, the National Environmental Policy 4t was
passed, creating the EIS review
Kentucky
The
system.
Natural
Department for
Resources and Environmental
Protection has been designated
as the Commonwealth's review
agency for EIS. I, in turn, have
directed the Office of Planning
and Research to be responsible
for the statement reviews.
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Environmentally
Speaking
Research in our department.
That office distributes the draft
to 15 state review agencies.
Those agencies are required to
return the draft to the Office of
Planning and Research with
written comments indicating
any environmental impact
affecting their particular area.
Our Office of Planning and
Research then coordinates the
comments into one concise
report and forwards this to the
EIS originator. If the 15 state
agencies have unresolved•
differences, a meeting is called
to develop a consensus
evaluation. If a consensus
cannot be made, all comments
are forwarded. After all 15
agencies have reviewed the
draft, a final document is
prepared incorporating their
comments. That goes to the U.S.
Council for Environmental
Quality for approval or
rejection.
The EIS does not give our
department authority to stop a
project, but does have an impact on the federal agency
responsible for funding the
project. It is a relatively new
tool -and will require some
revision. In fact, proposed
revisions are being drafted to
make the impact statements
more responsive -to- -loos'
citizens.
--Tirod-a&litia-recommend
that citizens make themselves
aware of public noticeS and'
hearingsrelating to any issues
which may affect your environment

Vvi.

MUM tee NM

elatellICYCILIES

BACK TO SCHO

Quantity Rights Reserved Prices Good

sten :
'necessary to tetzli -'n'

We are all becoming aware of
the constant threat to our environment resulting from short
term rather than long term
planning. One of the tools we
have to control this problem in
Kentucky is the review process
created by Environmental
Impact Statements (EIS).
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May Get Home Rule Law
By JOHN BECKLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) — Even
for a city where temporary
buildings stand for 50 years and
the Korean War emergency
still is In effect, 99 years Is a
Long time for the temporary
suspension of local government.
That's how long It has been,
however„since Congress abolished all elective offices in the
District of Columbia and set itself as the world's largest city
council.
In 1874 it was described as a
temporary action to straighten
out the city's tangled finances
and clean up corruption. But to
recogand
es
provides incentiv
as boys,in the
this day the 746,000 residents of
SPECIAL-Ereryone- -----Garls as well
the
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addition, safe
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0
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will soon end.
The clash of federal and municipal interests, with Congress
and the executive branch inevitably favoring the former, has
been the chief reason for the
long delay in granting District
residents control over their affairs.
In common with nearly every
other city, however, Washington has school, welfare, housing
arid transportation problems
that Congress has neither the
time nor interest to attack.

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q. If, after • tax audit, the
IRS finds out that it owes me
money, will it pay interest on
the refund?
A. Yes. If an IRS audit examination results in a refund,
you will ordinarily receive interest at the rate of six percent a year on the amount of
the refund.
Q. I use the den of my home
exclusively in my insurance
business. I just repaired the
floor of the den. Can I deduct

Few senators or representatives can be found who are willing to serve on the District of
Columbia legislative committees.
"We are trapped in a system
which hardly deserves to be
called a system," said Sen.
The Swedish International
Charles McC. Mathias Jr., R- Development Authority has
Md., when the Senate was de- announced that it has purbating its bill last June. "It is chased 72 ambulances and 30
an obsolete and cumbersome Jeeps from Russia for deand arbitrary system of ar- livery to North Vietnam.
rangements that have been
Forty ambulances have almade at various times through ready been delivered in Vietwhich authority is diffused and eem by way of China and the
power is fragmented Slid- deci- remainder of the vehicle! Are
to be delivered by October. —
sion is delayed.

North Vietnam gets
aid from Sweden

MONIWE

-"salt

copy of IRS Publication 513, —
"Tax Information for Visitors
to the United States." It's
available free.

Paris tourist hit
by such jumper

the cost of this repair?
A. Yes. The cost of repairs to
a room used exclusively for
business purposes is fully deductible. If a part of the room
is used for business purposes
a proportionate amount is deductible. In addition, a portion
of the cost of any repairs you
make to the outside of your
home can be deducted. However, you may not deduct the
cost of painting and repairs of
other rooms in your house. 71
Q. I am working in the United
States this summer and plan
to return to my home in Europe in the fall. When should
I obtain my "sailing permit"
from the IRS?

A tourist standing in front of
Paris' famed Notre Dame
Cathedral was injured when
65-year-old Jean Guellec committed suicide by throwing
himself off the southern tower.
Guellec, from Vannes, Brittainy, jumped despite the efforts of sightseers to restrain
him. — CNS

WATER WEIGHT
PROBLEM?

A. The permit, or tax clearance, should be gotten at least
two weeks, but not earlier than
30 days, before your departure.
The permit is part of the income tax form that must be
filed by most aliens before their
departure from the United
States. For more information
on obtaining a Dart:nit. write_
the nearest Internal Revenue
district office and ask for a

E-LIM
Facets water in the body can
be uncomfortable. E-UM will
help you lose excess water
weight. We at Holland
Drug Store recommend it
-$1.50 _
HOLLAND DRUG CO
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• 2 Hefty High tensile belts reduce tread squirm, & increase mileage
ride.
smooth
Velvet
for
body
• Polyester cord
• Double Chlorobutyl liner protects against flats.
.
• Scientifically angled iredd Kerfs provide positive action traction
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POWER
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Deep dish, slotted
type Shining chrome.
-14" a 6". Fits most
-Fords,. Plymouths and
Chevrolets irlri 7
GTASCO IS CHROME AND RIAG
WHEEL HEADQUARTERS 1 "
Mon-Sat.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
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DAYS ONLY!
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special
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of our entire fabric stock, including our fall collection of fine fashion fabrics.
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l'ENTRAL CENTER
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ALCOHOLIC

Mother
asks help
for son
BANKAMERICARD

By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Sir:
I have a son 38 years old
who is an alcoholic. He is in
Veterans' Hospital now in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. It
doesn't seem to help him any,
only just while he is there. I
have tried everything I know
to do. I want to know about
this hospital that you are at
and how much does it cost to
be there or is it a government
hospital'
This boy is in bad shape. He
is 6 fact, 1 inch tall and only
weighs 110 pounds. He just
looks so awful. He is very
well-educated and can do
most anything when he is at
himself.
He has had about 13 years in
the service and the government won't help him at all so
far as a pension is concerned.
A Worried Mother
Dear Worried Mother:
- 1 hope the-stuff 1 arn sending
you under separate cover wifl
be of some assistance. Let me
handle the first part of your
question which has to do with
the hospital I am in.
Beverly Manor is fully licensed by the state of Califorrua, Department of Health, as
an acute psychiatric facility,
specializing in the treatment
and rehabilitation of alcohol
and other drug dependencies.
Beverly Manor is fully arscredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation. Beverly Manor is a member of the
Hospital Council of Southern
Califcrma,the American Hospital Association and the National Association of Private
Psychiatric hospitals.
We have a full staff of specially trained people to treat
these problems. The goal of
Beverly Manor Hospital is to
return the drug-dependent
person to society and a new
way of life without the use of
alcohol and other chemicals.
Cur goal is accomplished
through a comprehensive
treatment program built on
trust. responsibility and a
fundamental belief in the chgruty of man. It costs about
one-half of general hospital
treatment to be treated in
Beverly Manor Hospital. Most
insurance companies pay for
treatment in Beverly Manor
Hospital.
I wish you would write me
and tell me if you have health
care insurance, or if you have
any financial means at all. Also, tell me if you cio not have
financial means. I am sure I
can arrange some sort of help
for your son to help him out of
his predicament no matter
what the financial ability
might be.
I am sorry the government
does not provide for the
proper kind 11 treatment for
this problem of your son.
That's the way it is with a lot
of veterans. Wherever your
son is, I want you to send him
this article because I want
him to read what I'm going to
say now — yokilre very fcruinate to have a.mother such
as yours. You may not be
aware of the gIimmerin hope
she has for you. In depth, she
believes you will get well. If
you believe that you can get
well,or if you want to get well,
even though you don't believe
it, please contact me and let
me help.
promise you there is a way
for you to lick this problem —
if you want to.
If you don't want to get well,
I think you ought to tell your
mother that so she can try to
reach some decision and perhaps find some kind of peace
of mind, because as long as
she has hope — even a faint
glimmer — she will continue
to worry and to suffer because
of your problem. Please let us
help.
Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 S. Tustin Ave.,
Orange Calif. 92666 (Telephone 714433-9582).
(Copyright, 1973, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprises.)

Central Shopping Center

BATH TOWEL

9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday

ASSORTMENT
Beautiful selection of colors and
designs to choose from!

PANTY HOSE
Good Selection of colors.
Sizes A & B

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

13-oz Size

•Easy Carry Strap Handles

for you!
Reg. & Hard-to-Hold

Reg.
'10"

Reg. '3.93

TABLE LAMP

Bath Scales

ASSORTMENT

Assorted Colors

in Decorative Colors
Four Wheel
Rolling Cart
Stand

Israeli pacifist
defects to Norway
The Oslo newspaper Dagblade( reports that an leryeerold censeie nt4ous ob)dr—tor
from Israel has asked for poUlcer asytutn in Norway:Yuval Ronan, the defector,
is quoted as saying that he
had decided to take this step
because Israel was "an aggressive military power " —

LADIES

8-Track Tape Player & Radio
Reg.
131"

lighted Dial
Sandalwood color

Reg. '7.99

Reg. '12.99
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Tiny National Cemetery
Chicago Museum Show
Honors Civil War Dead Focuses on the Sky
By JAMES E. WALTERV
Associated Press Writer
LEESBURG, Va. i AP) — A
few miles north of here on U.S.
15 a highway marker advises
that Ball's Bluff National Cemetery may be reached by turning off at the next intersection.
Yield to the-tourist temptation, and you'll find the nation's
smallest national cemetery.
It's just a fraction more than
'half an acre in total area.
It has only 26 grave markers,
plus a tiny memorial to U.S.
Sen. Edward D. Baker of Oregon, who like the others was
killed there Oct. 21, 1861. Baker, a colonel, commanded the
Union forces that day.
Its annual budget — mainly
•-ior careteker work on the
grounds — is less than $1,000 a
year, says Raymond J. Costanzo, who has over-all charge.
And, aside from the highway
markers a mile back on U.S.
15, there's not a thing to identify it as a national cemetery —
not even a U.S. flag flying most
days from-the only flagpole.
Someone stole the identifying
plaque a few years ago.
But, just like Gettysburg and
Arlington, with their seemingly
endless rows of headstones,
qe/011,Y. Marlines to
impart an air of quiet reverence to most visitors.
The cemetery is located in a
snail clearing, surrounded by
towering oak, ash and locust
trees. A reddish-stone fence, a
couple of feet thick and four
feet high, draws immediate attention. It encloses an area perhaps 25 feet by 25 feet. Entrance is trough a simple
wrought-iron gate.
There are 25 headstones in
the compound, arranged in .a
semicircle with a 40-foot flagpole in the middle. The first
grave on the left is marked
with the inscription "Unknown
US Soldier." The oriejn the
middle says: "James Ali,to
H, 15 Flegt, Mass In', Oct. 21,
1861." The others carry a number and the word "Unknown."
Outside this compound, near
the cemetery entrance, is the
gave of the only Confederate
soldier buried there. His headstone reads: Clinton Hatcher,
1840-1861, Co F 8th Va Regt,
(SA. Fell Bravely Defending
his Native State. Hatcher lived
near here.
So what was Ball's Bluff and
why is there a national cemetery there"
Oddly enough, considering
how little known it is today,
Ball's Bluff was a major engagement early in the Civil
War. It came three months
after the first Bull Run, or, as
the Southerners call it, first
Manassas. The South won handily at Bull Run and the North
was starved for some kind of
victory to boost morale.
Leesburg, then as now, was
the county seat of Loudoun
County, one of the nation's major agricultural producers. Just
across the Potomac River from
Ball's Bluff is the state of
Maryland and 20 miles or so
downriver is Washington, D.C.

BALL'S BLUFF National Cemetery near
Leesburg, Va., is the nation's smallest national
cemetery. Only 26 grave markers memorialize
Mite-killed-there Oct-21---, -1601;--in-an engagement
early in the Civil War,
Probing for an opening, Brig. battle. He said: "It
is doubtful
Gen. P. Stone, a West Pointer, that any battle was
ever fought
sent a force across the river more desperately
or if the numfrom Maryland to reconnoiter ber of casualtie
s ever was exLeesburg. Senator Baker, who ceeded in
proportion to those
had resigned from Congress to engaged."
volunteer, was given discretionary authority to reinWhen the North learned of
force this small force or ex- the defeat and the death
of
pand on its opening. He imme- popular Baker, a close friendthe
of
diately began deploying his en- President Lincoln, there
was a
tire command across the river.
emendous public outcry. A
There was a series of ether congressional inquiry held
Gen.
blunders and the North ab- Slone responsible and
called
sorbed a crushing defeat, losing the battle The most atrociou
s
almost half of its force — 921 military blunder in history,"
men. Of these, 49 were killed, Commented Gen. Patch,
a cen158 wounded and 714 captured tury later: "If poor
Stone was
or reported missing. The guilty of anything at
all it was
wounded include Oliver Wendell in permitting Baker
to use his
lialrnes Jr., later a famous U.S. own judgment."
Supreme Court 'justice. The
There wag a move about 20
South had 33 killed, 115 years ago to abandon
the Ball's
wounded, 1 missing.
Bluff cemetery and move the
Maj. Gen. Joseph D. Patch, a bodies to another national
cemWorld War II commander, etery. Virginia
ns would not alwrote a book analyzing the low it.

By C. G. MeDAN1EL
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO ( AP) — Throughout history man's fascination
with the sky and the stars and
the moon and the sun has been
expressed in his writings and
rituals arid art.
An exhibition called "Sky
Blue Pink" in the Junior Museum at the Art Institute of
Chicago shows examples from
the ancient to the modern of
the forms this fascination has
taken.
The exhibition which runs
through August 1974, is designed primarily for children
but also holds interest for
adults.
A spiral-bound catalog contains a game in which children
are asked questions about the
works on display. In reverse,
the catalog has descriptions for
adult viewers.
The children's game explains
the mysterious title for the
show and the mystery the universe has held for man in a
note saying, "Every once in a
while we see something we
really can't name or describe.
That's sky blue pink."
Lots Raasch, director of the
Junior Musenm, said its shows
include items from as many of
the larger museum's collections
-as possible.
In this way children are introduced to the various media
used by artists, she said. The

By GORDON ROBINSON
HAMILTON, Bermuda (AP)
— The arthrobacter may become the main weapon in the
battle to keep Bermuda's famed pink-and-white beaches free
of globs of tar which wash
ashore from Atlantic shipping
lanes.
For several years now, the
pollution has become an increasing nuisance to residents
and tourists alike, as tankers
persist in flushing out their bilges at sea despite growing
worldwide concern over ocean
pollution.

In the main, this mid-Atlantic
British colony's waters are still
clear and sparkling, but lumps
of tar are dotting bathers' bodies and clothing.
The government has two
beach-cleaning machines in
constant use but they are barely able to keep abreast of the
problem.
But now, the arthrobacter
has been discovered by microbiologists at Tel Aviv University and Bermuda is interested
in finding out more about the
tiny oil-eating bug.
Discovery of the arthrobacter
has intrigued a team of scientists at the Bermuda Biological
Station who are probing the
islands' pollution problem.
One of them, Byron Morris,
says that the bug is inexpensive
to cultivate_ It can clean out
half of a I25,000-ton oil tanker's
ballast-loaded bilges in less,.
than a
sample of the wine to verify its
winery is in a strategic spot to gone, week. When the oil is
the little bug dies of startaste en route to purification
bypass change.
vation and turns into instant
and bottling.
Only the tourist — during
high-quality fish food.
Heineman's customers like it fait
summer months — means
Use of the arthrobacter may
that way. At least, they seem
more to the island than grapes.
to. It's one of a handful of
And for months at a time, when prove to be profitable to tanker
owners, and that could be the
American wineries, which rewinter surrounds the island
clincher in having it employed
fuses to sell wholesale, and cuswith broken ice and the ferries
in the fight to end oil dumping
tomers must come to the island stop
running, only airplanes at sea.
for the wine.
keep the resident in contact
The bacteria, set loose in
Nestled into South Bass with
the rest of the world.
empty tanks, do their job so
Island, bottom-most of the
Gustav brought the winery
well that tanks would not have
handful of rocky Lake Erie from
Germany because of the
be washed and scraped periislands which trail up from
growing season, not the isola- to
Marblehead Peninsula, the tioLi
odically, as is now the case.
Heineman said the growIf the bugs were generally_
ing season is 20 days longer
than it should be, that grapes accepted by tanker companies,
grow here for nearly a month most of Bermuda's beach tar
longer than as far south as Cin- problem would be solved at its
source. It is estimated that only
cinnati.
Moreover, Heineman said, 30 per cent of the world's tankthe brisk lake winds, the rocky ers flush their bilges at sea, but
sod and the humid air are per- they produce 70 per cent of the
pollution problem.
fect for grapes.
It is also estimated that beProgress came to South Bass
Island in the form of automated tween 100,000 and 200,000 tons
presses that smash the grape of tar are today floating on the
more surely and -cleanly than surface of the North Atlantic,
hand presses or islanders' feet. -inere.ashig-at an annualrate
But Heinitititure winery pro- 250,000 tons. Closure of the Suez
ceeds at an =hurried pace, the Canal, which drastically
few employes and Louis sched- changed tanker route.s, is beuling their-alit-iv-no further or lieved to be the chief reason for
this.
faster than the grape requires.
The Biological Station reAt most, the winery has an
annual production of 25,000 gal- search team has concluded that
Bermuda has more of a tar pollons, Heineman said. It
has
never processed more than is lution problem than the U.S.
-grown on the island's few acres East Coast because it is closer
to the Sargasso Sea, which
of vineyards.
Prohibition, which came next, sucks in water from the rest of
the ocean.
"was great,". he said. "All
we
The water cools, sinks and
did was process .grape
juice
moves back out but the tat
and sell it to people. A
few stays, stuck to the
days of work a year."
seaweed
which grows in the Sargasso
Public taste began to change
and later washes up on Berafter World War II, Heinema
n
muda beaches.
said, with the return of
soldiers
Meanwhile, the Bermuda govused to drinking wine in
Eu- ernment has gained parliarope.
mentary approval for a new act
"Now, more people are
drink- which strengthens its powers
ing wine every day,"
to
Heineman deal with oil spills in
local wasaid. It has pushed
Heineman's ters.
toward offering more sweet
Offenders can be fined up to
wines, since that seems to
be 950,000 on conviction in magisthe direction of public
taste, he trates court and
there is no
said.
limit on fines which may be imposed if a case is dealt with in
Supreme Court.
The government can take
control of a ship which is spilling oil into the ocean, and the
'Minister for Marine and Ports
Archaei,logists have
is empowered, in extreme
ered the wins of a uncovcases, to order such a vessel
Roman
bathhouse, believed to
destroyed.
be
from the 3rd Century
The Biological station reA
Market Street in Dover,D at
search has determined that deEngland.
tergents used to fight oil polluScientists speculate that
tion kill algae — the first step
the
site may have been
in the food chain which begins
the
(Platters of the Human-head.
In the sea and extends to man's
fleet.
' dinner table — while oil does
not.
The world's most
southerly
nations are Argentin
a and
In the Argentine, dinner is
never served before 930 p.m.

Roman bathhouse
found in Dover
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Bombing ban means cut
in U.S. Asian forces
By L. EDGAR PR1NA
Military Affairs
Ciweeipasdent
Copley MewsService

WASHINGTON — A further
drawdown of Anierican military power from Asia will be
an inevitable consequence of
--the congressionally imposed
ban on the bombing of Communist forces in Cambodia.
The a ir war in support of the
pro-U.S. regime in Phnom
Penh. headed by Premier Lon
Nol, had been mounted by
giant B-52s and tactical jet
fighter-bombers based in
nearby Thailand. Of the approximately 45,000 U.S. military personnel in that country, 37,000 are in the Air
Force.
Now,according to Pentagon
sources, discussions between
U.S.and Thai officials are under way concerning the future
(smaller) American force to
be maintained in Thailand.
Also being discussed is the
matter of base maintenance
so -that,.14a14111 those. designated American air squadrons move out, they could be
brought back in for prompt
combat deployment if necessary.
In the months before the
North Vietnamese launched
their go-for-broke eastern offensive in South Vietnam in
1972, the United States had
withdrawn more than 10,000
military personnel from Thailand. But the Cofununist

tacks required a strengthening of American air power in
the theater, including additional eight-jet B-52 bombers
It is expected that the draw down from Thailand will be
gradual, with perhaps the B52s and the F-111 fighterbombers among the first to
pull out.
One 'actor limiting the
speed of withdrawal is the uncertain situation in South
Vietnam. There have been literally thousands of truce violations charged by the two
sides, but no sustained heavy.
combat since the agreement
was signed last January.
A number of elements of the
pact, however, have not been
carried out. And the four-power truce inspection team has
been whittled to three with
Canada's walkout, compounding its impotence.
Last April, Elliot I.. Richardson, who was then secretary of defense, addressed the
Thailand force situation in
testimony before the Senate
-..Arlihed Services. _Ouninittee.
He said:
"It has been made clear for
some time that the United
States would retain most of its
operational forces in Thailand
until North Vietnamese intentions and actions vis-a-vis the
international accord on Vietnam became clear and until
the situation in Indechina became more stabilized than at
present.
"It AS impossible at this
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time Oven the fluidity and uncertainties in the Indochina
situation to predict how long it
will be necessary to-retain
these forces as a contingency
against North Vietnamese
violations af. the Vietnam accords. We will, however, continually be reatsessing the
situation with a view to drawing down ow' forces in Thailand on a gradual, phased basis as soon as it appears prudent to do so"
The congressional decision
to halt th4 bombing of Cambodian Communists as of midnight Aug. 14, is likely to be
seen by many Thais as further evidence that the United
States is no longer to be
counted on in adversity.
A number of Thais are already disillusioned with the
Americans over the U.S.
withdrawal from the Vietnam
war. They would doubtless
agree with President Nixon
that the action taken by Congress to halt the bombing was
an "abandonment of a
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CANNON 'CAUGHT'
A bronze cannon, two feet
long, weighing 28 pounds and
decorated with a crest, lion,
griffin, two seahorses and a
phoenix, has been. netted by
two boys fishing off Southwol
d
in Suffolk, England. The canis believed to be a relic of
the Battle of Sole Bay fought
in 1672. — CNS
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Old Family Winery Is
Still in Production
By JAMES STEVENSON
Associated Press Writer
SOUTH BASS ISLAND, Ohio
AP) — Progress, changing
public taste, even Prohibition
— none of these has left much
of a mark on the old Heineman
family winery on this rocky
Lake Erie island.
Heineman wine is still stored
in the old cellar vats Gustav
Heineman pounded together
back in 1888.
Grandson Louis Heineman
still catches a first yeasty
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tos •

DATELINE WASHINGTON

theme of each show helps to relate these artistic expressions
to each other.
Sections of the "Sky Blue
Pink" show illustrate architectural and other domes —
"vaults of heaven"; towers, including skyscrapers — man's
efforts to reach the heavens;
flytng creatures, symbols,
weather, clouds and other
items related to things beyond
the earth.
The exhibition ranges from
the Chou Dynasty of ancient
China, 1122-255 B.C., to the'
present.
The Chinese period is represented in the symbols section
with jade pi discs, thought to
symbolize the sun, which were
used in imperial worship at the
altar of heaven until 1912.
The symbols also include an
American Steuben glass zodiac
bowl, an intricately embroidered silk Chinese court robe,
and a statue of the Indian sun
god Surya.
At the entrance to the gallery
is a bronze sculpture by the
Italian artist Marino Marini of
a man on horseback, leaning
backward to look up at the sky,
checking perhaps for rain.
One section includes representations of birds in clay and
as decoys and masks. The
paintings, including one by
Claude Monet, include some
striking representations of
clouds and the various moods
of the sky.

Scientists Eye
Oil-Eating Bu
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U.S.'bean ball'
tossed at Japan?
By t2DWARD NEIIAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Japan
figures the United States has
tossed a "bean ball" pitch its
way.
Recent imposition of export
controls on American soybeans has created fallout on
both sides of the Pacific.
American farmers and Japanese consumers can both be
hurt by the manner of the controls on soybeans and other
commodities, according to
Nelson Stitt, director of the
U.S.-Japan Trade Council.
In testimony before the Senate Agriculture Committee,
Stitt said the situation "is not
only seriously disrupting and
even traumatic to the Japanese, but one which could also
be very damaging to the longrun interests of American
farmers and to our own balance of payments."
Stitt said that "Japan is by
all odds America's biggest
customer for basic food and
foodstuffs," and that it is
highly dependent on a steady
supply of these items. The
United States provides 92 per
cent of Japan's consumption
of soybeans, which are one of
the biggest sources of protein
in the Japanese diet.
Japan bought nearly $1.5
billion worth of American
farm products last year and
appeared well on its way to
even greater purchases until
the U.S. export controls were
imposed on soybeans and 41
other agricultural commodities, Stitt said.
He noted that this huge
market, built up over Many
years through "very skillfur'
and highly successful market
development for Americaa
farm products which the U.S.
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Department of Agriculture
and concerned agriculttral
producers' groups have undertaken in Japan," could be
partially lost.
"It is only human, contemplating the possibility of future stoppages of vital foods
and raw materials, that the
Japanese should think of alternative sources of supply
other than the United States,"
Stitt said.
The U.S.-Jaxan Trade
Council is a nonprofit trade
association with a membership of over 700 firms in the
United States interested in
promoting trade between the
two countries. Because a major contributor to the council's
budget is the Japanese government-backed Japan Trade
Promotion Office, the council
is registered with the U.S. Department of Justice as an
agent of a foreign principal.
Stitt said recent progress
toward a better balance of
trade "will be considerably
slowed by the recent actions
of the executive branch to
limit the export of soybeans
and some 41 other agricultural commodities."
. He said Japan's trade surplus with the United States,
based on figures for the first
four months of 1973, would be
cut to an estimated annual total of $2.5 billion, compared
with last year's $4.1 billion.
Stitt also told the committee
that the manner of imposing
the-U.S. export controls with
"little, if any, consultation
with Japan" could also harm
political relations between the
two countries. He cited growing resentrfient in Japan at
apparent disregard of Japanese interests and sensitivities.

Federal Government Offers $122 Million
In New Basic Education Grants

art
topics
Prmented by the Ph.lacleipr., Coliege of Ar

THEY MERGE
Advertising is one of the
oldest of the arts and the
youngest, of the professions.
In schools and colleges of art,
advertising design is usually
taught as a separate subject
Of included with other areas
such as illustration or
graphics.
From town crier to
television, we have all become
accustomed to advertising as
part of our daily lives. One of
the most popular visual
means for conveying messages
is the poster.
A poster can be little more
than a placard or notice,
placed in some public place.
This method of broadcasting
information Is May old.
Remains of some form of
written advertisement have
been uncovered in the ruins
of Egypt, Babylonia, and
Rome. We know, too, that
the Greeks posted notices in
their forums and markets.
Archaeologists have
determined that some of the
wall-paintings in Pompeii can
be interpreted as commercial
announcements.
The artistic and decorative
possibilities inherent in visual
advertisements were
broadened considerably by
the invention of printing and,
later, the development of
chromolithography. Also, an
important though
unconnected event was the
establishment of poster
hoardings which could be
rented or reseved on.a regular
basis.•
At the end of the- 19th
century, the making of
posters blossomed into an art,
combining beauty with good

SPACE AGE REPORT

Dollar shortage blocks
quick rescue system
crossed off by President Nix- lion should imperil the astroon soon after tte took office. natila
Lockheed engineers believe
The only detailed study of a
Why, you might ask reasonpossible space rescue system they solved the two chief
ably, hasn't the federal space
has been conducted by Lock- space rescue development
agency come up with a rescue
heed Missiles lc Space Co., of problems: a craft which
system that could pluck
Sunnyvale, Calif. It has pro- would float upright in the
stranded astronauts out of the
duced no hardware and Lock- water and have structural
sky only hours after their
heed officials say NASA ap- strength without excessive
spacecraft failed?
parently has no intention of weight to withstand a heavy
The answer, as the National
going ahead with that pro- impact at splashdown. The
escape capsule would be powAeronautics and Space Adposal of four years ago.
ered with light rockets and
ministration sees it, is money
After an eight-month, equipped with a parachute
— lack of it, that is.
$200,000 analysis of possible
braking system.
The question arises naturalspace rescue approaches,
NASA has given no indicaly in .the wake of the plight of
Lockheed, in 1969, sutcnitted
tion it wants to go any further
the Skylab II astronauts, who
a spacecraft "ball-out" syswith the bail-out systems,
may have to be rescued when
tem envisioning a three-man, Lockheed officials say.
the time cornea for them to rehalf cone-shaped "life raft"
turn home from their achedThis kind of price tag has
4th. round bottom. It would
uled 50.Y roundethe-wurne attached to the spacecraft-- been NASA's chief argument
mission in space.
far sidetracking a rescue sysand could be entered through
Skylab mission control offltem beyond that being
an air lock, then cut loose for
a full„ automated ride back to
als haven't determined
readied for the Skylab II mission.
whether their Apollo "ferry"--7f earth ifo a spactrship malfunccraft can bring them down
safely in the Pacific with its
guidance propulsion system
partially disabled.
So work is being speeded on
another booster and a specially designed rescue craft. --r
The soonest it—eankLin.„launched with a-- two-man
crew to pick up the Skylab
spacemen would be the first
week in September. Even that
By CLAIRE COX
a record $35 million national
might be an optimistic time
Copley News Service
budget. The denomination,
estimate for the lift-off of a
the largest Protestant body in
five-seat rescue ship.
NEW YORIC=The annual
the United States, reported
What would happen, then, if
stock-taking and soul-searchmore than 12 million memorbital
workshop's
Skylab
the
ing of the nation's major relibers and announced that givlife support system should fail
gious bodies is under way.
ing by local congregations
during the current mission, as
From spring to fall, denompassed the 81 billion mark last
the Apollo 13 system did? The
inations are meeting to disyear for the first time.
have
would
astronauts
three
cuss their internal problems,
In his speech accepting reto crawl into their partly disprincipally declining income
election
as president of the
abled "ferry" craft and use
for national and international
denomination, Owen Cooper
its life support system until
good works and demands of
of Yazoo Qty, Miss. decried
help arrived. The Apollo 13
women for ordination.
"immorality, adultery, diastronauts finally got home
small,
and
large
Bodies
vorce, broken homes, sensafely by using the support
conservative and liberal, are
suality, pornography and illelandsystem from their lunar
coming face to face with such
gitimacy." ing craft. If they had been on
diverse issues as the WaterOne of the major moves was
the way back to earth instead
in
bombing
the
scandal,
gate
adoption
of a resolution askof en route to the moon, they
Cambodia, Cesar Chavez laing full recognition of women
would have perished.
bor struggles, the right of the
in leadership roles in church
terminally ill to die with digAerospace industry officials
and denominational life.
homosexuality.
and
nity,
often have criticized NASA
Though not detailed, the meaExpressions of moral indigfor not pushing development
sure
was regarded as a first
nation over Watergate have
of escape-rescue techniques
step toward eventual ordinathe
but
universal,
almost
been
pace
same
the
at
and systems
tion of women in the Southern
usual heated debates over isit has advanced manned
Baptist Convention.
of
most
from
sues were absent
space flight.
While the Indiana Baptist
the meetings held so far.
The agency's reply always
magazine
observed that "acpea
Baptist,
Alabama
The
both
or
either
that
has been
tivities and attitudes were so
riodical, attributed the unususystems would be costly,
calm some might describe the
ally peaceful convention of
mounting to the billion-dollar
convention as indifferent or at
the Southern Baptist Convenlevel by the time they could be
least apathetic," the deletion at least in part to the atoperational. That kind of
gates passed resolutions
trition of the daily televised
money simply has not been
praising President Nixon for
available from Congress, they --a • Watergate hearings and "a
his peace efforts in Southeast
weariness of debate and scanargue,
.Asia and callinglor_ ?morality_
For a while the-Air Force - dal °tithe part-of the
in government."
The Southern Baptists,
worked with NASA on
meeting in .Portland, (lee.,
They also revolved that all
cost escape system studies
hid their smallest convention. Christians should become
bulks& interest when its miliTi years, with fewer than more actively involved in the
tary version of a manned
9,000 in attendance to approve
American political process.
snace station MOLi was
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
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POSTERS
WASHINGTON — (SPEBEAUTY WITH ADVERTISING APPEAL
CIAL): As part of the Adminand lettering kept to a
iptiation'e drive to help every
minimum. There should be an
young American attend the
element of wit or humor, a
college of his choice, the Federal Government has set asense of timeliness, and
mide $122 million dollars for
whenever possible, the
direct grants to needy stucapacity to startle or shock.
dents.
There are no rules
The program, new this year,
governing media to be used
is called Basic Grants.
when creating posters. Travel
Through this program the
posters often utilize
U.S. Office of Education is
reaching out to help students
photography; museums often
attend not only colleges, but
reproduce the works of great
also vocational schools, techmasters, more and more
nicial institutes and hospital
frequently posters are studio
schools of nursing. Under the
Basic Grants program the
productions originally
money will follow the student
executed in oil, water color,
to the school of his choice.
silkscreen or other
Traditional college -based
Maxfield Parrish poster for
lithographic techniques —7 student aid programs leave it
The Century Magazine, 1897.
even poster paints.
up to the school to determine
Courtesy of The Metropolitan
While many artists made
a student's need for finanMuseum of Art.
cial aid. Now, through Basic
-their nurnet--tirs--pcister
Grants, the Federal governdesigners, such as Jules'
advertising appeal. Major
ment will be determining that
and
and
Alexandre
Cheret
painters
printmakers and
need on the basis of a nationSteinlen and Mucha, many
designers began to lend their
ally applied formula.
other artists, famous for
talents to creating posters.
About 500,000 students are
efforts in different directions,
expected to receive Basic
They were commissioned
have contributed significantly - Grants during the first year
specifically to produce
of the program, Competition
to the art of poster
posters, or else their popular
for these new "cash customcomposition, men like
pictures were reproduced in
ers" could cause some shift in
Daumier, Manet, Picasso, Ben
college recruiting patterns.
poster form. Truly distinctive
Shahn, and Norman
During the first year of the
posters, such as those by
program, Basic Grants wilt be
Rockwell.
Toulouse-Lautrec advertising
available oniy to first-time
The American poster can
the Moulin Rouge, were
full-time students. The maxioutstanding
among -the
be said . to have originated
mum grant this year will be
with circus advertisements by
artistic creations of the
$450. Sources in Washington
indicate the program will be
Matt Morgan, created during
period. In Paris in the 1870's,
expanded in future years.
the 1890's, and later
members of the public often
Carper W. Weinberger,
followed the bill posters
developed by such creators as
Secretary of the Department
Maxfield Parrish, James
through the streets, trying to
of Health. Education, and
Montgomery Flagg, and
buy the posters before they
Welfare, has said, "Basic
Charles Dana Gibson.
were pasted up.
Grants mark significant proIn the 20th century,
The essential elements of a
gress towards the Administraposter art has reflected all
tion's goal of making postsecgood poster are that it must
ondary education available to
modern trends and
be visible from a distance,
all young people who desire
developments, from cubism
comprehensible at first
it
glance, and composed of bold - to abstract expressionism to
Application blanks are
colors- and simple line.' A. pop-art and op art—Whatever
available at post offices, state
is coming along next, you're
poster should convey a clear,
employment offices, and from
sure to see posted up
pungent idea, utilizing simple
county agricultural agents. In
somewhere before too long.
shapes, with legible captions

addition, many Local baboon
and colleges have applications, and are randy to help
students fill them out. Deadline for filing applications for
the 1973-74 school year is
January 31, 1974,
Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare has
enlisted the aid of community
service groups across the nation to spread the word that
$122 million is waiting for
stridents in the government's
coffers. All they have to do is
apply for the Basic Grants.

Th.

Once an application is processed through a computer,
the applicant receives a "determination of expected family contribution." The student
then submits this determination to the school of his ch0i0S.
There the student financial
aid officer will figure thellit•
lion, fees and other expenses
of the student and ORISPIIFF
these costs with the expected
family contribution to determine the size of the Basic
Grant.
Both the expected family
contribution and the school's
determination of expenses will
follow to guidelines applied
nationwide. It doesn't matter
where the student is from;
the only criterion is need.

Basic Grants won't be the
student's only reason for seeing the financial aid officer at
the chosen school. With the
exception of 50% of Veterans Administration education
benefits and all of Social Security education benefits, a
student can add all other
available financial aid to the
Basic Grant amount without,
reducing its size. So, while a
Basic Grant won't pay all of
a student's costa, it can provide a sound platform for almost all other financial aid.
Stated in simple terms: a
family of four with an annual
income of $8,000 would be expected to contribute $626 to
the student for the first year's
education This expected contribution will drop if a family
has more than one student in
postsecondary education, and
s'iirseritiere a number of other
varieties.
Based on a table prepared
by the U.S. Office of Education, a student with an expected family contribution of
$626 and attending a school
with costs between $1,100 and
$1,250 can expect a Basic
Grant of $219. That may not
seem like a lot of money, but
it is a grant free and clear:
not a loan the student would
have to repay.
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Smaller cars grab spotlight
By JAMES A. GROTH
Copley News Service
It was only a few years ago
that the image of an American-made car was that of a
huge piece of machinery with
a big, powerful V8 engine with
chrome and Urns sticking out
everywhere.
But those days are coming
to an end. The gloss features
— the chrome and the fins and
the like — have given way to
more simplistic and functional designs.
And Americans are beginning to catch up to the rest of
the world in the quest for
smaller cars.
The trend is graphically illustrated in some statistics
just released by the Detroit
auto makers.
First, new car registrations
for April show that standardsize American cars have
reached their lowest percentage of the market in history —
lest than ontstNtrA at
Secondly, dealers of all
makes have found their standard-size cars are stockpiling
while their compact models
are selling almost as fast as
they can bring them in.
Standard-size cars still hold
the biggest part of the market, but this includes all those
cars bought for business uses.
Idcet_of those.hu31nt cikrs fa
personal use are going to the
subcompacts, compacts, intermediates and specialty
cars and 16.04 per cent of the
American market went to import sales.
The inventory figures for
June 1 are a bit more revealing. Chevrolet reports its average dealer has only a 20-day
supply of Vegas on hand, but
has a 61-day supply of standard Chevys.
Ford dealers have a 21-day
supply for Pintos, but a 71-day
supply for the standard Ford.
And AMC dealers have a 28day supply of Gremlins, but
the Ambassador supply
should last 73 days.
Over-all in the industry,
subcompacts have a dayssupply figure of 21. A figure
this low means it is virtually
impossible for a buyer to find
these models in dealer showrooms. Only a month ago,
there had been a 33-day supply of subcompacts.
Compacts had a 34-day supply on June 1, compared with
41 days the previous month
and intermediates dropped
from 46 to 43.
What this all means is that
little cars are what the American car-buying public is looking for. The reasons, of
course, are obvious, the biggest being the high price of

gasoline.
And, perhaps Americans
are finally looking at automobiles as functional cornmodilies- rather than status
symbols.

Automotive question may
be sent to Motorways, Copley
News Service, in care of this
newspaper. Those of a general nature will be answered in
the column.
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The average weight of an elephant's tusk is about 55 pound,
— although some exceed Ito
pounds
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Back to School Specials . . . .

MUSIC LESSONS
-Accordion

-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

,AUCTION SALE

MUSIC

MUSIC

-Drums
-Banjo
-Band

-Guitar
-Trumpet

Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
month of September.

.I6B MUSIC CENTER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

* AUCTION *
Saturday, Sept. 1,1973 - 10:01 a.m.
Hwy. 121 South - 1 Mile from Murray

I
•
•
•

SERVICES OFFERED

BATO

SERVICES OFFERED

LE SONS

and
Formation of Twirling C
- orps
for information call

— TRACT I —

it

Kaye Beaman Taylor's.
492-8892

Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
PIANO SALE. As low as $805.00Lenard° Piano Company, across
Post Office, Paris,
from.
A31C
Tennessee.

ch
by
M.
be

All students will have the
opportunity to perform in
Reviews
and
Parades
.111rimsghout the year.

-

C, tt

BY OWNER; three bedroom
house, two baths, lot 100' a 300'.
Recently painted and remodeled.
Garage, storage, $12,750.00.
Phone 753-0055 between 9:00
a.m.-5:00p.m.
A3OP
BY OWNER four bedroom, two
baths, washer, dryer and dishwasher, large living room, dining
room and den. "2 block from
college, 1 block from Robertson
Elementary School. Phone To
0148.
A3ONC

DELUXE FOUR bedroom, VI
bath house, large kitchen, lots of
cabinets, pantry and storage.
Separate family room with shag
,
carpet and fireplace. Formal
•
large
bedrooms
,
11 3
- large living room, dining
approximately 75'x42. 4 bay clean-up shop.•
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
BURNETTS MOBILE Home & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality dining room, living room and
•
• room, family room, city water. Spacious.
Excellent building means $$$ for you.
Rent to jaircha.se plan. Lonardo
•
Service, 1105 Lackey Street, work guaranteed. Business and entry hall. Four big bedrooms, all
•
Piano Company, across from
Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14 residential. Free estimates. with walk in closets. Two car
A31C
-Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
•
different colors to choose from. Phone day or night Mayfield 247- garage, outside storage room,
TUNING-repair •
• Underpenning and anchors.
PIANO
7201
TFC patio, concrete drive, carpet,
•
Prompt expert ser •
rebuilding.
•
Instrument,
Central air conditioning. 24 hour
central heat and air. Priced far
PIANO, BAND
sale.
•
below comparable house. Phone
violin, guitar and jazz lessons, vice. Rebuilt pianos for
a service. Phone 502-442a
Leave your heavy cleaning '753-3903.
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky •
4 mobile •
Excellent mobile home sites
September 7C
Phone Erwin or Pat Chandler W.
A30C
• 3115.
•
TF
up to the experts at
bmnes:
•
September 29C Phone'7534911.
753-1470.
•
•
TIMBER-LODGE
on
Tenn--IN7 Richardson 10'x50'
•
•
LARGE THREE room cottage on
AUCTION SALE
•
19417 Buddy - 11/':46'
AUCTION SALE
• Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
•
Tennessee side of Cypress Creek.
• Tennessee, will build complete
1965 Nomco - 111'x50'
PROFESSIONAL
Walking distance of lake. Bath,
•
1964 Star - Irx41'
• fireplaces, starting at only
electric heat. 200' x 100' landCLEANING
•
$695.00. Selection of stones
PUBLIC AUCTION
•
scaped lot. Phone 232-8668. S4C
• available. Satisfaction
Saturday, Sept. 1, 073, 111:08 A.M.
Carpets
•
• guaranteed. Phone 901-593DUPLEX: STOP Rent, and
Furniture
U
.
.3534.
TFC
•
collect rent as vou live in now! of
•
Selling at the Farm Home of Mr. R.V. Williams, Turn
Walls
v
these new, modern, brick
•
North off 94 Hwy. Between Pilot Oak & Cuba Rd. on to Hwy. •
• ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Each tract will sell separately; as is: where is; and WILL NOT BE COMBINED
v Windows
duplexes. Both have central heat
•
•
385 & proceed approximately 1 mile to Sale. Watch for
TFC
• Phone Paris,642-6551.
and air conditioning, carpet,
Auction Arrow TERMS: 15 percent down day of sale - balance upon delivery of deed within 30 days
•
plenty of built-ins and spacious.
Call Collect for Free
• FOR ALL your additions,
• remodeling, residential or
Number 1, $26,500.00. Number 2,
Estimates
POSSESSION: With deed - however if buyer and present tenants do not agree upon rental or •
Household Furnishings, Antiques, Curios,'Awn Mowers,
slightly more. For appointment
• commercial. New 'or old. Free
lease terms- said tenants must be given 30 days from date of deed to
Garden Tiller, Hand tools & Misc of all Kinds
•
vacate premises.
phone Ricky Rittman 753-5449 or
TFC
•estimates. Call 753-6123.
753-5344 after 6:00 p.m.
S4C
•
NOTE: Buy the property and let the income pay for itself. Buy one tract or both.
7333
247
Mr. R.V. Williams Owner, R4, Wingo, Ky.
•
Col. Rubert /Shiley, Auctioneer Lic. No. I
Novits Me time to help your
LARGE SHADY lot, located
ANNOUNCEMENTS DAY OF SALE TAKE PRECEDENT OVER PRINTED MATTER
•
Child with his reading.
4724371
South Fulton, Tenn. 4794713 or
corner
of Lynn Grove Highway
WILL
DO
trash
and
brush
• * Qualified reading tutor (Ass
Buy & Sell "The Maley Aactias Way"
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone and Johnny Robertson Road.
• * in Education reading). For
•
further information contact
753-6130.
TFC Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
•
;Cecile Applegate (Mrs.) 153•
nights.
A30C
2443.
•
• r**************' FREE ESTIMATE oi septic tank
It is so good,I am
-installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC NEW THREE bedroom, 1;.: bath
•
Gentlemen,I have just
• ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
house, kitchen with dining area,
not even going to
•
Company, 007 South 4th Street.
family room, garage, carpet,
•
completed my new novel.
Auctioneer - John Randolph - Realtor
send it to you.
PEALTOP
• Phone 7534346.
Octoberl7C
patio, central heat and air. Phone
•
•
"If you are 3, 4, or 5
1111 Sycamore 7534332
it
•
753-3903
A30C
fos
years old"
tI CONSTRUCTION WORK.
Garages patio driveway, walls. •
HAPPINESS
It
Phone Lee Childress 753FOR SALE
6170.
A29P
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
It
rf-If
v In Canterbury Estates
September 1, 10:00 a.m., W mile
west of Lynn Grove on Highway
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Four Bedroom Brick
94.
Why don't you just
Houses trimmed-formica tops
fr Tri-Level with All
auction
Another
big
all
day
and doors-custom building and
come and get it?
sale, loaded with furniture and
remodeling. Quelity workExtras
Register Now for '73,
appliances of all kinds. Also
manship. Phone 753'75
&
'74
Priced Far Below
large collection of glass,
September 17C
0790.
753-7962
Builder's Price
depression of all kinds, nice old
Sears
Sears.
GUTTERING
and
BY
Aladdin
kerosene
lamps,
'
0.
For information...
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
daisy churn, pitcher and bowl set,
seamless gutters, installed per
malt
Phone
753-3110
china pot, hull and McCoy of all
(Three miles north of Paris, Tenn., on Hwy. 641) your specifications. Call Larry RESIDENTIAL LOT,1314 Poplar
,kinds, lots of churns, jars and
1.yles at 753-2310 for free Street, 79'x299'. Phone 753BLONDIE
TFC =6.
estimate.
jugs, bean pots, tea kettles, dutch
A29C KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200'
Big load of merchandise from Michigan. Everything
restricted lake view. Lots for
oven, wash kettle, milk cans, too
from Avon bottles to nice furniture, lots of antiques. Cut
Flatly good collector's items to
WILLIE'S INFERIOR & Ex- BY OWNER-two story brick $25.00 down and $25.00 per month.
glass, ice cream table, four hard back chairs, walnut and
list and itemize separately. There
terior Painting. Phone 753-4832 'house with full size basement, Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
cherry marble top tables, fern snarl,eed glass corner
will also be an automatic washer,
frocn 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and three large bedrooms, two baths, for $10.00 down and 10.00 per
china cabbie*,Ivory dresser settlisree*ce ask bedroom
one lot of carpenter and
753-7434 after Altp.m..let_fret living room, dining room and month. Central water-lake
suite, carnival glass, pressed glass, roseville and hull,
mechanic tools, double barrel
estimates.
kitchen. Has garage apartment access,all Weather streets. Drive
love seat and matching chairs, four piece love set, vicmuzzle loading shotgun, also
eoptombor
with two bedrooms, kitchen Northeast on 444 from- New
tartan chair, crockery, umbrella holders, round oak table,
other antique rifles and guns,
living room, bath and utility Concord and follow Xeniana
oak dining chairs, pier mirror, fireside bench, black milk
signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or
nice old wall telephone, extra
B & C CONSTRUCTION work. room. Phone 733.205 after 4-30 436-2473
glass, old picture frames, gateleg table, cranberry vase.
September 12C
large collection of old valuable
p.m.for appointment. September
basements,
block
Complete
brass jewelry box, old bud vases, several pieces of silver,
coins. These are strictly
28C
patios,
walls,
rittaining
AUTOS FOR SALE
slipper couch, love seat, child's ice cream set, ..nak
collector's items. Come exsidewalks, etc. Ten years exsecretary desk, marble top fern stand, old dressers,
pecting an all day sale.
perience. Free estimates. Phone FOUR BEDROOM house at 516 1969
chairs, all kinds of lamps, walnut drop leaf table, walnut
ROADRUNNER
For information phone Chester
September 26C South 11th. Large family room, (
437476.
server, music cabinet, buffets, milk cans, organ stool,
Plymouth) has new 383 motor.
& Miller Auction -Service, 435EILJT:t WErt-WEro 1**,
SO, UNTIL., WE DO,
two baths. electriclieat, central GTS US Magisi new tiresHiewtrash stands-, spinning wheel,: pink and blue and dear
-4042, Lynn -Grave,--44-Pays
REMEWEREIrt
MIC,o41- AS WELL
glass, no telling what else. Shorty McBride-247 and
WHAT IT WAS ABOL1)SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & air, and large storage house in clutch, two door, 4 speed. $00 or
Sell The Chester-Miller
BE FRIE...105
September 4C best offer. Phone 436-5552,
James E. Travis-77S
-ElectiV7trositPlete-piirrip fepalrblicic.
Way."
A3IC
S5C
service. -Let us check your old
-pump for you before you buy a
RUMNESS OPPORTUNITY new one. 24 hour emergency THREE BEDROOM brick house, 1971 CHEVROLET Pickup---350
two baths, central heat and air, automatic,24,000 miles, excellent
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to service. Phone 753big lot, nice size outbuilding for Cabover Camper-Stove, oven
26C
September
5543.
service "Walt Disney Products,"
office or shop. 1613 Belmont etc., 18 months old-Priced to
accounts. High earnings! Income
A31C
Drive, Phone 753-8859.
A31C sell-812 Olive.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 10:30 a.m. rain or
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
shine
over $1,000.00. per month
Turn north off Highway 94 one mile east of Tri
possible! Inventory necessary gr-.1,Nop...•••••Sr•IPNIPPW1*".•P
City,
41r9Pw 1972 HONDA 125 SL. New conthen turn first black top -vest to the late Mr.
$3,290.000 to start! Call collect
Vernon
dition $375.00. 812 Olive.
A31C
Easley farm. Aproximately 10 miles west of
A29P
Murray,
Mr. Davis(214) 243-1981.
Ky.
This home has been in the Easley family for
EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
nearly 100
BEATLE BAILEY
1962
PLYMOUTH,
good
years and you will find a good variety of old
engraved golden metal social
and good
mechanical condition. Very
items.
security plates. See Rosebud
I TslisIK s'OU rompeFt THAT OCOO.
clean. 1965 Pontiac Catalina. 1970
A refrigerator, deep freeze, stove one
Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone
year old, spool
PROT / ot46 THE LITTLE LiNiFOR4A
4 Pontiac Bonneville. Call 75313C
and
September
pineapple
bedsteads,
753-3422.
two
nice
couches, living room
THEN TH6 LITTLE MEC AND Ti4E ..1TTLE
4 8869.
A31C
suite, two portable, T.V.s, oil Duo therm
rinv..04TER. flOss and electric
SERVICES OFFERED
heaters, four section book case. recliner,
FAR cAN so..1 bor.,
vacuum cleaner,
CHEVROLET TRUCK-1969, one
night stand, washer, hand and power
sausage grinders,
ton. Good metal bed, low
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
porch swing and settee, dishes and
cooking utensils,
mileage. Phone 435-5312.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
S5P
thread cutting dies. Clipper seed cleaner
with motor, two
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
row -fertilizer-distributor, corn sheller,
brass knob gear.
• 5500 Square Feet
Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492,
hand tools and out building pieces
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE- 1966,
TFC
8837.
convertible Extra clean. One
Old items
Three
Levels
•
I
Furniture up to 100 years okl, 22 long Stevens
owner, low mileage. Phone 436Favorite
TIMBER-LODGE of Tennrifle and double barrel shot-gun shoot
2427.
A29C
• 4 Bedrooms with lounging Areas
now, 2 book cases,
Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
one very nice, one half and full sized
wooden bedsteads
plus Walk-In Cedarlined closets
Tennessee will do your stone
and couch, good patterns, washstand, claw
foot and other
DODGE-1957 one ton truck.
I
work. Large selections of stone.
center table, beautiful dining table and six
Three
•
Fireplaces
Body and frame in excellent
matching
TFC
901-593-3534.
Phone
,chairs and extra nice buffet, granite wood
I condition. Running gear needs
cook stove, 3
•
21
/
2
Baths
trunks, copper boiler, milk can, beam and
WORK trucking, o
BULLDOZER
4 some work. $250.00 firm. Phone
other scales,
it
op
cull bell phone complete, 20 framed pictures,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and o • Carpeted
I
side saddle.
A29C
753-8346.
Throughout
5-2 to 8 gallon jars, 100-18000 to early 1900
4
topsoil. Phone Hardin. 354-8138 or o
books, powder
horn, bee smoker. razor and
o
1'0C
p.m.
500
after
354-8161,
4
hone, syrup pitcher, split
isasket, oldest quilts and frames, feather beds.
1 MUSTANG-1986," V8 automatic
spreads,
15
and 30 gallon lard kettles and cracklin
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
I with power steering. Best offer.
squeezers, other
4litr
irewsnire, baby bed and small collectors
&IOC
Phone 71114711B.
„steam Cleaned. Plioni.',.canset
pietkek.
- - Resessiunentsavattable: not
-1
MisTet
teSponsiblilaisss
eeidencs,
•1111166:414
1
&
Piane 753-3213
come early for inspection.
les•
.
-issamiite
Realiame-Pbenes--- —
Servtee.
-tefitilwIrtrt,13;000
Mr.. Harland Easley, Administrator
1
`JOHN'S REPAIR
Lorena Jobs-743-nm
Warn WilsoWdrOgg
actual miles. New tires, excellent
PluMbing-electrical-roofing and
— NSW IA
Douglas Shoemaker hi charge of sale,
BM Ailsims-7533657
4•4 11100
- tiaiNatay-753-9912 - -1 condition. Contact Larry Hurt at
Phone. 753-3375 Murray
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Murray Supply.
TFC .11..
•••
September BC
753-7625 nights
EXPERT GINTAR
INSTRUCTION
Beginners and advanced
Study with One of Ky's finest
teachers Now scheduling
limited enrollment Call Ed
Monroe between 5 and 7 P.M.
Intone 753-8892

— TRACT II —

SERVICE MASTER

fa
19
co
di'
ch
an
PI
in
gi
S.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Tracts Contain A Total of 21
/
2 Acres

SERVICE MASTER

John Randolph Realty
and -Auction Company

AUTOS FOB

FORD TRUCKcustom, small VB,
Phone 753-8045.

KAMBLER-196;
automatic, good
Phone 489-2435

KARMAN GHIAlimited edition. A
transmission, Mib
Sports steering
Phone 753-0756 afto
p.m.

CHEVROLET-19
tinted glass, powe
automatic vinyl
Phone 753-3533.

FORD VAN ---1966
tires, rebuilt au
smission, starter,
stereo. $900.00.
only. Phone 753-411

OPEL G.T.-19
condition. Phone '4

1971 TOYOTA 0
conditioned, pun
17,000 actual mi
7228.

1970 TOYOTA P
1961 Sprite and si
Phone 436-5570.

1964 CHEVROLE
transportation, 4:

NOT1C1

mem
SE

11
,

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, September 1

an/

•

at

OW:

• Educational
isbeingat
Learning
Center

MA1
Sat.,
1:00 t

10:00 a.m.
641 Auction House

Get

FF
TICKE

p.

For
Mum

Th

Household Auction

frt. 'I,4 oil

Wilson
Real.Estate -4
_._mrsaitysiMultiple-Latiag

,M:21=3:3:1

Septet
put on
This IA
Of

sellii

Produc'
Vendin,

G. T. Ett
Tire Set
Sept. 1.
bdmfl
curred
G. T
John T

1
1973
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wANT-ADS

IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger 81 Times...

NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

droom
it 300'
deled.
50.00.
9:00
A3OP

FORD TRUCK-1973, F100
.
HAVING PROBLEMS with your
custom, small V8, straight shtft.
A29c bearing or understanding. For
Phone 753-8045
free hearing checkup and consultation. Call your Belton
RAMBLER-1965, 6 cylinder, consultant, 753-0832. October3C
automatic, good tires, $250.00.
A30C
Phone 489-2435.

two
dishdining
from
ertson
e 753130NC

KARMAN GHIA-1973, Special
limited edition. Air, four speed
transmission, Mitchland radials,
Sports steering and interior.
Phone 753-0756 after 6.00
A29C
P.m

1, 24
lots of
rage
I shag
ormal
and
as, all
o car
room,
arpet,
xl far
'hone
A30C

ige on
:reek.
Bath,
landS4C

and
sop ra
brick

1 heat
arpet,
cious.
ber 2,
tment
449 or
S4C

cated
;hway
Road.
)3-3430
A30C

t bath
area,
arpet,
Phone
A30C

BEAR

FORD VAN-1966, custom paint,
tires, rebuilt automatic transmission, starter, paneling and
stereo. 9900.03. Serious offers
A31C
only. Phone 753-4101.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

i

All display ads, classified
and
regular
display
•.
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
p
l
must be submitted by 4
.m. the day before
blicatoru
.....
......

i

11,Po,
lf73 ,

"wHos e+EING 11.1VESTIG4TE0 11415 MORTING,
ABEINATHY?

TRACTOR TRAILER driver
wanted. Must be over 21. Apply in
person to Mr. D'Angelo, Paschall
Truck Lines, 641 South. An equal
A29C
opportunity employer.

NOTICE

FOR RENT

Notice!!

,lynsiiktechran
Dance Studio

SEE

If You Miss
Your Paper

CIAIPIPI I

; 200'
1 for
onth.
lots
per
ake
hive
New
iana
20 or
r 12C

ER
otor.
new
it or
S5C
-350
llent
/Yen
Ito
k31C
conI31C

ood
'ery
1970
31C
one
low
S5P
1966,
One
438129C
Jck
lent
!ends
one
29c
tic
er
10C

Paper Carrier
First

FREE

753-1916

753-7278

TI E

The Land Fill Hours
7-7 Mon.-Sat.

NOTICE

September 1, 1973, a Penalty will be
put on all Occupational Licenses.

WANTED
Chemical Plant
Operators

NOTICE

OR RENT

Illartay,

Xi0
at
8C

DIALER

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B &
S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
&S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
September 4C
68, Benton, Ky.
SPECIAL PRE-Season prices
on Remington chain saws. See
then now at Murray Supply.
Special cash discountSeptember 8C
.

SALESMAN WANTED. Draw
against commission. Apply Bill's
Mobile Homes, Highway 641
South, next to Holiday Inn in
S4C
Murray.

FOR SALE
ts" BATHROOM wall board,
$5.25 each. 44" C-D 4'x8' plywood,
$4.75 each. Twenty different
selections of paneling from $3.65
up. Plexiglass for storm doors
and windows,50 cents square foot
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
colors, from 5 cents square foot
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage,
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a
week. Phone 901-587September8C
2420.

TRAVEL TRAILER 13', 1966
model. Stove, Ice box, self con- CARPORT SALE 707 Sycamore,
Sunday, Monday of
tained water supply. Good Saturday,
I, 2, 3. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
September
S4P
489-2533.
condition Phone
Bicycle. TV's, aquarium,
of
EXCELLENT CHEROKEE clarinet, record player, lots
&
Odd
sizes.
all
clothes
good
trailer,
and
fishing boat, motor
A31C
$425.00 or best offer Will trade ends.
for livestock. Phone 753-7575 or
S4C
753-0669.
Order now for your Fall and
ENGLISH BIKE, 26", three
speed, black, $40.00. Phone 753A30C
0379 or 753-0525.

Spring plantings Cali
Glenda Herndon
R 8, Box 405
Murray, Ky 42071
753 9499 after 5 00 p m

tack Bro's

JOHN DEERE hay and corn
°
elevator. Phone Myron Culp 753this
Co., Louisiana, Missoun
in
ursenes
NEEDED
A30C
MOTHERS
5596.
furnished 40 HOUR week,$1.80 hour. Appl/
ROOM
THREE
area to demonstrate Rouse of
18 different patterns of.... apartment, excellent condition. in the shoe department at Big K,
in
TED
gifts, now through 20 GALLON treasure chest 1973 HONDA CB-350 very good
ANYONE INTERES
Also
queen
t.
for
appointmen
Call
or
Mr. Terhune. Lloyd toys and
see Mr. Martell
1971 TOYOTA Corolla 1200, air playing bridge call Alma Tracy
ARMSTRONG
$20.00 per, aquarium all access. including condition. Only 3 months old.
Earn
,
December
size foam mattress, springs and The right person could enter
conditioned, purchased locally. 759-4602.
A29C
VINYL CUSHION FLOR frame,
evening, part time. No delivery roirop heater and filter, $60. Reasonable. Phone after 5 p.m.
$40.00.
condition,
good
t
training
managemen
17,000 actual miles. Phone 753A31C
;;;Ie 436_5894.
number of i;
in 9' and 12' widths
A31C 753-3664.
Phone 753-3001 or 474-2260. A30C program.
A31C or collecting. Limited
A31C
7228.
apCall for your sc
openings.
WIGGINS
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
753-8291.
ONE BOAT Trailer, $100. One
WANTED HOUSEKEEPER, one pointment,
SUMMER CLEARANCE on all 1962 70hp mere outboard $225, one
FURNITURE
1970 TOYOTA Pick-up $1195.00, repair and sale. New Concord
house, newly redecorated,
753a
days
Phone
or
week.
two
Armstrong large truck tires.'TV rotor $25, one low-boy com2L2 miles North 641
TFC
1961 Sprite and spare parts, $350. Road, phone 7534114.
carpeted throughout. Air conA31C
9894 after 5:30 p.m.
A31C
First line:
Phone 753-4506
Phone 436-5570.
HELP WANTED
ditioned and gas heat. Water and
mode,$35; also two lavatories, $5
Open 8:00-5:30 Mon. thru Sat.
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14 each, one 40-inch stove $10, two 12
sewerage paid. Phone 753-3143
in
Apply
Car
Hostess.
Day
1964 CHEVROLET Impala, good
after 5:00 p.m.
A30C COLLEGE STUDENTS, we are
volt batteries $5 and $15, one
person to
A31C
900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + 117.33
FOR SALE OR LEASE
transportation, 435-5582.
dinton chain saw $35, one 18-watt
looking for students who wish to
K -N Root Beer.
1000 x 20-12 ply 09.95 4-1111.10
hi-fl amplifier $10. 753-0992
earn extra money on a part time
GROCERY STORE with or HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
_ ITC
0.1/11 after five p.m.
SAYI ICE
1000 x 22-12 ply $112.3_
Set
basis.
own
your
.hours
and,
Without living quarters.191ftlake sale at 641 Super Shell, Murfai,
s be highway tread
Arinstrong
work
to.
753you
when
want
house or farm in on trade. Phone Kentucky. Phone Max at 753WANT TO RI'Y
truck tire.
HONDA CB 100. 300 actual miles.
7278.
Sl2C
September21P 9131.
753-1406.
1TC
A31C
825 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
Like New. Call 7535303.
$7.33
+
ply
$55.34
20-10
900x
4
TO
BUY
ton
1955-19604
WANT
Openings for Beginners,
CABIN ON Blood River at COOK WANTED, no nights, no pickup truck body, with or 1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
PEST CONTROL
AKC REGISTERED French
Croppie Hollow Shores. $20.00 per weekends. Apply in person to without motor or transmission. 1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98
puppies. Some at special
Poodle
A31C
control
FOR THE best in pest
ages 6-13.
day, $100.00 per week. Sleeps Sykes Cafe.
S4C
traction type price. Phone 7534379.
Best
Armstrongs
S1NC
Phone
753-0889.
TheTPY
service and termite control call four, kitchen, cooking utensils,
tires.
truck
aiLA'the
Superior Exterminating Com- stove, refrigerator, air con- ORGANIST, PREFER with
Dial 753-4647
REYNOLDS CORONET, great
WANT TO BU1 July 9 copies of 825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 t $7.25
pany,753-7266.
ditioned. Phone 753-2279, 753-1664, dinner club or dining room ex- The Ledger & Times. Please 900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 +- $8.51
S
DEW
band instrument. Phone 753for
TFC or 753-7920.
OLeC
S5C perience. 18 hours weekly. Only bring to
A31C
ply $73.09 + $10.52 4498.
20-10
x
1000
&
103
the
Ledger
Times,
A-1 need apply. No phone calls.
LOST & FOUND
CHARLES HERBERT WANTED NAZI Flag to be used
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
4th
North
Street.
TEDIC
House
Colonial
SUSAN GORDON
MOBILE HOME, lir, x 55' two Apply
825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
REGISTERED ANGUS bulls, 8
in Capri Theatre lobby display
PURINA VYN
SIC
PRESCRIPTION bedrooms, air conditioned, Smorgasbord.
to 9 months old. Phone 436WANT TO BUY Hay: 100-150 900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + 98.51
for 'HITLER-The Last 10 LOST
chain in Murray natural gas heat. Phone 753A31C
bales of Timothy, Clover, or 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52 5618.
Days" - Call 7534064, ask for sunglasses with
at the
office.
local
FOR
A31C PERSON
9867.
SIC area. If found phone 753Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Roby
5:90
after
753-7991
Phone
Tommy Brown.
Alfalfa,
Typing necessary, accounting
A30C
4768.
September 4C GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
A3ONC Ky.
p.m.
THREE ROOM attractive' arta shorthand abilities helpful.
September 1, 9:00 am. - 5:00
A31C
Ky.
32B,
Murray,
Box
Write
p.m., 1300 South lath, corner of
LOST SET of keys (7 or 8) on furnished apartment, large air
WANT TO BUY used mobile
TELEVISION,
PORTABLE
MATINEE
x
12'
chain with small green 144" conditioned rooms, wall to wall
i50'
to
12'
16th & Belmont. Ski boat, sports
all
electric.
home,
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now
and white with stand and equipment, chess set, household
magnet attached. Phone 753-7668 carpet; heat, water sewerage
70' in good condition. Phone 753- black
Weekly
1st.
Sat., Sept. 1
753-7442
December
to
Phone
furnished. Quiet and private
A31C
days or 753-6355 after 500
winter clothing.
A3ONC outside antenna.
7991 after 5:30p.m.
A31C items,
or 753-4994.
Couple or graduate student paycheck, no collecting, no
p.m.
S5C
Phone
3:00
Please
til
1:00
delivery, no cash investment. WANT TO BUY attractive two or
Phone 753-1299 after 5:00
Our
Your
A31P Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy three bedroom home, in or near TOPPER CAMPER with house DRIVEWAY NEED sealing?
p.m.
CARD OF THANKS
emulsion driveway sealer .
October1C
Beautiful
Frick,527-7133
$175.00.
door,
rear
type
to
$9,000.00
Murray. Price range
water and protects driveways, improves
We wish to express our thanks
$16,000.00. Phone 753-3570 or 753- one acre lot with
Kentucky
Two miles appearance, and is easy to apply.
on
ups.
HOME
hook
MOBILE
A31NC sewerage
to our neighbors, friends, and
6602.
washer. NEED MORE income? Want
62450.00. No mixing necessary. Save $2.00.
,
Air
conditioned
Grove,
Lake.
Lynn
of
south
and
kindness
their
relatives for
Get Your
extra spending money? Earn
A31P Now only $4.48 a five-gallon pail.
436Phone
bedrooms.
two
753-7592.
Phone
Results:
If No
help given us while Fred was in
The Sherwin-Williams Co.,
S1( while working part time. Set your WANT TO BUY used Coleman
2427.
the hospital.
Phone:
own hours. For information
Southside Shopping Center,
dining
low
Large
low,
,
stove,
motorcycle
electric
36"
350
CL
1P
Stone
Vera
Fred and
lit
SLEEPING ROOMS for men phone 753-1470. September4NC room table, living room fur- mileage. Completely chopped phone 753-3321.
air
entrance,
good
private
in
tires.
be
furnished,
must
radial
niture All
and two new 15"
The Otho White family takes
TICKET at the
Before 5:00 p.m.
ed, refrigerator HOSTESS WANTED,part time,2 condition. Phone 753-8054. A31C Phone 753-6012.
A3ONC BED,BRAND new, never used, a
this means to say thanks to all of condition
8
or
5
. South to four hours in the evening.
n
little larger than single isize. Call
Then
you who had a part in making our Zimmerma Apartments
SIC-,
days each week. Triangle Inn,
ARCELEVISION, 753-2278.
E----T
PQRTABL
-burden lighter in the passing of 16th. Phone 753-6609,SALE:
MK
A30C
753-4953.
with
white,
and
black
used,
To
r.
grandfathe
and
father
our
NT, carpeted,
NICE APARTME
TAPE DECK, reel to reltatereo •
_
stand,$25.00. Phone 753After 5:30 p.m. and the ones who sent food, cards, all
1010, MOBILE HOME -1972 5747
electric. 660.00 per month WANTED --PARY ifte
AMC 3 speed, automatic reverse. Call
who
you
especially
and
Two
flowers
65'.
x
12'
,
Until 6:30 p.m.
A29C weekends at Ex-Cel Gas Station, Townhouse
753-6044. '
A3IC
753-2278.
took time to pray for all of us, to Phone
bedrooms, two baths. Phone 753403 Sycamore. Phone 7533
Also
26"
BICYCLE,
GIRL'S
his
for
Bro. Henry Hargis
S4P
A30C 3846.
9039.
speed spider bike. Phone '753-5447 QUALITY FANS: General
comforting words, to the singers HOUSE AT Coldwater, for inafter 5:00Pin•
AMC Electric, 3 speed reverse-window
at the church and pallbearers formation phone 489-2161 afterr5
New
MOBILE HOME, 10 x 36',
WE'LL TRAIN YOU
who so willingly served, to the P.m.
type, 36" exhaust attic type;
and
d
conditione
air
'
Moon,
MENT
ENFORCE
IN
LAW
SK
chairs; three each less than II new price. 40"
AND
TABLE
or
7534503
Miller Funeral Home for their
phone
heat,
electric
FOR A JOB OVERSEAS
A30C folding metal bed, 753-3202 after
anc horses. Phone 753-6910.
(or the convenience _ot the Citizens,of_
744407,
--thotOLIghliness• A special thanks.ONE BEDROOM apartment
- OR_ IN THE STATFS
Army will pay you
at
Mona
seen
be
can
at
furni.shed,
staff
nicely
and
Pardtan
t°
Today's
Murray and Calloway County.
12,000144111
Fern Terrace Lodge who made:1405 Poplar.
- fun salary wegie you learn: -4EL-K y cypREee lumber,good AIR CONDMONER,
------AMC,
volt. YARD SALE, saturday;_ser______
115
yearsold,
two
BTU,
5,000
decorating,
his last days less lonely. We covet
for interior
to be a Military Policeman.
. 1, 9 a.m. _ 5 p.m., on
. hone 75.1.5071 or Excellent Condition. Reasonable. tembei
ttsp
your prayers even now, and may
gh
fea
30ni
oare
753.34
sq
Then we'll give you a job
Aurora.
in
located
lot,
ACRE
kt
5:00
after
A30c Phone 753-9781
Axic Sunny Lane, two blocks behind
God richly bless all of you and
will be from
overseas or in the States.
3544161
A31C
p.m.
Big K.
may we in some way extend the for mobile home. Phone
paid
days
30
get
also
You'll
September 28C
same kindness you've shown us after 7:00 p.m.
GIRL'S COAT, dresses and
vacation a year to see a
in our time of need
slacks, size 12-14. Boy's size 10-12, TOUCH MASTER five Un- THREE BEAUTIFUL Siamese
Only thru August 31st
little4f the world. Plus
ITC MOBILE HOME, with washer
kittens. Will make enjoyable
The Otho White Fiunily
Call
shirts and pants. Good, clean
benefits.
typewriter,
many
u
air conditioning. On Lake
and a
Practically
pets. Two months old and house
derwwd
A29C
clothes, priced low. 1305 South
753-4710.
Phone
5100.00.
A30c new,
front lot at Blood River Subbroken. Call 753-5355 after 4:00
753phone
or
FOR REM
Street
16th
A31C
-division, about 12 miles from PLUMBERS HELPER wanted, 3903.
p.m.
REDUCE SAFE & fast 'with
8:00
TRAILER LOT, 13,4 acre, in New Murray. Phone 436-2477 after
age 25 to 45. Experience
& E-Vap '`water
Tablets
Base
Go
A29C
Concord. Ready for hook Up, p.m.
preferred, but not necessary. AUTOMATIC
STOVE-white, pies." Holland Drug Store, 109 BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong
Good working conditions. Send Frigidaire, electric Also white south 4tb.
water included. Phone 436A29C made - while resent inventory
A29C
P.O. Box 32-41, refrigerator. Phone 7535353.
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by
THREE BEDROOM house; one resume to
September IfC 1696.
A30C COLOR:T.V.--I9", $269.88. Roby 14" or 15" $15.06+82.80. Custom
bedroom apartment and two Murray,Kentucky.
Sales, Highway 68, Benton. supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, bedroom trailer. Phone 901-232HELPER wanted
SE
WAREHOU
October1C 14" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom
A31('
machine,
w'ING
Kentucky.
8347.
SE
bathroom
AUTOMATIC
living room, kitchen,
• Someone with knowledge of in three drawer maple desk
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
and shower and bath. One or two
BUILDING, four electrical and plumbing wanted. cabinet with matching spool MOWER,5 H.P. rider. Briggs & 14" or 15" $17.70+$2.69.
bedrooms. Zimmerman/Apart- 30' x 50'
overhead doors, gas heat and air Send resume to P.O. Box 32-41, chair. $75.00. Phone 753-7683 after Stratton engine, forward and Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
This License covers the following items for sale
ments South .1.6th Street, 753r furnished. Located Murray,Kentucky.September 9C 5:00 p.m
compresso
A30C" reverse- New, $195.30- Phnne 753 by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10
S4C
6609.
Street. Phone 753SeptemberlOC ,P
4th
North
404
Tobacco
4782
1
,, $2
5tee
Cream,
Ice
ibyolly4estoerr 1S
Drinks,
or selling: Cold
S4C
3018.
l e8
10-.GsAl'id7
$3.F
ted
.501-t1Be
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
new frost free IF CARPETS look dull and drear 70 series Polyester glass belted
--LIKE
MOVING
Halls,
70 . y 14" or 15"
'Products, Restaurants, Pool Hall, Billiard
location, 607 South 4th Street. MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms.
Westinghouse 19 cubic foot remove spots as they appear with F.G.41
o
'Three floors, basement, ground HT x55', 1964 model, all electric
freezer-refrigerator Combination Blue Lustre. Rent electric $20.81+$306. Wide 60 series
floor and upstairs two bedroom and air conditioned. Three miles
Vending Machines, and Theatres.
with ice maker. cost $519.00, sell shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire long glass belted E-G-L by 15"
apartment Phone 753-8346 or 753- east of Murray. Phone 753-7856 or
SIC
Highfor $300 00 Furniture like Shopping Center.
. $25•90 + $366.. Roby Sales,
A31C 7534998.
A31C
9885
walnut colored. Humidifier, good
way 68, Benton, Ky. September-5C
Chemical plant or related ac, new. Cost about $90.00, sell for BELTONE FACTORY fresh
make
at the pro e of meat,
$35.00. Leather covered inlaid hearing aid batteries for all
experience desirable
have a carefully seasoned,
walnut veneer round table, very hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A29C
satisl'Hng & slunderi7ing
nice, $60.00. Walnut veneer desk
but not necessary.
Available September 4-June I. Married students or faculty
STEPPING stones
walnut
E
CONCRET
egetable Plate. (ink so
Two
$70.00.
chair,
and
only.
blocks
G T. Brandon and John T Brandon have sold Brandon's
to:
Resume
splash
Send
poles
concrete
cents.
Fishing
and
tables.
end
veneer
As of
104
2 bedroom furnished home, fireplace: all modern
Tire Service located at 511 So. '3rd St., Murray, Ky.
Trianizle 11,11
three chrome clothes and.shoe Murray ,Lumber Coi2tiy.
_
32-M
Box
Sept. 1, 1773, we will no longer be affiliated with this
table
old
wide4'
7'.
_I
bedroom
racks.,
home.
high.
All
broi.shed.
fireplace,.
modem_
Stre
!t-__
_
lltitillililrrierefurv-,-not responsible-fee- any debts-inKy. 42071 [old metal cabinet,etc PbSiii-tif- RRY SAL .is ntrei, a merry gal WURLIILER ORGAN, $120000
bedroom furnished home, carpeted
curred after this date.
Model 407514. built, in rhythum
Homes located on KentuCkY-Like privaLeW-Mieh hn
She used Blue Lustre rug- a
section, three years old. Also
full time
wanted,
COOK
NIGHT
electric
Rent
and
Brandon
G. T.
$125 a month-we furnish utnitieis. Security deposit
Jersey cows, two upholster,eleaner
painted wagon wheels.
Apply In person to Trenholm's_ FIVE GOOD
Sisittlet, three 753-3210
Onyx shampooer $1.
references. Call 4364459 after 1:00 p.m. for further hi.' Phone
A31')P
registered
Phone
John T. Brandon
Chestnut
Restaurant
SIC
A3OP Five Points.
aformation.
y(X • Newsome 345-2552.
Street

OPEL G.T.-1971. Excellent
S4C
condition. Phone 753-7303.

Q00E.2kr

te
]

Aw1.0411210

Carroll Volkswagen has an opening in their service
department for a reliable experienced mechanic. The
position offers a guaranteed weekly salary plus per
centage basis, paid holidays, vacation, sick leave, and
group insurance plan. Excellent working conditions
and most up-to-date machines and facilities available
new VW computer ),
If you are interested in working with an organization
that sells and services the No 1 selling economy car in
the U.S., call Bob Baker, service manager, between
7:30 and 5:00 for an appointment at 753-8850 for an
interview. References required.

*Archery Equipment
**************

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

VW
MECHANIC
WANTED

I*********
* Murray Home & Auto *

CHEVROLET-1968, factory air,
tinted glass, power steering, 327
automatic vinyl roof, $800.00. •
A31C •
Phone 753-3533.
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Plane Crashes;
24 Are Killed
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WELCOME TO MURRAY STATE-Jamie Frank ;left of Murray and Kathy Blanchard of Aurora
are greeted during the annual President's Reception for new students at Murray State University.
Shown with them are Pete Lancaster centr,(
school representative, and Dr. Thomas B. Posey, Jr.,
associate professor of psychology. Miss Frank Is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James H. Frank, and
Miss Blanchard is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Blanchard. Classes on the campus began
Wednesday, Aug. 29.
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Finance Ex pert Says Revenue
Should Risemn Next Biennium
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP)-A
state finance expert has told
legislators that exact revenue
prospects are highly uncertain
for the next biennium, but in
any event probably will move
upwards.
William Herzel, a consultant
to Revenue Commissioner John
Rosikaindicated the main-question is bow much-. and not
whether - Kentucky's general
fund will increase.
The general fund finances the
operation of most of state government. The other huge category is the road fund which finances construction
and
maintenance of highways.
The general fund estimate
has reached $775 million for

S.
F.

tS

Troop 77 Makes
Weekend Hike At
CampOndessonk
Boy Scout Troop 7'7 camped
and hiked this past weekend at
Camp Ondessonk.
Twenty One boys attended the
campout and traveled the ft/teen mile Moccasin Gap Trail.
The rugged trail winds its way
through the Shawnee National
Forrest along the remains of an
ancient Indian Trail which at
one time was the main route of
travel for the Indian Tribes of
Southern Illinois and Western
Kentucky to the north.
Eleven of the scouts rode the
trail on horseback who were
veterans to Moccasin Gap. The
ten other scouts, first timers,
hiked the trail on foot.
The troop camped at Camp
Ondessonk and enjoyed the
swimming and fishing afforded
by the camp. Scout advancement was made in
swimming, camping, hiking.
Three new scouts were
welt-owed to Troop 77's riaripfire who were Jo Kin Harmon,
Marty Guthrie, and Kenny
Bogard.
Other scouts enjoying the.
outing were Mark Thurman,
Mike Alexander, Bryan Warner, Brett Warner, Doug
Crafton, Charlie Bartell, Rusty
Moore, Mark Young, Eddie
Rollins, Kelly Seales, Donnie
Henry, Frank Gilliam, Craig
Johnson, Joey Grasty, Chris
Cropper, and Claude Johnson.
Transportation was provided
by Mr. and Mrs. Don Henry.
Troop 77 meets each Monday
evening at the First Christian
Church at 6:30 p.m. Boys interested in scouting are invited.

this fiscal year, the second
year of the current biennium.
Herzel told an interim committee on educational finance
Tuesday that if conservative
growth of 4 per cent is postulated for the next two fiscal
years the state will have some
$60 million more in the general
fund by 1975-76
using the
current year as a benchmark.
--HOssciicated a moderate advance of 6 per cent would mean
alio* $100 million additional by
1975-76.
Herzel used hypothetical examples ranging up to an 8 per
cent yearly growth rate, which
he called highly unlikely.
If we slid into a real recession, something like 4 per cent
t still ) could materialize," he
said.
But Hertel added that 4 per
cent also might be the rate of
inflation by that time and thus
would cancel any revenue gain.
He declined to make any
single estimate among the possibilities he offered.
"Here we are in August, lookbig to the middle of 1976, and
we haven't even finished the
Second month of this fiscal
year," he said. "It's just too
far ahead for an intelligent estimate
Hertel listed a few passi-

Quake ...
(Cautioned bun Page 1
which is 10 times greater than
one of 5.0. That is because the
Richter scale measures wave
magnitudes and not something
like an increase in automobile
speed from 80 to 70 miles per
hour.
Huge cracks opened., in the
earth in Puebla state, into
which homes and other buildings tumbled. The craters
spouted dust for hours, until
afternoon rains damped it.
Ciudad Serdan, 170 miles east
of Mexico City, appeared to be
in the ceifler .of the area hit
hardest.
--Wile duty Weer'
in the city reported early today
that between 300 and 400 per
sons were dead in the city of
22,Q00 people and its adjacent
villages.
In Orizaba, a center of the
brewing industry, 80 deaths
were reported.
NAMES OMITTED
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wilson
and children and her mother,
Mrs. Mary McDowell of Fulton,
were among those attending
the Southeastern Shrine Clown
Association in Louisville. Their
names were inadvertently
omitted in the story published
on Tuesday.

bilities regarding specific taxes
which finance the general fund.
-He said income from the
state's new severance tax
would decline by several million dollars a year if a proposed curtailment of strip mining is passed by Congress.
-He said corporate profits in
Kentucky seem to have peaked
in the current fiscal year and
'that probably no heavy additional gains could be. expected
from this source.
-He said the individual income tax receipts depend
largely on employment from
wages and "right now Kentuckians have high employment levels."
-He said the sales tax, a
mainstay of the general fund, is
nearly impossible to analyze
for the next 2 ki years because
of so many related factors, including consumer spending and
high interest rates.

William R. Gream
Funeral, Thursday
Funeral services for William
R. Gream, age 91, will be held
Thursday at one p.m at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Glen
Cope officiating
Burial will be in the Almo
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, where
friends may call.
Gream died Tuesday at 2:30
a m at the home of a daughter,
Mrs Clinton Edwards of
Dexter He is also survived by
another daughter, Mrs. Lester
Kolb. a son, Rev. Hayden
Cream, seventeen grandchildren, thirty-seven great
grandchildren. and one great
great grandchild

MADRID(AP)-A U.S. military cargo plane carrying several wives and children of
American airmen crashed
Tuesday night near Madrid,
killing 24 of its 25 occupants.
The Air Force said the C141
Starlifter jet was based at
McGuire Air Force Base in
New Jersey and was on its way
from Athens, Greece, to the
U.S. Air Force base at TorreJon, 16 miles east of Madrid.
The crash occurred 40 miles
east of Madrid. A spokesman at
Torrejon said the victims included several women and children from the families of Air
Force personnel.
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL-223students from Calloway and Murray High are enrolled in the Murray
The Air Force at Torrejon Vocational School this year, according to James Lawson, director of the school. Applications are
identified the lone survivor as being taken this wgok for all two-night per week classes. Calloway High students are bused each day
William H. Ray of McGuire Air to classes at the Vocational School.
Force Base, N.J. He suffered
Staff Photo by David Hill
multiple ffactures of his left leg
after apparently being thrown
from the aircraft on impact.
The names of the 24 other
The funeral for Dr. E.R.
persons aboard were withheld
House,formerly of Murray, will
pending notification of their
be held Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at
families. Spanish news agencies
the Cedar Hill Baptist Church
said the plane carried a crew .
near Cottage Grove, Tenn., with
of eight and 17 passengers, ina
Rev. Bale of- Henderson and'
By WILLIAM BRADFORD. make Kentucky's abortion law legislature could exempt any Rev. James Stewart of
cluding several women and
Associated Press Writer
as tight as the court decision doctor, nurse or hospital from McKenzie, Tenn., officiating.
children who were relatives of
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A will allow.
American pilots.
taking part in abortions as "a
Interment will be in the Cedar
call has been sounded by a
Robert Cetrulo of Covington, matter of conscience." It also Hill Cemetery with the
Kentucky interim legislative Representing the
Labor Day Activities
Northern Ken- could forbid abortions after the arrangements by the Williams
committee to amend the U.S. tucky Right-To-lif
e Organ- "viability" of the fetus-which and Rawls Funeral Home of
Planned At Oaks Club
Constitution so abortions again ization, said
the Supreme Court presumably would be after the Paris, Tenn., where friends
Labor Day activities at the can be outlawed.
still gave the General Assembly sixth month of pregnancy-and may call.
Oaks Country Club will open
The interim committee on some
could require pre-abortion
Dr. House, age 38, drowned
leeway in the matter.
with a two-ball foursome at nine health and welfare adopted a
Sunday about two p.m: while
For example, he said, the counseling, he said.
a.m. on Monday, September 3. resolution to that effect TuesGiving the opposing view to swimming at Linton Shores
Husbands and wives may day by voice vote, without disthe committee were Kate Cun- near Bumpus Mills in Stewart
play together by signing up sent. The resolution was offered
ningham of Louisville, for the County, Tenn. His body was
together. All Members are by State Sen. Clyde Middleton,
Kentucky Civil Liberties Union, • recovered- about418-biseek-later.
urged to sign up at the pro shop. R-Covington.
and Dr. Jane Petro of the by the Stewart County Rescue
At 6:30 pin, a catered dinner
It urged Congress to start acLouisville chapter of the Na- Squad.
will be served followed by en- tion "to adopt a constitutional
The doctor was a practicing
tional Organization for Women.
tertainment by the "New amendment that will guarantee
"Any legislation which would physician at Henderson where
Evolution Singers" from the explicit protection of all unhe was a member of the Greater
WASHINGTON (API - Ken- limit access to an abortion for
Louisville.
born human life by extending
North Baptist Church. He was
any
woman
or
would
attempt
to
tucky
Gov. Wendell Ford does
New members of the club will the same constitutional rights,
graduated
from Douglas High
define
and
specify
the
medical
be guests. A charge of five including due process of law, not think Kentucky will suffer a
practice of abortion," Dr. Petro School, Murray. and from
severe
fuel
oil
gasoline
or
dollars per person will cover the
which apply to the unborn in
asserted, "not only endangers Howard Medical University at
dinner and the entertainment. the same manner and to the shortage this winter unless the
the
lives and health of all wom- Washington, D.C.
Anyone planning to attend
same extent as all other citi- state encounters an unusually en but inLinges on
Dr. House is survived by his
their rights
cold season.
the dinner on Monday must zens of the United States."
as citizens and interferes with father, Fred Meese of Paris,
make reservations by calling
That amendment, the resoluFord made the remark Tues- standard medical procedure."
Tenn.
the Pro Shop or Joe Pat James
ton said, would "Guarantee day after a two-hour session
Ms. Cunningham said the
by Friday, August 31.
that no human life will be de- with John Love, the top energy KCLU felt
"a just abortion statnied protection of law or de- spokesman for the Nixon ad- ute" would protect
the rights of
prived of life on account of age, ministration.
all citizens "by making it possickness, stage of development
"I'd be very hopeful that sible for any woman, regardor condition of dependency or Kentucky will not share in the less of age, to obtain a speedy,
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)wantedness."
shortages that many states ex- safe termination of pregThe Tennessee Valley Authority
If approved nationally, the pect this year," Ford said.
nancy."
scheduled a series of public
amendment would nullify the
The governor said Love told
"But at the same time," she has
Mk, waiting for another lunge U.S. Supreme Court decision the energy committee of the added, "a just abortion statute information meetings for the
that held earlier this year that National Governors' Conference would make certain that those week of Sept. 10 to 14 in six
at temperature records today.
Thundershowers dotted the states cannot outlaw abortions fuel and gasoline supplies will who do not desire to terminate Tennessee Valley cities to deal
map at various locations in- during the first six months of rise at a modest rate, but de- their pregnancies or to perform with power system costs and
cluding the western portion of pregnancy
mand will increase faster over or assist in the performance of rates
The meetings are planned to
After the resolution was ap- the next three years.
the central Plains, parts of
abortions will not be compelled,
give the public a chance to get
Texas, Oklahoma and Florida proved, committee chairman
by
law
bureaucrati
or
presc
Ford also said Love exmore information on TVA powand the lower Mississippi Val- Rep. Darvin Allen, D-Royalton,
sure, to do so."
er system finances.
ley. Rainfall was generally less reminded his colleagues that pressed assurances the adminOn other business, the comistration will use a major porThe schedule is: Tupelo,
than an inch.
they still had to revise Kenmittee discussed a proposal for
funds
alloted
tion
to
the
of
Miss., 9:30 a.m. Sept. 10; JackCloudiness and fog rolled tucky's present law on aborhealth
safety
and
standards
for
energy research for study of
son, Tenn., 2 p.m Sept. 10;
over parts of Oregon. Washing- tions.
greater use of coal as an ener- mobile homes but put off any Padukah, Ky., 9:30 a.m. Sept.
ton and Southern California and
The present law, which proaction on it.
11; Nashville, Spin. Sept 11;
fog settled over the Ohio Valley hibits abortions except to save gy source.
Muscle Shoals, Ala., 10 a.m.
and Appalachians. Gale warn- the life of the mother, is totally
Sept. 12; Knoxville, 2 p.m.
ings were posted along the ex- Invalid as a result of the suSept 14.
treme northern California preme court ruling. In order
coast
for abortions to be regulated
Cold air moving slowly during the second three months
through the Plains states was of pregnancy, which still is perexpected to become stationary mitted to some extent under
and weak, providing little re- the court ruling, new state legHe acknoseedged that many Federal State Market News
By R. GREGORY NOKES
lief.
islation must be enacted.
Associated Press Writer
small firms apparently have in- Service August 29. 1973
atures before dawn
LL_ Gov. Julien Carroll has
WASHINGTON- 4 APS
their prices, but he Kontlicky Purchase Area Hog
ranged from 43 at Evanston, publicly- urged' legislation to
Cost of Living Council indicated said they "may not stick if big Market Report Includes Nine
Wyo , to 85 at Phoenix, Ariz.
today there could be additional companies don't also increase Buying Stations.
Some other reports: Atlanta
delay in the start of Phase 4 prices."
Receipts: Act. 578, Est. 250,
71 clear, Boston 74 clear, Bufregulations for retail sales of
Earlier, a spokesman said Barrows and Gilts $1.00 - $1.75
falo 72 clear, Chicago 76 clear,
gasoline. They now are sched- the council may decide within a lower, Sows $2.00 lower.
Cincinnati 72 haze, Cleveland 75
uled to go into effect Saturday. week whether to grant Phase 4 US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 350.75-51.25
clear. Dallas 73 clear, Denver
(Continued from Page 1)
William N. Walker, the coun- increases sought by the nation's US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $50.00-50.75
57 clear, Detroit 72 clear, InTwo of the new schools, then cil's general counsel, said a big four autornakers.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $49.50-50.00
dianapolis 71 haze, Kansas City
north and east schools, will be third extension of the price
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
80 clear, Los Angeles 63 cloudy,
849.00-49.50
about 45,000 square feet in size freeze on gasoline is among acSows
Louisville 75 clear, Miami 78 while
the southwest school will tions being considered as the
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
clear, Minneapolis-St. Paul 79
$46.50-47.50
be approximately 40,000 square result of a court ruling that has
US 1-3350-650 lbs. 845.50-46.50
clear, Nashville 76 clear, New
reflecting
smaller
the
feet,
the effect of exempting most
US 2-3450-650 lbs
York 80 clear, Philadelphia 76
844.50-45.50
student population in that area. gasoline stations from the new
clear, Phoeni3 85 partly cloudy,
Boars 338.00-42.00.
The southwest school, is to be rules.
Pittsburgh 7(clear, St. Louis 78
located on the Wiswell Road
The Phase 4 regulations proclear, San Francisco 60 clear,
and will consolidate the Lynn vide for a system of rigid price
Seattle 59 cloudy, Washington
Grove and Hazel districts; the ceilings on gasoline sales and
WASHINGTON (AP)- Milk
81 clear.
north school will be located on require posting of the max- subsidy programs for some 40
(Continued from Page It
the Coles Campground Road imum permissible price on million school children are
Dub
Nance, the Holiday Inn
and will consolidate the Almo each gasoline pump.
being canceled.
Chaplain says "A woman is as
and ICirk.sey districts and the
The
Agriculture Department
The council has appealed -a
east school will be located on U.S. District Court decision said lack of funds is forcing it old as she looks....at 7:00 a.m."
the Pottertovrn Road, com- that said these regulations are to eliminate the milk subsidies
roem continued. "I put
And: "Men blame fate for
the bining the New Concord and arbitrary and capricious.
for schools that also have a fedhandcuffs around his wrists and Faxon districts.
other
accidents, but feel per"We believe the decision is erally subsidized lunch protook him away. Olsson did
sonally responsible when they
Miller said that the board had erroneous and will be dis- gram.
not
put up any resistance either. originally hoped for completion
Schools without the subsi- make a hole-in-one."
ruptive to the economic stabiliBoth appeared to be suffering
schools
next
by
but
fall
of the
zation program if it is allowed dized lunch program will confrom the gas."
Folks, there is a drouth going
that it looks doubtful if the to stand," Walker said.
tinue to get the milk subsidy,
"I couldn't imagine
on. You had better water plants
that it construction can be finished by
officials
In
said, a provision afa related development,
would work so
and young trees. We turned on
smoothly," that time.
council director John T Dunlop fecting about six million chilsaid Police Supt. Sven
the sprinkler Monday evening
superintend
ent
indicated noted there have been some ad- dren.
ThomanThe
der. "I got damned
and soaked the Azaleas real
scared that ground could be broken on ditional declines in comUnder the milk subsidy the
when I noticed we had
pumped the projects within a month if modities prices and in the government has provided an well, and everything else
in too small an amount of
gas. the education department prices for live hogs and cattle average of three cents toward within the sphere of the
We closed the door again
and approves the plan and a market in wholesale markets io-recent the price of a half-pint of milk. sprinkler. Don't forget to keep
pumped in more gas"
for the revenue bonds is found. days. That may eventually The price of a half-pint of milk the bird baths full of water. In
There were two casualties
in
He said that the fiscal agent bring a reduction in some retail is now expected to rise to 10 weather like this there is no
'the six-day siege, a
policeman told the board that the prospects prices, he said.
cents when schools open for the place for birds and squirrels to
shot in the hand during
• -gat water. Di- on the bond market look good at
Dunlop was asked about re- fail term
emen's robbery - attempt
on this time.
The
port
lark
of
iriclitiPread
of
funds
Price
insterroyfrant
-4—
Thursday and another policeMembers of the county school creases by small firms not
sub- the fact that Congress has not
man hit in the hand and
FREE KITTENS
the board are: Lubie Parrish,
jaw when Olsson fired through chairman, Bill Stubblefield, ject to the Phase 4 require- approved a new appropriation
Kittens, three male and one
ments that require big firms to for the program. However, a female, are
one of the holes in the ceiling
free to persons for
of Calvin Key, Ferrell Miller and wait 30 days before putting $97 million allocation is pending
' pets. For information call 753the vault on Tuesday.
Robert Ross.
prices into effect.
in a conference committee.
6376.

Committee Calls For Amendment
To Outlaw Abortions In State
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Ford Doesn't See
Severe-fuel Crisis
For Area In Winter

Hearings Set On
TVA Power Rates

Heat Wave Bakes
Eastern States
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A sizzling heat wave baked
the eastern third of the nation
today with little hope of relief
for several more days.
A hot and humid air mass
over New England was blamed
Tuesday for conditions which
cause a tornado to strike West
Stockbridge. Mass., where four
persons were killed, 31 injured
and high property damage sustained.
The tornado leveled a threebuilding truck stop in West
Stockbridge and damaged six
homes.- The hot, humid air also
caused lightning storms in
Maine and Vermont. Two persons were killed in a fire in
Warren. Vt., which authorities
believe was started by lightning_ A house and
West Mills, Maine, were destroyed by fire, sparked by a
bolt.
Electrical power failed Tuesday evening in parts of the
Cleveland, Ohio, area, cutting
power to 15,000 homes.
Relief from the heat was a
major preoccupation in many
of the nation's cities.
It was 104 at Phoenix Tuesday; 101 in Baltimore; 100 at
Redwood Falls, Minn., and
Sioux Falls, S.O.; 100 at Harrisburg, Pa.; 98 at New York
City, and 95 at Atlantic City,
N.3.
After dark, the thermometer
settled back into the 70s and
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Gunmen Surrender After Gas Pumped Into Vault

•

STOCKHOLM (API - "Don't
hurt them-they didn't harm
us," two women hostages cried
as police Tuesday night seized
the pair of gunmen who had
held four people for 132 hours
in a Stockholm bank.
"We never felt the -boys were
a threat to our lives," 21-yearold Kristin Enmark told a
newsman. "We were scared
that the police would do something that would force them to
turn desperate."
The two convicts-safecracker Jan-Erik Olsson, 32, and
life-term murderer Clark Olofsaten--28=sarrendered after police pumped tear gas into the
bank vault in which they were
holding three women and a
man prisoner.
There was no bloodshed, end

doctors at the hospital to which
the hostages were taken said
their condition was "good under the circumstances."
Miss Enrnark denied reports
that one of the other two women had been raped repeatedly.
"None of them did 'anything
to us," she told newsmen who
interviewed her in Sabbatsberg
Hospital.
Olsson seized the four bank
employes last Thursday when
police surprised him as he was
robbing the main office of the
Kreditbanken.
An escaped convict-, he demanded that Olefsson--- be
brought to the bank and that
they be given $650,000 in ransom and safe conduct out of the
country. The government
agreed-but would not let them

go when Olsson insisted on taking two of the hostages with
him for insurance.
The convicts had the run of
the bank for two days, but police trapped them and their
captives Saturday in the 40-by19-foot vault.
Early Tuesday evening, the
police suddenly cut off the
lights in the vault and pumped
tear gas through holes they had
drilled. Olsson fired a burst
from his submachine gun and
then gave up.
"Shortly after the gas was
pumped into the vault,' Theard
{vies kens the girls an the
door was opened," Detective
Inspector Karl Gunnar Aastroern said He said Olofsson
shouted. 'We surrender "
"He seemed to be fit," Aast-
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Reduced growth rate
Tanaka believed indicated within months
ASIA MEMO

A CHANGING WORLD

Shortsighted Pentagon
misses recruiting target
By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
The Army is fillintonly 76
per cent of its.recruiting goal
under the volunteer concept,
and this means it is in trouble.
There are many reasons why
it is in trouble, along in lesser
degrees with the other military services, and one of the
seldom mentioned but important reasons is that it too often
is a bit remiss in keeping its
promises.
This policy of "promise
now, forget later' is one of
many years and it may be reflected in the recruitment figures. The highly intelligent
men simply are not enlisting
or,in the case of officers, are
not taking commissioned ac-

tion for what the military
calls "recomputation" - a
restoratino of what these retirees say is rightfully theirs.
The Pentagon and Congress
dismiss the subject generally
with,"Too expensive." This is
another case of the individual
soldier keeping his promise,
tea the government finding
a loophole. Medical, comissary and other post-service
rights are gradually eroding,
too, and the Washington cry is
to cut more and more - with
no regard to promises that induced many men to take on a

losing support

military career.
There is much that is honorable and challenging in a military career. Millions of Americans recall their service with
pride, even a bit of nostalgia
But, the issue here is fairness
to individual soldiers - and
sailors, airmen and Marines.
It is not "hearts and flowers," the cruel term used by
counsel Hogan. Capt. Thursam tells it best: "I did a job
for six and a half years and
there's nobody left to kill so
they're going to get rid of

Tax Rate One Of Most
Important Changes In
Sqcial Security Laws

By EDWARD NELLAN
Copley News Service
TOKYO - The gilt is wearing off the image of Prime
Minister Kakuei Tanaka, say
many of Japan's opinion leaders, and no amount of polishing will restore it.
One of Tanaka's more severe critics is Nobutaka Shikanai, president of the FujiSankei television-newspaper
conglomerate which is one of
Japan's largest.
The luncheon menu, when
you are a guest of the fiftyish
and sartorially impeccable
Shikanai, is never Wand. He
sees to that by making sure
the conversation is spiced
with critical - and sometimes -bombastic - observations about the world and his
own country.
His candor is an exception
to the general rule that Japanese business leaders are
tight-lipped and operate behind a mask of inscrutability.
With Tokyo's smoggy skyline forming a backdrop out
the window of the 20th floor
dining room of his headquarters, Shikanai Ice no time in
telling why he thinks Tanaka's days are numbered.
--First, there are the polls,"
said the man whose Sankei
Shimbun is one of Japan's
"Big Four" newspapers with
a circulation over two million.
"The prime minister's support among the people was
put at 62 pa.cent when he took
office in 1972. The latest poll in
May showed his popularity
had slipped to only 27 per
cent."
The media leader said Tanaka's "basic problem seems
to be an inability to adequately assess the disappointment
over his policies and to act in
accordance with popular expectations."
Shilianai gave five specific
reasons for the nose dive in
the popularity ratings of Tanaka, who came into office on
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not responding as greatly as
anticipated.
"Thus, we have revised our
estimates of the over-all rate
of inflation gross national
product deflator) to around 5
per cent between now and
early 1974, with a rate of three
and one-half per cent to 4 per
cent thereafter."
Edie is estimating a M per
cent jump in after-tax corporate profits for the ctuTent
year, followed by a 1 per cent
decline in 1974. On a quarterly
basis, profits are seen declining from the second quarter's
abnormal peak between now
and year-end.

Profits then are expected to
remain about on a six-month
plateau before rising modestly in the latter half of 1974.
The Federal Reserve
Board index of economic activity, utilizing a 1967 base of
100,recorded 123 in the second
quarter of this year, up from
121 in the first quarter and 118
in last year's final quarter.
kis projected to rise to 125
this quarter and to 126 in the
fourth quarter, holding there
until next spring. Modest onepoint gains are forecast for
the second, third and final
quarters of 1974.

show 31 per cent of enlistees
had intelligence scores below
what once was a minimum
standard.
Congress runs hand in hand
From The Paducah
portion of the tax goes for
with the military services in
Social Security Office
Medicare. This year you'll be
neglect of recruiting promises
One of the most important paying 4.85 per cent of your
as it goes on budget cutting
social security changes is in the salary for retirement, survivor
expeditions whenever the bultax rates. The wage base and disability protection and 1
reSeveral
flying.
lets stop
taxable) had already per cent for Medicare. The
(amount
cent incidents reflect not only
been scheduled to go to $10,800 Congress again made sure, with
this neglect of commitments
in 1973 and to $12,000 in 1974 and the tax rates, that the social
but lack of compassion for the
this part of the Law remains security
budget remains
loyal men who .liave served._
rates go balanced..'
tax
the
But
unchanged_
•
•
long and-welt
up.
For more information on this,
Capt. David Thursam, an
Beginning with 1973, you will call the Paducah office at 443infantry officer from Sacrabe paying $5.85 in social 7506.
mento, Calif., is one victim of
security taxes for every $100 of
the Pentagon's shortsightedyour wages, and your employer
ness. Thursam recently was
will match it. (The rate in 1972
RIFed. RIF means reduction
was 5.2 per cent and it has been
in force - lucked out - and it
slated to increase to 5.5 per
happens to lots of officers
when the computers of Concent). The rates are fixed under
The Common Market Comgress and the Pentagon say
the Law until 1997 but wage mission in Brussels has
"cut down."
base could go up after 1974 if the denied reports that it was con•110.How the computer picked
cost of living goes up.
sidering selling thousands of
diffibe
would
out Thursam
Here's how the tax table for
tons of surplus butter to
cult to comprehend. He is a
social security looks under the
China.
Vietnam veteran, decorated
An EEC spokesman said
new Law.
for valor with the Silver Star
Calendar Employer Self-Empl. there had been no request
401...
and the Bronze Star - pinned
Years Tax (pct.) Tax (Pet) from China, but had there
on his chest by no less a per- 1973-1977
been one, there was no reason
8.00
5.85
GOOD EXERCISE-Trick water skiing keeps Milwaukee, Wis.,
son than Vice President Spiro 1478-1980
to turn it down as some Corn8.25
6.05
businessman Henry Felker, 66, in good shape eves through he
would
T. Agnew. In addition, Vietcountries
Market
mon
8.35
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carries a battery powered cardiac pacemaker in his chest.
nam Vice President Nguyen
be glad of the chance to get rid
8.45
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(AP Wirephoto
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of their surplus butler.The Law provides that a
the Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry.
Despite these decorations
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service
years'
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the wings of new diplomatic
initiatives with the People's
Republic of China:
1. Tanaka has been too slow
in acting on policies concerning the yen (Japanese currency) revaluation. His failures
in fiscal and financial policies
have allowed inflation to soar.
2. The premier's scheme for
"Remodeling the Japanese
Archipelago," the title of a
best-selling book Tanaka
wrote last year, contained
good ideas but no sound plans.
The main result has been an
"explosive increase" in land
prices throughout the countrY•
3. The remodeling plan has
not made sufficient allowance
for the effects of environmental hazards in its proposals to
disperse industry from the
Tokyo-Nagoya-Osaka corridor.
4. The part of the plan calling for a superexpress train
network to be constructed nationwide was a failure as a
measure to rectify the imbalances of urban versus rural
population.
5. When Tanaka became
porne minister, according to
Sliikanai, he was touted as a
politician of the people, a kiwi_
of populist symbol. But his
conservative stance, particularly his continuing stress on
has
growth,
economic
"turned his popularity into
alienation among the people
at large."
The general view among
analysts in Tokyo is that while
Tanaka's fortunes are waning
at high speed, the Liberal
Democratic Party of which
Tanaka is a member i still has
a solid power base.
Shikanai concedes that it
will be a long time before the
conservative LDP will come
close to being overturned. But
he feels the erosion of LDP
power in the cities will proceed at a much faster pace
than most political commentators believe.

By CARL W. RFITER
Economists appear to be
largely agreed that the business climate will change significantly late this year or
early next year. They speak of
an economic slowdown or a
period of nongrowth to get rid
of excesses the upside of a
business cycle develops.
The cumulative effect of recent increases in money rates
and possibly still higher rates
just ahead should begin to be
felt sometime after Labor
Day.
Here and there are heard
egressions of concern over
,the possibility of a confidence
recession, with a few business
analysts taking the view that
tusinessmen and consumers
are confused, discouraged
and apprehensive over inflation, Watergate, the dollar
abroad and the so-called crises in energy and food.
The idea is that they may
decide to stand aside or pull in
their horns.
Based on history, a recession of this kind is most unlikely. The resiliency of the
American public was clearly
underestimated by doomsayers who spoke ominously of
what would follow the Kennedy assassinations, the
Democratic convention violence, the Watts rioting and
other glum events of years not
long past.
Moreover, figures identifying with the present state of
the economy reflect greater
underlying strength than predicted for 1973's third quarter.
There are, for example,
smaller inventories and more
liquidity than is usual in an
advanced stage of expansion.
Analysts for Lionel D. Edie
& Co., a widely respected economic advisory firm, have
just revised upward their estimates for the next three to six
months. They comment:
"We now expect the prime
rate to peak at rune and onehalf per cent this fall. ...
"Higher estimates for inflation in the second half of this
year primarily reflect disappointing news in the agricultural sector, where output is
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Take A vantage Of It?

Poor Rely
On Garden
For Help

juicier in a Sugar and water
only
sync, and freeze. Serve
partially thawed for the best
quality.
This week's recipes offer
unusual ways to serve melons.
While they are abundant, why
not serve your family a variety
of melon dishes?

By J. THOMAS FAILLA
Associated Press Writer
HARTFORD, Conn. t AP ) —
In a weedy vacant lot near the
low-income housing project she
calls home, Virginia Moore is
trying to grow a bargain.
"You get a whole lot of food
for just a 15-cent pack of
seeds," says the mother of seven.
But gardening isn't as much
fun this year for Mrs. Moore,
whose weekly grocery bill has
jumped from $50 to 980.
For at least three years, she
and her neighbors in the Dutch
Point project have planted collard greens and egg plants outside their kitchen doors. For
many of the black and Spanishspeaking residents, the practice
was reminiscent of their roots.

Got a question or•comment about homemaking? Address
it to "The Asket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally DuFord,
Route 1, Spriagville. Tenn. 38256.
Dear Sally,
pickles'
Can you give me a recipe for dill pickles and sweet
3-day lime
and
pickles
sweet
14-day
for
recipes
I have
pickles, but would like a icifferent one.
Thank you,
Judie Todd, Paris, Tenn.

This year the garden is a ne-cessity, Mrs. Moore said.
,
Dear Sally.
The city housing authority
ned sugar
Do any of the readers have a recipe for old fashio
r-acre
quarte
a
turn
to
cakes
agreed
tea
ned
fashio
old
the
but
ones,
crisp
the
cookies? Not
lot into a garden for 40 resithat stay. moist.
dents.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Frank Spiceland, Murray, Ky.
The 40 plots contain corn, tomatoes, turnips, collard greens,
with a
Farmers' roadside stands are Served in wedges or balls they
mustard greens and cabbage.
lemon,
or
lime
of
town,
slice
around
;
orhood
melons
s
neighb
of
full
Mrs. Moore'
a delicious dessert. Or
lies between Hartford's insur- pick-up trucks are teaming with make
fragrant mix powdered sugar with a little
ance headquarters skyline and melons for sale. Sweet,
the taste buds. It's ginger and sprinkle it over
the warehouses and factories aromas tease
melon wedges.
time.
oupe
cantal
along the Connecticut River.
rich
a
Fora salad, try the melon with
is
pulp
yellow
The
Every evening, the gardeners source of vitamin A and C. The a scoop of cottage cheese or lime
carry pails of water and hand caloric content is low—only 185 sherbet. Garnish with fresh
tools across the street to the calories per pound. So melons mint leaves for a gourmet
touch.
gardens. The soil of the lot are a good item for dieters.
Melons are easily frozen. Cut
Cantaloupe, cranshows and
makes for a poor farm. Rubble
the
of
chunks or balls, put into.
into
some
----are
clay.
y
honeydew
- is mixed -with the'ra
ties available locally. freezer containers in their own
variei
"I'm from the South, and we
used to eat collard greens and
black-eyed peas," said Betty
Dunn, a mother of three.
"We're going back to that and

O'Keefe And Merritt Aiming At
Capturing Eastern Market Share

TOSSED SALAD
4 C. salad greens
endive, bibb lettuce, etc.)
•
1 C. Cantaloupe, chopped
1000 island or creamy dressing
Tear salad greens in bite *WI
pieces. Toss in cantaloupe 041
mix well. Just before servillg
pour dressing over the sail..
Serves 5 to 6.
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Tappan Co. Directors Approve
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chicken. "
In other business before the
Board, W. R. Tappan,President
stated: "The Company is
currently reviewing its present
cost levels in preparation for
filing for 'cost justified' selling
price increases with the
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FILLED MELON RINGS
1 Large cantaloupe or 1 medhil
honeydew
1-3 oz. pkg. gelatin (any flavo4
1 C. boiling water
3,4 C. cold water or fruit juksi
Cut a small slice off UV
bottom of the melon to form
Dam. Cut a small slice off
top of the melon to expose
seeds. Scoop out the seeds,,
peel the melon. Dissolve gelatIll?
in boiling water, add cold watek
Pour gelatin mixture into
melon cavity and refriges'aCi
until firm. Slice into ringt,
garnish each ring-serving wilt
an
This cndark
sections. orma
grapes
orange
served as a dessert or a saWd..

minutes when the juices start to GRAPE-MELON BALL ASPIC
bubble up through the vents and 2 3 oz. pkgs red gelatin
the crust is golden. A scoop of
C. boiling water
ice cream goes well with this
ill oz. bottle ginger ale
pie.
2 3 oz. [gigs. cream cheese
1 Tbs. omitted ginger, chopped
A
ALASK
D
MELON BAKE
I C. seedless green grapes
2 Small cantaloupe
C. melon balls
1 cal fruit cocktail or any 2
I C. Nuts
chopped fresh fruit cup
I C. whipped topping
Dissolve gelatin in boiling
MERINGUE
Add ginger ale. Soften
water.
2 egg whites
CANTALOUPE PIE
cheese, and slowly
cream
the
Pastry for a 2 crust pie
(4 C. sugar
2 C. of the gelatin
/
add 11
1 tsp. lemon juice
Ls C. wh:. sugar
mixture. Add the candied
pinch of salt
14 C. bruin sugar, packed
. Set in the refrigerator to
ginger
,
halves
in
oupe
Cut the cantal
3 Tbs. flour
n slightly.
thicke
with
scoup out the seeds. Fill
Vs tsp. cinnamon
Chill until slightly thickened
fruit mixture. Cover with waxed
VI tsp. salt
remaining gelatin mixture.
paper and chill. Meanwhile the
5 C. cantaloupe, thinly sliced
melon balls and grapes and
Add
ue.
mering
make the
Wisp. almond extract
into a greased 2 quart
pour
2 Tbs. margarine
Beat egg whites until they mold. Refrigerate until firm.
Combine sugars, flour, form soft peaks. Gradually beat
-cheese
cinnamon and salt. Add sugar in sugar, lemon juice and salt. Fold nuts into the gelatin
the
over
spoon
and
e
mixtur
mix.
and
oupe
mixture to cantal
Beat until sugar is completely
Sprinkle with almond extract. dissolved and you can no longer gelatin in the mold.
When firm, unmold and frost
Line a 9 inch pie tin with pastry feel any grains. Cover the melon
whipped topping.
and fill with the fruit. Dot with halves with a 2 inch layer of the with the
grapes and melon
with
te
Decora
top
the
with
Cover
margarine.
meringue. Bake at 400 degrees balls around the rim of the mold.
a
make
or
t
crust, cut vents
until lightly browned. Serve at Serves 8.
lattice top
Serves 4.
once.
Bake at 425 degrees for 35 to 4$

sieve. Discard the seeds and
sugar,
Combine
pulp.)
cornstarch and salt. Stir into
strawberry mixture and boil
gently until it becomes thick and
clear. Remove from heat and
add butter.
Place cantaloupe in the pie
shell and pour the strawberry
mixture over the top. Let the
glaze set before serving.

CANTALOUPE
STRAWBERRY PIE
I Baked9 lack pie shell
1 3 is. pkg. cream cheese
Tbs. milk
2 C. strawberries
I C. water
I C. sugar
ks C. cornstarch
Ire tsp. salt
Tbs. butter
4 C. Cantaloupe balls or slices
Combine cream cheese with
milk and spread it on the bottom
of the pie shell. (This keeps the
shell from becoming soggy and
it adds a little zing to the taste of
the pie)
Simmer strawberries in the
water for 5 minutes. (If you
want a clear glaze over the ç,i,.
press the berries through a

).
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EVEN LISS WIMITIAD41

Montclair

Pro-Style
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Sale
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Podded

protection. Double4ace

guard and chin strop

43-340-s

Rawlings Deluxe Helmet
5.99
6.3 34 3. S. 7

Safety
MOUTH
GUARD

734

Col:flood-style fits easily
under dash. Channel indicator,

6 31'

LAYAWAY.

AM/FM
PORTABLE
RADIO

Encore

Excellent

protection for
player 03 144

that iumor
FOJIMPITI

2.87PrI

43 345

The Iceland government's
recognition last spring of the
ancient belief in the Norse
gods who had _been banished
since the yeail 1000 paved the
way for the recent sacrificial
feast in which sightseers
joined believers in offering
food and libations of red wine
to the gods.
It should have been mead
rather than red wine, of
course, but it is still illegal to
brew mead in Iceland — CMS

Football SHOES

here Take it with
Powerful reception everyw
home on
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you
es included es 741
115 V Earphone & batteri

Your Choice

and

3

A Pair

Astro-Turf

style

Podded ankle

cleats

Choice of

white with block trim
black with white
31 391 343 I 393 5 395

or

trim

Poisoned locusts
kill Africans

16, of Covina. Calif.,takes
EXPENSIVE PET—Diana Skugrad,
down the avenue. Cow's
stroll
a
for
"
her pet steer, named "Cow,
Nixon's controls on beef prices
value is Increasing as President
IAP wirephoto)
near tReir Sept. 12, expiration date.

Sixteen Mozambique tribesmen have died and another 39
were hospitalized after eating
locusts which had been
sprayed with an insecticide.
- Siweialists had been called
in to spray swarms of locusts
threatening Buzi area farms,
but failed to warn the rural
Africans who look on locusts
as a gourmet delicacy. — CNS
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0.414 13S
mance
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Sound SysSolid State Signal and
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TREASURE
CHEST
This
Week
Win
SHOPPIIG CMS

PEPSI C

$100°°

6-Bot.
Ctns.

LAST WEEK'S $200.00 WINNER:
KELLY WOODS, MURRAY, KY.
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Green Giant

Instant

French

t GR. BE S
NESTEA
LETTUCE
3-oz. Jar

GREEN GIANT

18

Ea.

Showboat

Heinz

PICKLES

Genuine Dill

49t GR. B NS
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GREEN GIANT
Yellow Whole Kernel

COFFE

CORN
17-oz.
Cans

HOUSE

100

1-1b.
Bag

*in Coupon Below

CRISCO
COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 per family

Limit 1 per family

Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Giant Size

King Size

COFFEE

COFFEE

PUNCH

AJAX

can

49 oz, box

-84,oz—tiox

$179

49'

- 79'
Expires 94-73
Good only at Storey's

COUPON

Expires 9-4-73
Good only at Storey's

-spires 9-4-73
.
F
Good only at Storey's

99'
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Good only at Storey's
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bOx
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40L )ac
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35'
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Good only at Storey's

Expires 9-4-73
Good only at Storey's

15-oz. can

39'

9W

3-Lb. Can
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Limit 1 per family

SAVE $6

Goa oily at Storey's
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COFFEE

.
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TRAIN
25-117: bag
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Expire! 9-473
Goa only at Storey's

Expire. 11-4-73
Good only at Storey
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Legs
lb. 88`
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Country Style
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our Shopping Convenience

$1 19 lb

Lb.

Econ. Bulk
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7S
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15-oz $
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BAKING HENS 89t
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FRESH DONUTS 88 - DJ,'
Hot Ready-to-Eat B-B-Q SPARE RIBS '1.29 lb.
FRIED CHICKEN

FFEE

79'

WHOLE CHICKEN
FAMILY BOX

9 Pcs.

16 Pcs.
- 8 Pot. Logs
- 6 Rolls

'2.99
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LIM $6.55
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Storey's
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Limit I per family

Top Choice

DOG FOOD
36-oz. 00x,
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FLOUR
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39-9-4-fl
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Concentrated
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12,oz;-box

2fir
Fawkes 9-4-73
Good only at Storey's

TOTAL
8-oz. box

ALL
1O-lb. box

WISK

ALL

32-oz. box

35-oz. box

21-79'
Expires 0-443
Good only at Storey's

Expires 94-73
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit per family

Earthy' 9443
Good only at Storey's

Fr*
C°01ted

9

Coupon No. S.311-2.1:12
Limit 1 per family

AXION
25-oz. box

Lb.
Coupon No. 7324-2-132
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LIQUID
22-oz. bot

29'
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Good only at Storey's

Expires 94-72 ,
Geed NOY at Sorel'
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spite congressional approval
Ut the project long delays are
likely while cowl battles go
on. Intelligent compromise
could solve the problem.
In Iv little mountain village we tried compromise and
it worked.
Roadbuilders were adamant in demanding that any
improvement of my Deerfoot
Lane must include a 26-foot
roadway — and the destruction of 26 beautiful Jeffrey
pine trees. A few of us protested and blocked the project. It took two years but the
compromise was a completely adequate 19-foot road (for a
little used dead-end street)
and the loss of only two trees.
There is the same industry

A CHANGING WORLD

Compromise needed in environment battle
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By JOHN PLNKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
A few days ago it was disclosed that sloppy Atomic Energy Commission controls
had resulted in contamination
of ground water with resulting
danger to the Columbia River
near the AEC's. Hanford,
Wash., and Idaho Falls,
Idaho. facilities.
This, strangely, was pleasing news to some of the nation's most militant ecologists, conservationists, pure
air-water rooters and the like.
It proved their point — technological "progress" is bad
per se.
It also illustrated the ridiculous polarization that concerns extreme positions taken
by industry on one hand and
environmentalists on the
other. There is a need for

more power, more energy,
more oil.
It is a need that any intelligent individual can recognize
and it sometimes leads to industrial greed and disregard
for ecological considerations.
On the other hand, there is a
relatively small but militant,
powerful and persistent segment of the population, often
led by the Sierra Club, that refuses to recognize this need
and insists on retaining the
pristine nature of the environ-

ment to the total exclusion of
either development or even
proper management techniques.
There are hundreds of examples beyond the dumping
of half a million gallons of
radioactive liquid waste by
the AEC at Hanford— and the
cries of anguish and "I told
you so" from the environmentalists. These are examples of
industrial abuses and they include examples of ecological

oil people were equally stupid,
one saying,"What a lot of fuss
over a few birds."
The Alaska oil line is another example. There should
be no question in anybody's
mind that Alaskan oil is vital
to America's future. Neither
is there a question that there
are unique and precious aspects to the Alaskan terrain
and its wildlife. However, the
views of the oil men and the
ecologists have become polarized at extreme points and de-

obstruction. They cry out for
decent and considered compromise to the end that the
nation's needs can be met and
the nation's beauty can be retained.
Among the examples of uncompromising confrontation
was the Santa Barbara oil
spill mess, with resulting
degradation of the shoreline
and the killing of thousands of
birds. The Sierra clubbers
and others cried, "No more
oil, never again." Some of the
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The Fox River in northern Illinois and the Housatonic River in Connecticut are unfit for
fish, bathing or anything
other than use as a sewer line.
And, there are other examples the nation over.
A hopeful sign is the new
procedure wherein environmental impact studies in
many cases precede the
launching of a new industrial
project that might damage
the nation's natural resources. But, too frequently
ecologist court suits follow
these studies and delay
needed projects.
The need is clear 1 Less
militance on the ecologists'
side; less financial greed on
the industrialists' side.

vs. ecologist battle over logging, with the U.S. Forest
Service expertise disputed by
both sides. The Forest Service
watches trees, particularly in
California's Lake Arrowhead
area, for smog damage and
for beetle bark damage. It
then contracts for limited logging — cutting that will save
stronger trees from the bugs
that infested the smog-weakened trees. The ecologists
scream to high heaven over
the cutting of a single limb —
not considering that if the
weak trees aren't eliminated
the strong ones soon will be
dead.
There is the pollution of rivers in the Midwest and the
mill areas of New England,
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By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
••Surely, more garbage is
written about the stock market and why things are good
or bad in the market than almost any sector of American
activity- .
-Since the market has been
bad for smile time now, besi--.cakly, a broadly based , bear.
market which is only equalled
by the early 19.30s, some 40
years ago, we are getting
tired of writing and reading
the same old trash."
Whose sentiments? They
are those of James L. Fraser,
whose Contrary Opinion Service is one of the few highly
original, quality sources of investment thought circulated
on a regular basis.
'Fraser recalls that it was
Will Rogers who once said
that he did not make jokes,
but only watched the government and reported the facts.
Today, comments Fraser, it
is rather difficult to find the
facts."We are, as individuals,
inundated by so much information that we have difficulty
thinking straight," he says.
He goes on to remark that
the ordinary American gets a
lot of frustration and conflict
but little adjustment.
When direct satisfaction is,
Impossible, we require adjustments and resolutions
that ease the burden," according to Fraser. "To illustrate, when people's market
motives cannot be directly
satisfied, men and women
tend to change their perception of reality to bring it in line
_
with their motivation._
"If one does give up the
market, as a bad habit, he
gives up its harmful effects
and, by getting mad at his .
broker and the high cost of
commissions, he, in effect,
kicks the broken lawn mower
or strikes the table corner
that he has just run into. He
rationalizes his position."
Behavior, attitudes and
11 FaIways what •
* feelings are -43they seem, Fraser points out.
"People will avoid the stock
market until the stocks they
are in go up," he says. "It is a
well-known fact that individuals since 1959 have been net
sellers of stocks on taianct,
leaving aside their holdings of
mutual funds, which have
been sold on balance for over
a. year now.
• •'Individuals remain the
biggest holders of stocks,
owning over 70 per cent of the
total outstanding. This vast
sum, worth about $800 billion,
seems to be concentrated in
the smaller companies, and
old line blue chips"
Fraser, whose base is Burlington, Vt., notes that the
new issue market has dried up
and the secondary market,
where other individuals often
sell large blocks of shares, also has quieted down. Action Is
confined almost exclusively to
a few stocks that are institutional favorites.
And there is a limit to how
far this reverse pyramid can
go — "with that limit probably being hit right now," he
says.
The contrarian goes on to
conclude:
"Interest rates ought to
peak out this quarter and
stock market strength and acOtt a-broad basecstioniti
begin to climb slowly as individuals and others conelude
that the bottom indeed has
been seen.
"Since sentiment is not opUrnistic, this may take time.
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Dacouraged bottom echelon personnel, Courmier said,
are often told they were not
succeeding in selling because
they lacked special training.
This tkairung became available for perhaps $400 or $500,
through the same company,
they are told. Often there are
fees upon fees for so-called
supertraining, Courmier said.
Courmier said the first step
in the whole setup is reading
or hearing an advertisement
telling about how "you can
make $45,000 a year I or some
other eye-popping figure) in
your rare time."
The next step is attending
an evangelical-type, emotionally charged meeting where
speakers often bring listeners

MULTILEVEL CONCEPT

they just take new form

Pyramid plans never die
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service

nin

any product involved.
Regulatory and law enforcement agencies have
started cracking down.
Just last June, in California's first trial of a firm
charged with an endless-chain
of pyramiding scheme, the
company and 13 of its officers
were assessed $1,852,500 in
civil penalties.
The firm, Bestline Products, Inc., San Jose, was ordered to refund, upon request,
money to 3,189 distributors for

The old "chain letter"
scheme never really dies.
It simply turns up from
time to time in new form.
Right now the business
world is getting a good look at
various forms of "pyramiding" or "multilevel company" operations in which recruiting, franchising and
highly questionable training
become more important than

al
ge
ely•

1W

ty

SS

Not on your life, says a Californian who has made an exhaustive study of the multilevel concept.

unsold products.
Also under fire have been
firms operating along more or
less parallel lines, including
Glenn Turner's Dare-to-BeGreat motivational concern,
the late William Penn Patrick's Holiday Magic, Inc.,
and United Buyers Union,
Inc., involved in "discount
club" memberships.
Will this clampdown in a
nuniber of states bring pyramiding and the like to a halt?
Now and henceforth?

-It will come back in one
form or another because it
has proved to be a billion-dollar business," replied J. J.
Courimer, a management
consultant and author of the
book,"Pyramid Marketing —
Fortune fir Fraud?" ( published by Sales & Marketing
Services, Burbank).

Courmier said in an intertew that the typical pyramiding works something like
this. For anywhere from
$2,000 to 14,000, a man or
woman can buy an inventory
1 a company's product(s) at
the bottom level and begin to
profit by recruiting other distributors in order to move up
a level. Those distributors recruit still others until finally
somewhere along the line
there are more distributors
than customers, or close to it.
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ReviewedBy -HAROLD McCONNELL
"Decisions, decisions."
Maybe you've heard someone
mumble these words as he
was trying to make up his
mind about some minor
course of action such as which
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the whole course of one's life.
In this Wok Dr. Harold
Greenwald deals with those
decisions that affect people's
lives.
"This is a new way of looking at therapy, how people
deal with their lives," Greenwald said in an interview describing his therapy. "It's a
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"The principle applies to a
great many problems of living."
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and chairman of the clinical
psychology program at the
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Cow-inter, iii his investigation of pyramiding trauung
practices, found indications of
humiliation of subjects to the
point of sadism, he said.
-Two women filed charges,
claiming they were tossed
into coffins, hung on crosses
and beaten as part of a leadership program."
The bilked trainees as well
as others who paid exorbitant
sums for inventory, only to
Find unsold products piled to
the garage ceiling or held by
the company while charging
storage fees against it, usually are too embarrassed to tell
of their experiences, Cournuer found.
Courmier has a formula for
success in selling or any walk
of life: Develop the ability to
Ili understand yourself, 23
communicate effectively, ( 3
work with and through people,
( 41 manage time properly,
and (5) maintain a positive
iiiental attitude.

to frenzied states.
"One listener got so
charged up at one of these
meetings he went out and
robbed a bank," Courimer
said.
At another meeting, I saw
a crowd of about 2,000 give the
speaker a standing ovation,
although he wasn't even
there_ He was only on film."
To protect oneself, Cootii ter advises, ask for a company financial statement and
don't take any answer like
Be are not a public cornpany" or "this is privileged
information." Also, find out
what the average employe
makes, not just what one or a
few successes in pyramiding
made.
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Price changes
hit jewel trade
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
A small town boy from the
coal-mining community of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., probably
would cause his old elementary school pals to do a double
take if they could see him
now.
They might find him fondling diamonds, rubies or
sapphires, niaybe by the
handful. Almost anywhere in
the world.
Seymour Holtzman has
made it big, as they might say
in Wilkes-Barre. He is president and chief executive officer of Jewelcor, Inc., a publicly owned company whose
stock is listed on the American Stock Exchange and
which expects to do between
$75 million and $80 million in
business, principally jewelry
sales, this year.
The New York City headquartered firm is rated fifth
largest jewelry manufacturer
ttie IhtRed States, just four
years after Holtzman got into
the sophisticated world of
gold, silver, platinum, diamonds and other precious
stones without knowing anything about it.
He and a college buddy,
Frank P. Cuscela, had a
printing business in WilkesBarre at the time. Now aisceLa is executive vice president,secretary and treasurer
of Jewelcor.
'
Commercial printing is part
of Jewelcor's operatnxi:* -Holtzman said in an interview the jewelry business has
experienced turmoil because
of rapid fluctuations in gold
prices and almost equally
rapid changes in gem values
in recent weeks and months.
-Gold has more than dou-

MORE
RE-R
TO

bled and diamonds are up 30
to 40 per cent since the dollar
was devalued k late in 19721,"
Holtzman said.
Jewelcor's European contacts, mainly in Antwerp, Belgium, led Holtzrnan to comment:
"Europeans had no confidence in their own currencies
and now have lost confidence
in the dollar. They can't stuff
their mattresses with dollars
now, so they are stuffing the
mattresses with stuff like gold
and diamonds."

Member of As

Seen&
Arou
Mur

In Antwerp, Holtzman said,
"they don't like the dollar and
we pay in foreign currency."
He said that until recently
billing and payment would ordinarily take about 10 days,
but that within such a period
there might be a change of 1
or 2 per cent in currency valuations. This led Jewelcor to
speed up transactions through
computerization and transatlantic wires, so that now an
invoice is paid off within 24

Heavy, water repellent
duck field coat
license
with
pocket,
shell earriers, cord collar. Sizes 36 to 46 in
hunter brown.

army

66

MATCHING HUNTING PANTS
Water repellent, army
duck pants with rubberized front and seat, 4
front pockets, suspenders. Sizes 30 to 42 in
hunter brown.

Fortunately, Jewelccr had
established a large inventory
of gems before the dollar devaluation — valued at between $8 million and $9 million, Holtzman said — but not
so fortunately the company is
caught now with prices frozen
while valuations continue to
rise.
"This means that our 14
showrooms do not reflect current values and are selling
jewelry 1581atir tocy's replacement prices," Holtzman
said. He added that the last
price changes were in March.
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rubber
with double thick nonskid sole. Sizes 7 to 11
in black.
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Keep contents cold
for days! 56 qt. capacity. Finest insulation. Exclusive cam
latch.
Rust-proof
base.
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Remington
16-Gauge
Mohawk

SLEEPING
Coleman°
BAG

Model
11123C521

LEATHER
SPORTING
BOOT

Sheeting, lined with
flannel, filled with
four lbs. of insulation. A super buy
from Big K!
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Outers
GUN OIL

Slick bolt action, 6-bolt
repeater, low rebounding
hammer, side lever that
opens
easily! Walnut
finish hardwood stock.
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Heavy gauge waterproof
two tone vinyl cover
with
protective thick
padding.
Heavy
duty
luggage handle and zipper.
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SHOTGUN
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.
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2" web belt
with 25 shell
loops.

3 oz. size

For 12, 16,20
and 410 guns'
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All Items Available Nashville Stores,
Most Items Available All Stores!
Box

22-Caliber
SHELLS

1550

Two Gun
TRUCK
RACK

Coleman
FUEL

Vinyl
GUN CASE

REG 17.96
Leather
uppers
cioodyear welt construction. Sizes 7 to 1? in
blown.
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Special process construction
guarantees
great
Flexibility'
Lug
sole.
Sizes 7 to 12 in brown.

HUNTING
BOOT

American walnut Stock
with fine line checkering
for good looks and secure grip, Recoil action
design. Crots bolt safety.

Outer Gun
CLEANING
KIT

IREG. 16.88
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BLACK SHEEP
GUN CASE

SHOTGUN

MENS
RUBBER PACS
Durable
rubber
uppers
with self-cleaning gusset.
Fully Insulated with steel
shank and reinforced toe.
Sizes 7 to 12 In black.
Reg. 10 4.99

Stevens
SHOTGUN

Reg. 3.66
Model T2

Reg.
$1.31

Adjustable,
protective
clamp-on racks!

Gallon size

Durable vinyl
cover to protect your gun!
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BEL AIR -SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Equal Opportunity Employer
Acres of Free Parking
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